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1
Object Placement Basics

Every persistent object in an Objectivity/DB federated database is placed in a 
particular location within a federated database. The placement of persistent 
objects within a federated database significantly affects the performance of 
operations that find, read, and update those objects. 

You control the placement of persistent objects by providing the federated 
database with a placement model. The information in this model is consulted by an 
application’s placement manager component whenever the application makes a 
new object persistent.

This chapter describes:
■ The storage hierarchy that provides the internal structure of a federated 

database.
■ Basic design considerations for placing persistent objects in the storage 

hierarchy.
■ Objectivity/DB’s managed placement system for placing persistent objects 

automatically.
■ Common placement scenarios.
■ Comparison of managed vs. unmanaged placement mechanisms.
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Federated Database’s Storage Hierarchy

An Objectivity/DB federated database has an internal structure for organizing 
the persistent objects it stores. This structure is called the logical storage hierarchy 
because of its hierarchic arrangement of storage objects (see Figure 1-1):
■ The federated database has one or more databases.
■ Each database has one or more containers. 
■ Each container has two or more pages.
■ Each page can contain any number of persistent objects.

Figure 1-1 Logical Storage Hierarchy of a Federated Database

A federated database provides applications with a single logical view of the data 
to work with. 

Databases are the primary units of file storage. Every database is stored in its 
own file, and databases can be distributed among multiple hosts on a network.

Containers are units for grouping and locking persistent objects within a 
database. Obtaining a lock on a persistent object automatically locks its container 
and the other persistent objects in it. 

Pages are the minimum units of transfer between disk and application memory. 
Reading a persistent object into memory automatically transfers the entire page, 
including any other objects on that page.

Federated Database

Databases

Containers

Pages 

Persistent
Objects

Single Logical View

File Storage

Grouping and 
Locking

File Transfer

Stored Data
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Placement Design

Placement design is the process of deciding where to place persistent objects in a 
federated database to best meet application requirements. 

Placement design is an important activity, because the location of persistent 
objects in the storage hierarchy can significantly affect the performance of 
operations that find, read, and update those objects. Appropriate placement can:
■ Support scalability by increasing the number of persistent objects that can be 

stored, found, and updated with acceptable performance.
■ Support concurrency by increasing the number of transactions that can 

simultaneously access the stored objects with acceptable performance.

Sample Design Factors

Placement design takes into account factors such as the following:
■ How the application will normally create and use the persistent objects of 

each persistence-capable class.
■ The number and average sizes of these persistent objects.
■ The application’s priorities for trading off runtime speed, concurrent access, 

and disk space usage.

Basic Design Decisions

In general, a placement design is a set of decisions that specify: 
■ Which persistent objects are to be stored together (clustered).
■ Which persistent objects are to be stored separately from each other 

(distributed).
■ Which persistent objects are to be stored in groups that correspond to other 

designated objects (partitioned).
■ The storage levels (page, container, or database) at which clustering, 

distribution, and partitioning take place.

These decisions collectively determine whether the federated database has one 
database or thousands of databases; whether databases have one container or 
thousands of containers; and whether persistent objects are packed densely or 
distributed sparsely among containers.

These decisions can also affect how frequently locking conflicts occur when data 
is accessed by concurrent transactions; how much of the storage hierarchy must 
be searched to find objects of particular types; and how storage and processing 
loads are balanced across different machines.
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Managed Placement

You can set up Objectivity/DB to manage the placement of persistent objects 
according to your design. Objectivity/DB’s managed placement automatically 
finds an appropriate location in the storage hierarchy for each new persistent 
object, and adds new pages, containers, or databases as necessary to 
accommodate new persistent objects. Location information for the different types 
of persistent objects is automatically made available to query operations that 
search for those objects.

Main Components 

The central component of managed placement is the placement model, in which 
you represent your placement design. You compose the model in an XML 
placement model document (PMD), and install it in the federated database. Each 
federated database stores its placement model persistently.

When you start your application, Objectivity/DB initializes the application’s 
placement manager component with information from the federated database’s 
placement model. Each time the application requests that a new object be made 
persistent, the placement manager places the new object according to your 
design.

Figure 1-2 Placement Management System
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Persistence 
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Rules and Placers

A placement model consists of specifications for rules and three kinds of placers 
(object placers, container placers, and database placers). Rules and placers are internal 
objects that work together to obtain locations for new persistent objects. The rules 
and placers specified by a placement model are created when an application’s 
placement manager is initialized. 

Rules and placers have the following basic responsibilities: 

Every rule is linked to a chain of placers as shown in Figure 1-3. Each placer 
performs its services on behalf of the rule or placer from which it is linked.

Figure 1-3 Rule Linked to a Chain of Placers

A rule uses various criteria to identify a set of persistent objects to be placed. The 
main criterion is the objects’ class, but other conditions are possible. When an 
application requests placement for a new object, the placement manager selects 
the rule whose criteria best match that object. 

When selected, a rule delegates to a specific object placer to obtain a suitable 
container for the new object. Such a container may already exist, possibly created 
by a different placer. If a suitable container exists, the object placer finds a page 
on which to place the new object. Otherwise, the object placer creates a new 
container to accommodate the new object. A new container is typically created 
the first time a rule is applied or whenever existing containers are considered 
full.

When creating a new container, an object placer delegates the container’s 
placement to a particular container placer. The container placer decides whether 
to select an existing database or create a new one. If the container placer creates a 
new database, placement of the database file is delegated to a database placer.

Rule Identifies a particular set of objects to be placed. 

Object placer Places new persistent objects on pages in containers; creates new 
containers as needed. 

Container placer Places new containers in databases; creates new databases as 
needed. 

Database placer Places new database files in file-storage locations.

Rule Object Placer Container Placer Database Placer
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Figure 1-4 shows how a rule and its placers work together when an application 
requests placement of a new object of the persistence-capable class Vehicle. 

Figure 1-4 Rule and Placers for Placing Vehicle Objects

Placers keep track of the locations of persistent objects, and provide this 
information to operations that look up or query those objects. For example, an 
application needing to find all persistent Vehicle objects consults the placement 
manager to find the databases and containers in which Vehicle objects reside.

A Closer Look at the Placement Model

A placement model’s specifications tell Objectivity/DB how to initialize an 
application’s placement manager. These specifications include:
■ The criteria that rules use to identify the objects to which they apply.
■ The criteria that placers use to determine when to use existing containers or 

databases and when to create new ones.
■ The chains of placers and the rules that invoke them.
■ Details about the containers or databases to be created, such as their initial 

and maximum sizes.
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Initial Placement Model

Objectivity/DB provides an initial placement model that is primarily useful for 
placing relatively small numbers of objects created by relatively simple 
applications. This model specifies:
■ A single default rule, which matches all objects of every persistence-capable 

class.
■ A single chain of default placers.

In the initial placement model, the default placers are configured to: 

1. Create a container in a database in the default file-storage 
location—typically, the same directory as the federated database’s system 
database file. (See “A Word About File Storage” on page 18.) 

2. Place new persistent objects on pages in the container until it is full, and then 
create a new container in the database. 

3. Keep filling and adding containers to the database until it is full, and then 
create a new database (with a new container) in the default file-storage 
location.

4. Keep filling and adding databases until no more databases can be added to the 
federated database.

Figure 1-5 Storage Resulting From Default Placement

Default Default Default Default 
Rule Object Placer Container Placer Database Placer

Container Group
Database Group

Default File-Storage Location

Single Default
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As shown in Figure 1-5, the default placers:
■ Place all persistent objects in a single series of containers, called a container 

group. 
■ Place all containers in a single series of databases, called a database group. 

Each group serves to extend a particular resource (container or database) to enable 
placers to keep placing items without running out of space.

The placement process arranges persistent objects in the approximate order in 
which they were added to the federated database. Consequently, objects of 
different classes are likely to be intermixed in the same containers. Although an 
adequate location is found for every persistent object, the resulting placement 
provides no optimization for any particular access pattern, such as performing 
frequent queries over the objects of a particular class. 

Placement Models for Complex Designs

You can define a placement model to implement a complex design supporting 
the access patterns of various applications. A placement model may specify:
■ Multiple rules, each matching a particular set of objects to be placed.
■ Multiple chains of placers, each configured to place objects in one or more 

container groups, database groups, and groups of file-storage locations.

Figure 1-6 Placement Model With Multiple Rules and Placers

The rules of a placement model are built around the federated database’s 
schema. Each rule applies to the objects of a particular persistence-capable class; 
you can also configure a rule to match a subset of such objects. A placement 
model always includes an implicit default rule that applies to any object not 
matched by an explicit rule.

Rule:
Object Placer

Vehicle

Rule:
Object Placer

Customer

Rule:
Object Placer Container Placer Database Placer

RentalCompany

Default Default Default Default 
Rule Object Placer Container Placer Database Placer

Rule:
Object Placer Container Placer Database Placer

Location
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Organization of Placed Objects

Within a placement model, you configure how each object placer organizes the 
objects it places. For example, you can choose whether the object placer: 
■ Combines the objects into a single container group. 
■ Distributes the objects among multiple container groups.

You can also choose whether the object placer forms a placement relationship 
between an object being placed and some existing object specified by an 
application. This enables the placer to organize objects of one class relative to 
objects of some other class. For example, you could configure a placer to place 
each new RentalEvent object near the particular RentalContract object that will 
own it, to obtain the performance benefits described in “Composite Objects” on 
page 20.

The container group or groups created by a particular object placer constitute the 
placer’s scope. An object placer creates, fills, and tracks the containers in its scope. 
When a query operation needs to find the objects that were placed by an object 
placer, the object placer directs the query to search the relevant containers in its 
scope.

Container placers and database placers also maintain scopes, analogous to object 
placers. For example, the scope of a container placer consists of the database 
groups it creates for placing containers.

Over time, a placement model with multiple rules and placers produces a storage 
hierarchy such as the one shown in Figure 1-7, where resources are organized 
into many groups belonging to many overlapping or disjoint scopes. 

Figure 1-7 Complex Placement Organization

Container Groups Owned by Different Object-Placer Scopes

Database Groups Owned by Different Container-Placer Scopes
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A Word About File Storage 

A federated database maintains an inventory of file-storage locations that are 
available for placing new files. This inventory is called the main storage group, and 
is typically populated by a system administrator acquainted with the site’s hosts 
and file systems.

By default, database placers are configured to use the main storage group, as in 
Figure 1-8. A database placer selects a file-storage location from the main storage 
group when placing a file. (The particular selection process is specified in the 
placement model; here, the database placer selects the first available location.)

Figure 1-8 Database Placer Configured to Use the Main Storage Group

For more precise control over file placement, a system administrator can assign 
individual database placers to subsets of the file-storage locations in the main 
storage group, as in Figure 1-9. An individually assigned database placer selects 
only from its own subset of locations. 

Figure 1-9 Database Placer Assigned to a Subset of Storage Locations
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Common Placement Scenarios

When deciding how to place persistent objects, you should consider the various 
scenarios in which the objects will be used. Most scenarios can be handled by one 
of two fundamental placement guidelines:
■ Place objects together if they will normally be used together. 
■ Place objects separately if they will normally be used independently. 

The following subsections apply these guidelines to common usage scenarios 
from a RentalCompany application that creates, stores, finds, and updates 
various objects representing car rental activity.

Objects Used Together

Persistent objects can be used together in various ways—for example, when a 
transaction considers all the objects of a particular class during a query, or 
accesses a small group of related objects as a single composite object.

Efficient Queries

Usage Scenario: The RentalCompany application will perform frequent queries 
over Customer objects in the federated database. 

Placement Design: Place all Customer objects in a single group of containers. 
Doing so limits the search for Customer objects to just the containers in that 
group.

Figure 1-10 Transaction Querying Customer Objects in a Container Group
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A placement model can express this design with an object placer that distributes 
Customer objects among the containers of a single container group.

Composite Objects

Usage Scenario: The RentalCompany application will create many persistent 
RentalContract objects, along with the various RentalEvent objects that represent 
stages in a contract’s lifecycle (reservation, vehicle pickup, and vehicle return). 
The application will normally access a RentalContract and its RentalEvents as a 
single composite object. 

Placement Design: Cluster RentalEvent objects in the same container as the 
RentalContract object to which they belong. Doing so enables a transaction to 
lock the entire composite object with a single lock request, minimizing lock 
server traffic. (Choosing to place these objects in separate containers would make 
multiple lock requests necessary when accessing the same set of objects.)

Placing a RentalContract object and its RentalEvent objects in the same container 
also increases the probability that they will reside on the same page, allowing 
them to be transferred to and from memory in a single read operation.

Figure 1-11 Transaction Obtaining a Single Lock to Access Multiple Objects

A placement model can express this design by enabling RentalContract objects to 
be used to guide the placement of corresponding RentalEvent objects. 
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Objects Used Independently

Persistent objects can be used independently in various ways—typically, when 
different objects are updated in parallel by separate transactions or processes.

High Concurrency

Usage Scenario: The RentalCompany application will create many Vehicle 
objects. Multiple independent transactions will normally update different 
Vehicle objects at the same time. 

Placement Design: Distribute Vehicle objects among different containers. Because 
only one transaction at a time can hold an update lock on a particular container, 
distributing the vehicles improves the likelihood that each updating transaction 
can access the Vehicle object it needs without waiting for another updating 
transaction to release its lock.

Figure 1-12 Transactions Updating Vehicle Objects Concurrently

A placement model can include an object placer that places every Vehicle object 
in its own container. 

Load Balancing

Usage Scenario: The RentalCompany application will create a number of 
Location objects and Stall objects to represent the company’s rental facilities at 
various airports. Each rental facility will run its own copy of the application as a 
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local process. Each local process will need frequent access to the facility’s Stall 
objects to check for available cars, but may occasionally need to check for 
availability at remote facilities, as well.

Placement Design: Place each facility’s Location and Stall objects in a separate 
group of containers, and then place each such group in a separate database. 
Doing so enables you to distribute the data among networked host machines as 
best suits the anticipated processing loads and network traffic. A typical choice is 
to place each database file near the application process that will access it most 
frequently—in the same local-area network, possibly sharing the same host.

Placing the database files on different physical drives also prevents I/O 
bottlenecks and drive head contention that would likely occur if all application 
processes needed to obtain their Stall data from files on the same host machine.

Figure 1-13 RentalCompany Applications and Databases Located in Seattle and Miami

A placement model can express this design with placers that partition the 
Location and Stall objects into separate containers and databases. Individually 
provisioned database placers put the databases on different machines.
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Managed vs. Unmanaged Placement

Managed placement is the default technique for handling the placement of 
persistent objects in a federated database. The other technique, unmanaged (or 
explicit) placement, is normally used only with legacy applications and federated 
databases.

When unmanaged placement is chosen for a federated database, every 
application that adds a persistent object is also responsible for placing that object 
through the application-programming interface. Each application must include 
code that: 
■ Creates and finds the containers and databases in the storage hierarchy.
■ Defines and creates transient objects called clustering strategies to guide the 

placement of persistent objects. 

In contrast, managed placement:
■ Handles the creation of containers and databases automatically.
■ Consolidates all placement instructions for a federated database in a single 

placement model, which is external to the accessing applications. 

Managed placement has the following significant advantages over explicit 
placement: 

Consistency All applications and tools accessing a particular federated database 
use the same placement model and therefore place objects according 
to the same rules. 

Simplified code Applications no longer need to include code for creating clustering 
strategies or storage objects.

Self documenting All placement rules for a federated database are recorded in a single, 
readable placement model document, instead of being located 
throughout the code of one or more applications.

Flexible Changes to placement rules are made outside of any application, so 
you can easily try different rules without recompiling.
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2
Tutorial: Developing a Placement Model

This tutorial shows you how to create and use various placement models to place 
the data created by a simple RentalCompany application.

In this tutorial, you will:
■ Set up the sample federated database.
■ Get acquainted with the schema of a sample application that will create and 

store data in an Objectivity/DB federated database.
■ Perform a series of exercises that demonstrate how to place objects in a 

particular useful way.
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Before You Start

The steps in this tutorial assume:
■ You have completely installed Objectivity/DB 
■ You have copied your Objectivity license into a file called oolicense.txt 

the top level of your Objectivity/DB installation directory.

On Windows

1. Click Start > Programs (or All Programs) > Objectivity x.x > Objectivity 
Network Services. Make sure the Objectivity Lock Server is listed as 
“installed” and “running.” 

2. Open a command prompt—for example, click Start > Programs (or 
All Programs) > Accessories > Command Prompt.

3. Change to the installDir\samples\placementTutorial folder, where 
installDir is the directory in which you installed Objectivity/DB. Make 
sure you have read and write permission to the placementTutorial folder.

4. Leave the command prompt window open. During this tutorial, you will use 
the command prompt to run various Objectivity/DB commands and tutorial 
utilities.

5. Click Start > Programs (or All Programs) > Objectivity x.x > Objectivity 
Assist to start Objectivity/Assist.
During this tutorial, you will use Assist to look inside the federated database 
to see where the persistent objects have been placed.

6. Identify a text editor in which you can view and edit an XML document.
7. Continue with Setting Up the Sample Federated Database.
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On UNIX and Macintosh

1. Make sure the lock server is running on your computer. At a command 
prompt, enter:
oocheckls 
If the lock server is not running, start it by following steps in Chapter 8, 
“Using a Lock Server,” in the Objectivity/DB Administration book.

2. Change to the installDir/samples directory, where installDir is the 
directory in which you installed Objectivity/DB.

3. Set up the placementTutorial directory so that you have full permissions to 
it, using one of the following approaches:
■ Copy the placementTutorial directory and its contents to a separate 

location, set the permissions, and change to that directory. For example, 
enter the following, where homeDir represents your home directory:
cp -r installDir/samples/placementTutorial homeDir

chmod 777 homeDir/placementTutorial

chmod 777 homeDir/placementTutorial/*

cd homeDir/placementTutorial

■ Set the permissions on the placementTutorial directory inside your 
installation hierarchy. Then change to the placementTutorial 
directory. For example:
chmod 777 placementTutorial

chmod 777 placementTutorial/*

cd placementTutorial

On the Macintosh platform, you can use sudo to execute the above 
commands with root permissions. For example:
sudo chmod 777 placementTutorial

4. Leave a window with a command prompt open. During this tutorial, you will 
use the command prompt to run various Objectivity/DB commands and 
tutorial utilities.

5. Start Objectivity/Assist. For example, enter the following at a command 
prompt:

During this tutorial, you will use Assist to look inside the federated database 
to see where the persistent objects have been placed.

6. Identify a text editor in which you can view and edit an XML document.
7. Continue with Setting Up the Sample Federated Database.

On UNIX: installDir/arch/assist/ooassist &

On Macintosh: open "/Applications/Objectivity Assist.app"
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Setting Up the Sample Federated Database

Preparing the federated database

➤ At the placementTutorial command prompt, enter the reset utility for 
your platform:

NOTE You perform this step at the beginning of most exercises to replace the federated 
database from the previous exercise with a new one.

The reset utility creates a federated database called RentalCompanyData, and 
adds classes to its schema. (The classes are loaded from the 
placementTutorialSchema.txt file in the same directory.)

The new federated database consists of two files in the placementTutorial 
directory: RentalCompanyData.boot and RentalCompanyData.fdb.

The new federated database is set up to manage the placement of new persistent 
objects automatically. Later, when you set up your own federated databases, you 
will do so by running the CreateFd tool as described in Chapter 20, 
“Administration Tools in the Tool Runner,” in the Objectivity/DB Administration 
online book.

Preparing to view the federated database in Assist

1. In Objectivity/Assist, click File > Open FD. 
2. In the FD Project Specification dialog, make sure Existing FD is selected. 
3. In the Boot File field, browse to the boot file for the federated database. 

On Windows:
placementTutorial\RentalCompanyData.boot 
On UNIX and Macintosh:
placementTutorial/RentalCompanyData.boot 

4. Click Next.
5. In the Project Name field, enter PlacementProject and click Finish.

reset.exe (on Windows)

reset (on UNIX or Macintosh)
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Getting Acquainted With the Sample Application

Assume your team is developing a simple RentalCompany application. This 
application models the customer and maintenance operations for a vehicle-rental 
company with branches in multiple locations worldwide. 

In this tutorial, you will explore a series of different placement possibilities using 
a simple populator utility that creates persistent objects of each class in the 
schema. 

Figure 2-1 shows the schema for the RentalCompany application (and the 
populator utility). This diagram shows:
■ The main classes representing the rental company, its branch locations, 

customer accounts, rental contracts, vehicles, vehicle models, vehicle 
categories, and so on.

■ Associations for linking objects of various classes to each other. 
■ Inheritance relationships that enable the use of common code to track the 

different events when a vehicle is rented—typically reservation, pickup, and 
return.
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Figure 2-1 Simplified Class Diagram of the RentalCompany Schema
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Exercise 1: Using Default Placement

In this exercise, we’ll place persistent objects using the default placement, which 
is installed automatically when you create a new federated database. 

Populate the federated database

1. If you haven’t already done so, change to the placementTutorial 
command prompt, and enter the reset utility:
reset

2. At the placementTutorial command prompt, enter the populator utility for 
your platform:

This populator utility creates persistent objects of each of the classes in the 
RentalCompany schema. 

Inspect the default placement of persistent objects

1. If you haven’t already done so, perform the steps in Preparing to view the 
federated database in Assist.

2. In Assist’s FD Project Explorer, expand PlacementProject and the federated 
database.

3. Expand Data, to list the newly created database.
4. Expand the entry for Database: (3-0-0-0) (pmV1-Default_1). 
5. Expand the entry for Container: (3-3-1-1) (pmV1-Default_1).

Notice the newly created persistent objects.

Observations 

The default placement model created a container and a database whose system 
names begin with the prefix pmV1-Default_. 

The container named pmV1-Default_1 contains all the persistent objects created by 
the populator utility. 

populate.exe (on Windows)

populate (on UNIX or Macintosh)
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Inspect the default placement of database files

➤ At the placementTutorial command prompt, use a file system command 
such as dir or ls to list the files in the directory. 

Observations 

The default placement model created two database files with the filename 
extension .DB:

pmPM_V1-INTERNAL_G1_1.RentalCompanyData.DB

pmV1-Default_1.RentalCompanyData.DB

Each filename is of the form dbSystemName.fdSystemName.DB. The database 
pmV1-Default_1 is stored in the file pmV1-Default_1.RentalCompanyData.DB.

NOTE Databases with the name component INTERNAL contain housekeeping objects 
maintained by the object placement system.

NOTE The prefix pmV1- indicates the version of the placement model. We’ll see more 
about versioning later, in “A word about working with PMDs” on page 40.

The database files are in the default storage location, which is the host and 
directory of the system-database file of the federated database.

Generate the initial placement model document (PMD)

➤ At the placementTutorial command prompt, enter: 
objy ExportPlacement -outFile ex1.pmd -bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot

This step generates a placement model document (PMD) containing an XML 
representation of the placement model that is currently installed in the federated 
database. Because we haven’t yet installed a modified placement model, the 
model represented in ex1.pmd is the initial placement model, which was installed 
automatically when the federated database was created. 
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A tour of the initial PMD

➤ In a text or XML editor, open the ex1.pmd file, and scroll to the end of the 
document—a PMD is designed to be read from the bottom up.

Here is a simplified version of the initial PMD. 

<PMD ... >
<PlacementModel ... >
... 

<DatabasePlacers/> <!-- Empty, so uses implicit default --> 

<ContainerPlacers>
<ContainerPlacer 
name="Default" 
description="Default placer used for placing containers when 
no specific container placer is specified" 

placeInto="OwnScope" 
<Scope id= ... >
<SingleDatabaseGroup/>
... 

</Scope>
</ContainerPlacer>

</ContainerPlacers>

<ObjectPlacers>
<ObjectPlacer 
name="Default"
description="Default placer used for placing objects when

no specific object placer is specified"
placeInto="OwnScope" 
placeOnNewPage="false"
containerPlacer="Default">
<Scope id= ... >
<SingleContainerGroup/>
...  

</Scope>
</ObjectPlacer>

</ObjectPlacers>

<Rules/> <!-- Empty, so uses implicit default --> 

</PlacementModel>
</PMD>

4

3

2

1
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The following table describes the main elements in the initial PMD.

Understand the initial PMD

The rule and placers defined in the initial PMD form a single chain, as shown in 
the following figure:

Discussion 

The default object placer and the default container placer both have the reserved 
name Default. The placer’s name is used as a component of the system names of 
the resources (containers or databases) in the placer’s scope.

# Element Description

1 <Rules/> Section for defining placement rules. 

Implicitly contains a single default rule, which matches all classes in 
schema and causes them to be placed by the default object placer.

2 <ObjectPlacers...>
<ObjectPlacer...>

Section for defining object placers. 

Explicitly defines the default object placer, which creates a single 
container group as its scope, and delegates to the default container 
placer for placing new containers in its group.

3 <ContainerPlacers>
<ContainerPlacer...>

Section for defining container placers. 

Explicitly defines the default container placer, which creates a single 
database group as its scope, and implicitly delegates to the default 
database placer for placing new databases in its group.

4 <DatabasePlacers/> Section for defining database placers. 

Implicitly defines the default database placer, which obtains 
file-storage locations from the federated database’s main storage 
group. By default, the main storage group is empty, causing files to 
be placed in the same host and path as the system-database file.

Implicit Default Default Implicit Default
Default Rule Database PlacerObject Placer Container Placer
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Understand the default placement

The following diagram shows how the default placement model would place a 
very large number of persistent objects—enough objects to fill up many 
containers and databases.

Discussion

All persistent objects of all classes are placed in the containers of a single 
container group, which is the scope of the object placer named Default. Initially, 
this group consists of one individual container (named pmV1-Default_1); when 
that container is full, the placer adds a container named pmV1-Default_2, and so 
on. The objects are generally placed in the order in which they were created by 
the application.

Similarly, all containers are assigned to the databases of a single database group, 
which is the scope of the container placer named Default. Initially, this group has 
one individual database named pmV1-Default_1; when that database is full, the 
placer adds a database named pmV1-Default_2, and so on. 

NOTE The individual component containers of a container group may reside in 
different databases within a database group.

Resource groups (container groups and database groups) are the fundamental unit 
of organization within a placer’s scope. Each group extends a particular type of 
resource to enable placers to keep placing items without running out of space. 

Default File-Storage Location

Scope of the
Default Object Placer

Scope of the 
Default 
Container Placer(Single Container Group)
(Single Database Group)

= Individual Container 
in a Container Group

= Individual Database 
in a Database Group

Key
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Exercise 2: Grouping All Objects of a Class

In this exercise, we’ll place Vehicle objects together in a single container group, 
and use default placement for all other types of objects.

Placing the objects of a class in a single container group is particularly useful 
when you want to narrow the search for those objects during a query.

You’ll edit the federated database’s PMD to add:
■ A rule that matches the Vehicle class.
■ An object placer to create a single container group for the Vehicle objects.

Prepare for this exercise

1. If Assist is still running, click File>Disconnect FD.
2. At the placementTutorial command prompt, enter the reset utility:

reset

3. At the placementTutorial command prompt, enter: 
objy ExportPlacement -outFile ex2.pmd -bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot

Edit and install the PMD

1. In your text or XML editor, open ex2.pmd. 
2. Scroll to the end of the file, and replace the <Rules/> line with the following 

lines:

<Rules>

   <Rule objectClass="FleetData.Vehicle" objectPlacer="Vehicles"/>

</Rules>

3. Scroll up and insert the following lines immediately after the 
<ObjectPlacers> line, and above the default object placer:

<ObjectPlacer name="Vehicles" description="Places Vehicle objects." 

placeInto="OwnScope" containerPlacer="Default"> 

<Scope> 

<SingleContainerGroup/> 

</Scope>

</ObjectPlacer>

4. Save the file.
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5. At the placementTutorial command prompt, enter the following command 
to install the placement model defined by the changed PMD: 

objy ImportPlacement -inFile ex2.pmd -bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot

NOTE If an error is reported, check the spelling of the class name in the rule. It must be 
the namespace-qualified name of a class in the federated database’s schema.

Populate the federated database

➤ At the placementTutorial command prompt, enter the populator utility:
populate

Inspect the placement of persistent objects

1. If necessary, restart Assist, or, if it is still running from the previous exercise, 
right-click the project name and click Refresh. 

2. In Assist’s FD Project Explorer, find Data and expand it.
3. Under Data, expand the entry for Database: (3-0-0-0) (pmV2-Default_1). 
4. Under the pmV2-Default_1 database, expand the following container entries:

Container: (3-3-1-1) (pmV2-Default_1) 

Container: (3-4-1-1) (pmV2-Vehicles_1)

Observations 

Vehicle objects are placed in a container whose system name begins with the 
prefix pmV2-Vehicles_. 

All other objects are placed in a container called pmV2-Default_1.

Understand the PMD

The steps you performed in Edit and install the PMD produced a placement 
model like this:

Implicit 
name: Default

Implicit Default
Default Rule Database Placer

Object Placer Container Placer

Rule Object Placer
class: Vehicle

name: Default

name: Vehicles
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Discussion

The PMD retains all of the elements of the default placement model—the implicit 
default rule and the various default placers—and adds a new rule and a new 
object placer.

In your text or XML editor, examine the definition of the new rule. This new rule 
is configured to:
■ Apply to Vehicle objects. If class Vehicle had subclasses, the new rule would 

apply to objects of those classes, too. 

■ Delegate to the new Vehicles object placer, causing all Vehicle objects to be 
placed by that object placer.

NOTE When you add a more specialized rule to handle objects of a particular class, any 
more general rule no longer applies. Consequently, the presence of the new rule 
for Vehicle objects means the implicit default rule no longer applies to them.

Now examine the XML definition of the new Vehicles object placer. This new 
object placer is configured to:
■ Place objects into “its own” scope, which consists of a single container group. 

(Later, we’ll see what it means for a placer to place into another placer’s 
scope.)

■ Delegate to the Default container placer for the placement of any new 
containers needed for Vehicle objects.

NOTE For convenience, you can omit the containerPlacer="Default" attribute. 
Doing so delegates to the default container placer implicitly. 

NOTE The Vehicles object placer omits the details specified in the Default object placer. 
Omitting these items is the same as specifying them with their default values. 
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Understand the placement

The following diagram shows how the current placement model would place a 
very large number of persistent objects—enough objects to fill up many 
containers and databases. 

Discussion

All Vehicle objects are placed together in the containers of a single container 
group, which is the scope of the object placer named Vehicles. When the container 
group contains multiple containers, the individual containers are named 
pmV2-Vehicles_1, pmV2-Vehicles_2, and so on.

All other persistent objects are placed together in containers managed by the 
Default object placer, as they were in Exercise 1.

Both the Vehicles object placer and the Default object placer delegate to the same 
container placer—namely, the Default container placer. Consequently, all 
containers created by these object placers are placed in databases belonging to 
the same database group (databases pmV2-Default_1, pmV2-Default_2, and so on).

NOTE The figure shows a logical view of the two container groups. Depending on the 
order in which the individual containers are added to each group, the containers 
of the two groups may be intermixed within each database. That is, the 
containers within a group do not necessarily have sequential identifiers, 
although their system names will have sequential numeric suffixes.

Default File-Storage Location

Scope of the

Scope of the Default Container Placer

Scope of the 

Default Object Placer

Vehicles Object Placer

(consists of containers 
pmV2-Default_1, 
pmV2-Default_2,

(consists of containers
pmV2-Vehicles_1, 
pmV2-Vehicles_2,

(Consists of databases pmV2-Default_1, pmV2-Default_2, and so on)

and so on)

and so on)
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A word about working with PMDs

The following actions constitute a typical cycle:

1. Run the ExportPlacement tool to generate a PMD containing the federated 
database’s current placement model.

2. Edit the PMD.
3. Run the ImportPlacement tool to install the placement model defined by the 

changed PMD.

Each cycle creates a new version of the federated database’s placement model, 
and makes it the current version. The current version controls the placement of 
subsequently created objects. 

NOTE Importing a new version has no effect on any existing objects, which remain in 
their current locations. (For this reason, each exercise in this tutorial starts with 
an empty federated database, to make it easier to see the results of the exercise’s 
placement model.)

Placement-model versions are numbered, and the number of a particular version 
appears in the system names of any containers and databases created while that 
version is current. In Exercise 1, the prefix pmV1- indicates that placement was 
controlled by the initial placement model. In Exercise 2 (and all other exercises), 
the prefix pmV2- indicates that placement is controlled by a second version of the 
placement model.

ExportPlacement

Federated
Database

Placement
Model

Edit PMD

ImportPlacement

myModel.pmd

New Current 
Version Version
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Exercise 3: Grouping Objects for Network Distribution

In this exercise, we’ll group Vehicle objects together and place them in a database 
group of their own. We’ll use default placement for all other types of objects.

Storing containers in a separate group of databases enables them to be moved to 
a different file-storage location in your network. 

You’ll edit the federated database’s PMD to add:
■ A rule that matches the Vehicle class.
■ An object placer that creates a single container group for the Vehicle objects.
■ A container placer that creates a single database group for the Vehicle 

objects.

Prepare for this exercise

1. If Assist is still running, click File>Disconnect FD.
2. At the placementTutorial command prompt, enter the reset utility:

reset

3. At the placementTutorial command prompt, enter: 
objy ExportPlacement -outFile ex3.pmd -bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot

Edit and install the PMD

1. In your text or XML editor, open ex3.pmd and scroll to the end of the file. 
2. Scroll to the end of the file, and replace the <Rules/> line with the following 

lines:

<Rules>

   <Rule objectClass="FleetData.Vehicle" objectPlacer="Vehicles"/>

</Rules>

3. Scroll up and add the following lines immediately after the 
<ObjectPlacers> line, and above the default object placer:

<ObjectPlacer name="Vehicles" description="Places Vehicle objects." 

placeInto="OwnScope" containerPlacer="Vehicles">

<Scope> 

<SingleContainerGroup/> 

</Scope>

</ObjectPlacer>
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4. Scroll up and add the following immediately after the <ContainerPlacers> 
line, and above the default container placer:

<ContainerPlacer name="Vehicles" 

description="Places containers of Vehicle objects." 

placeInto="OwnScope">

<Scope> 

<SingleDatabaseGroup/> 

</Scope>

</ContainerPlacer>

5. Save the file.
6. At the placementTutorial command prompt, enter: 

objy ImportPlacement -inFile ex3.pmd -bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot

Populate the federated database

➤ At the placementTutorial command prompt, enter the populator utility:
populate

Inspect the placement of persistent objects

1. If necessary, restart Assist, or, if it is still running, right-click the project name 
and click Refresh. 

2. In Assist’s FD Project Explorer, find Data and expand it.
3. Under Data, expand each of the following database entries:

Database: (3-0-0-0) (pmV2-Default_1)

Database: (5-0-0-0) (pmV2-Vehicles_1) 
4. Under the pmV2-Default_1 database entry, expand the entry for:

Container: (3-3-1-1) (pmV2-Default_1)

5. Under the pmV2-Vehicles_1 database entry, expand the entry for:
Container: (5-3-1-1) (pmV2-Vehicles_1)

Observations 

Vehicle objects are placed in their own container (named pmV2-Vehicles_1), which 
in turn is placed in its own database (also named pmV2-Vehicles_1).

As in the previous exercises, all other objects are placed in a container called 
pmV2-Default_1 within a database called pmV2-Default_1.
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Understand the PMD

The steps you performed in Edit and install the PMD produced a placement 
model like this:

Discussion

This PMD has elements you’ve seen in previous exercises:
■ The implicit default rule. 
■ The default object placer and container placer.
■ An explicit rule for Vehicle objects.
■ An object placer called Vehicles, which is configured to place objects into its 

own scope, consisting of a single container group.

Here’s what’s different:
■ The Vehicles object placer is configured to delegate to a container placer 

called Vehicles, instead of delegating to the default container placer.
■ The Vehicles container placer is configured to maintain a scope of its own, 

consisting of a single database group.

NOTE The new Vehicles container placer has no explicit attribute for delegating to a 
database placer. This means it will use the implicit default database placer when 
it needs to add new databases to its database group.

NOTE The Vehicles object placer is linked to a container placer that is also called Vehicles. 
Sharing a name makes it easy to keep track of placers that are linked together, 
but is not required. The only naming requirement is that the default placers must 
be named Default.

Implicit 
name: Default

Implicit Default
Default Rule Database Placer

Object Placer Container Placer

Rule Object Placer
class: Vehicle

name: Default

name: Vehicles
Container Placer
name: Vehicles
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Understand the placement

The following diagram shows how the current placement model would place a 
very large number of persistent objects—enough objects to fill up many 
containers and databases. 

Discussion

This exercise places persistent objects in nearly the same way as Exercise 2. As 
before, persistent Vehicle objects are together in one container group, and the 
persistent objects of all other classes are in another container group.

What’s different is that all the containers of Vehicle objects now reside in a 
separate group of databases, which is the scope maintained by the Vehicles 
container placer. When the database group contains multiple databases, the 
individual databases are named pmV2-Vehicles_1, pmV2-Vehicles_2, and so on.

NOTE At this point you could use an administration tool to move the pmV2-Vehicles 
databases to another machine on the same network. It is also possible to create 
databases directly on another machine; see Chapter 3, “Specifying File Storage.”

Default 
File-Storage Location

Scope of the Vehicles Container Placer

Vehicles 
Scope of the

Object Placer

Scope of the
Default Object Placer

Scope of the Default Container Placer
(consists of databases pmV2-Default_1, 
pmV2-Default_2, and so on) 

(consists of databases pmV2-Vehicles_1,
pmV2-Vehicles_2, and so on)
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Exercise 4: Mixing Objects in the Same Group

In this exercise, we’ll place VehicleModel objects and VehicleCategory objects 
together in a single container group. We’ll use default placement for all other 
types of objects.

Mixing objects of several classes in the same container group increases the 
probability that they will be placed in the same individual container. This makes 
it very efficient for applications to access objects of these types in the same 
transaction. 

You’ll edit the federated database’s PMD to add:
■ A rule that matches the VehicleModel class.
■ A rule that matches the VehicleCategory class.
■ An object placer to create a single container group for the objects of classes 

VehicleModel and VehicleCategory.

Prepare for this exercise

1. If Assist is still running, click File>Disconnect FD.
2. At the placementTutorial command prompt, enter the reset utility:

reset

3. At the placementTutorial command prompt, enter: 
objy ExportPlacement -outFile ex4.pmd -bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot

Edit and install the PMD

1. In your text or XML editor, open ex4.pmd.
2. Scroll to the end of the file, and replace the <Rules/> line with the following 

lines:

<Rules>

<Rule objectClass="FleetData.VehicleModel"
objectPlacer="VehicleSelection"/>

<Rule objectClass="FleetData.VehicleCategory"
objectPlacer="VehicleSelection"/>

</Rules>
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3. Scroll up and add the following immediately after the <ObjectPlacers> line, 
and above the default object placer:

<ObjectPlacer name="VehicleSelection" 

description="Places VehicleCategory and VehicleModel objects." 

placeInto="OwnScope">

<Scope>

<SingleContainerGroup/>

</Scope>

</ObjectPlacer>

4. Save the file.
5. At the placementTutorial command prompt, enter: 

objy ImportPlacement -inFile ex4.pmd -bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot

Populate the federated database

➤ At the placementTutorial command prompt, enter the populator utility:
populate

Inspect the placement of persistent objects

1. If necessary, restart Assist, or, if it is still running, right-click the project name 
and click Refresh. 

2. In Assist’s FD Project Explorer, find Data and expand it.
3. Under Data, expand the entry for Database: (3-0-0-0) (pmV2-Default_1). 
4. Under the pmV2-Default_1 database, expand each of the following entries:

Container: (3-3-1-1) (pmV2-Default_1)

Container: (3-4-1-1) (pmV2-VehicleSelection_1) 

Observations 

All VehicleModel and VehicleCategory objects are combined in a container whose 
system name is pmV2-VehicleSelection_1. 

All other persistent objects are placed in a container called pmV2-Default_1.
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Understand the PMD

The steps you performed in Edit and install the PMD produced a placement 
model like this:

Discussion

This PMD introduces two new rules—one that applies to VehicleModel objects 
and one that applies to VehicleCategory objects. 

What’s new is that both of these rules delegate to the same object placer, called 
VehicleSelection. 

The VehicleSelection object placer is configured to place objects into a scope of its 
own, and this scope is configured to consist of a single container group. This 
object placer implicitly delegates to the Default container placer.

Implicit 
name: DefaultDefault Rule
Object Placer Container Placer

Rule Object Placer
class: VehicleModel

name: Default

name: VehicleSelection

Rule
class: VehicleCategory

Implicit Default
Database Placer
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Understand the placement

The following diagram shows how the current placement model would place a 
very large number of persistent objects—enough objects to fill up many 
containers and databases. 

Discussion

When two rules delegate to the same object placer, the objects matched by each 
rule are combined in that object placer’s scope. Because the scope consists of a 
single container group in this example, the persistent objects are mixed together 
in the group’s containers. The object placer uses default settings to configure its 
container group, so the objects are placed in the order in which they are created 
by the application. 

This technique increases the likelihood that objects of different classes will be 
combined not just in the overall container group, but in individual containers as 
well. This is advantageous if you want transactions to be able to lock persistent 
objects of these classes together.

NOTE Each individual container in a container group is locked independently of the 
other containers within the same group. Although the containers in a group are 
equivalent from an object placer’s point of view, they retain their independence 
from the lock server’s point of view.

Default File-Storage Location

Scope of the
Default Object Placer

VehicleSelection 
Scope of the

Object Placer

Scope of the Default Container Placer
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Exercise 5: Reserving Space Around Individual Objects

In this exercise, we’ll place Location objects so that each such object starts its own 
separate container group. For simplicity in this example, we’ll place the separate 
container groups together in a single database group, and we’ll use default 
placement for objects of all other classes.

Starting a separate container group for each individual object leaves the rest of 
the space in that group available for placing other, related persistent objects. 
(We’ll see how to place such objects in the Exercise 6.)

You’ll edit the federated database’s PMD to add:
■ A rule that matches the Location class.
■ An object placer to create a single container group for each Location object.
■ A container placer to create a single database group for the containers of 

Location objects.

Prepare for this exercise

1. If Assist is still running, click File>Disconnect FD.
2. At the placementTutorial command prompt, enter the reset utility:

reset

3. At the placementTutorial command prompt, enter: 
objy ExportPlacement -outFile ex5.pmd -bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot

Edit and install the PMD

1. In your text or XML editor, open ex5.pmd. 
2. Scroll to the end of the file, and replace the <Rules/> line with the following 

lines:

<Rules>

   <Rule objectClass="FleetData.Location" objectPlacer="Locations"/>

</Rules>
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3. Scroll up and add the following immediately after the <ObjectPlacers> line, 
and above the default object placer:

<ObjectPlacer name="Locations" description="Places Location objects." 

placeInto="OwnScope" containerPlacer="Locations">

<Scope> 

<ContainerGroupPerObject/> 

</Scope>

</ObjectPlacer>

4. Scroll up and add the following immediately after the <ContainerPlacers> 
line, and above the default container placer:

<ContainerPlacer name="Locations" 

description="Places containers of Location objects." 

placeInto="OwnScope" >

<Scope> 

<SingleDatabaseGroup/> 

</Scope>

</ContainerPlacer>

5. Save the file.
6. At the placementTutorial command prompt, enter: 

objy ImportPlacement -inFile ex5.pmd -bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot

Populate the federated database

➤ At the placementTutorial command prompt, enter the populator utility:
populate

Inspect the placement of persistent objects

1. If necessary, restart Assist, or, if it is still running, right-click the project name 
and click Refresh. 

2. In Assist’s FD Project Explorer, find Data and expand it.
3. Under Data, expand the entry for Database: (5-0-0-0) (pmV2-Locations_1). 
4. Under the pmV2-Locations_1 database, expand each of the following entries:

Container: (5-3-1-1) (pmV2-Locations_G1_1)

Container: (5-4-1-1) (pmV2-Locations_G2_1) 
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Observations

The database called pmV2-Locations_1 contains a series of containers with 
generated names of the form pmV2-Locations_Gn_1, where n is a number. Each 
such container contains a single Location object.

All other objects are placed in container pmV2-Default_1 within database 
pmV2-Default_1.

Understand the PMD

The steps you performed in Edit and install the PMD produced a placement 
model like this:

Discussion

The overall structure of the PMD should look familiar by now. It contains the 
generated definitions for the default placers, plus the rule and placers you added. 
The rules and placers form two chains of delegation.

What’s new is the way we’ve configured the scope of the Locations object placer, 
replacing <SingleContainerGroup/> as follows:

<Scope> 
<ContainerGroupPerObject/> 

</Scope>

Implicit 
name: DefaultDefault Rule
Object Placer Container Placer

Rule Object Placer
class: Location

name: Default

name: Locations
Container Placer
name: Locations

Implicit Default
Database Placer
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Understand the placement

The following diagram shows how the current placement model would place a 
very large number of persistent objects—enough objects (and containers) to fill 
multiple databases. 

For simplicity, the diagram omits the items placed by the default placers.

Discussion

The scope of the Locations object placer is structured a bit differently from the 
scopes we’ve seen before—it consists of one container group for each placed 
Location object (rather than a single container group for all such objects).

NOTE When a scope consists of multiple container groups, the system names of the 
containers in each group include a Gn component. 

Furthermore, every Location object is currently the sole occupant of its container 
group, so each such group is minimal, consisting of just one container. This 
arrangement leaves room for other objects to be placed near each Location object, 
as we’ll see in the next exercise. 

The scope of the Locations container placer has a more familiar structure—it 
maintains a single database group for all the containers of Location objects. This 
group expands to multiple databases if a very large number of Location objects is 
placed, because each Location object adds a new container.

Default 
File-Storage Location

Scope of the Locations Container Placer

Locations
Scope of the

Object Placer

Each 

has only
one object in

container group

one container
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Exercise 6: Placing Objects Near an Existing Object

In this exercise, we’ll place each Location object in its own container group, and 
then place each new Stall object near the Location object to which it belongs. For 
simplicity, we’ll place the separate container groups together in a single database 
group, and we’ll use default placement for objects of all other classes.

Placing a new persistent object near an existing persistent object puts the two 
objects in the same container group, usually in the same container and possibly 
on the same page. This makes it very efficient for applications to access both 
objects in the same transaction. This is especially useful when the existing object 
is the owner of the object being placed.

You’ll edit the federated database’s PMD to add:
■ A rule, an object placer, and a container placer to place objects of the 

Location class as in Exercise 5.
■ A rule and an object placer to place objects of the Stall class near particular 

existing Location objects.

You’ll also inspect the application code to see how the Location objects are 
specified.

Prepare for this exercise

1. If Assist is still running, click File>Disconnect FD.
2. At the placementTutorial command prompt, enter the reset utility:

reset

3. At the placementTutorial command prompt, enter: 
objy ExportPlacement -outFile ex6.pmd -bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot

Edit and install the PMD

1. In your text or XML editor, open ex6.pmd. 
2. Scroll to the end of the file, and replace the <Rules/> line with the following 

lines:

<Rules>

<Rule objectClass="FleetData.Location" objectPlacer="Locations"/>

<Rule objectClass="FleetData.Stall" objectPlacer="Stalls">

<PlacementRelationship relatedObjectClass="FleetData.Location"/> 

</Rule>

</Rules>
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3. Scroll up and add the following immediately after the <ObjectPlacers> line, 
and above the default object placer:

<ObjectPlacer name="Locations" description="Places Location objects." 

placeInto="OwnScope" containerPlacer="Locations">

<Scope> 

<ContainerGroupPerObject/> 

</Scope>

</ObjectPlacer>

<ObjectPlacer name="Stalls" description="Places Stalls by Locations." 

placeInto="RelatedObjectScope" />

4. Scroll up and add the following immediately after the <ContainerPlacers> 
line, and above the default container placer:

<ContainerPlacer name="Locations" 

description="Places containers of Location objects." 

placeInto="OwnScope" >

<Scope> 

<SingleDatabaseGroup/> 

</Scope>

</ContainerPlacer>

5. Save the file.
6. At the placementTutorial command prompt, enter: 

objy ImportPlacement -inFile ex6.pmd -bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot

Populate the federated database

➤ At the placementTutorial command prompt, enter the populator utility:
populate

Inspect the placement of persistent objects

1. If necessary, restart Assist, or, if it is still running, right-click the project name 
and click Refresh. 

2. In Assist’s FD Project Explorer, find Data and expand it.
3. Under Data, expand the entry for Database: (5-0-0-0) (pmV2-Locations_1). 
4. Under the pmV2-Locations_1 database, expand each of the following entries:

Container: (5-3-1-1) (pmV2-Locations_G1_1)

Container: (5-4-1-1) (pmV2-Locations_G2_1) 
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Observations

As in Exercise 5, the database called pmV2-Locations_1 contains a series of 
containers named pmV2-Locations_Gn_1, and each of these containers contains a 
single Location object.

What’s new is that each of the pmV2-Locations_Gn_1 containers also contains one 
or more Stall objects.

All other persistent objects are placed in container pmV2-Default_1 within 
database pmV2-Default_1.

Understand the PMD

The steps you performed in Edit and install the PMD produced a placement 
model like this:

Discussion

As in Exercise 5, the PMD has a rule, an object placer, and a container placer for 
placing Location objects, as well as the usual default rule and placers.

What’s new in this exercise is the rule and object placer for Stall objects, and the 
way these items are configured. In particular: 
■ The rule for Stall objects has a <PlacementRelationship...> child 

element, which defines a potential placement relationship between individual 
Stall objects and individual Location objects. 

■ The Stalls object placer (to which the new rule delegates) has the following 
attribute value:
<ObjectPlacer ... placeInto="RelatedObjectScope" ...>

Instead of using its own scope, like other object placers we’ve seen, the Stalls 
object placer is configured to use the scope of another object placer—in 

Implicit 
name: DefaultDefault Rule
Object Placer Container Placer

Rule Object Placer
class: Location

name: Default

name: Locations
Container Placer
name: Locations

Rule Object Placer
class: Stall name: Stalls

related to: Location

Implicit Default
Database Placer

uses scope of
defines placement 
relationship
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particular, the placer for objects of the other class in the placement relationship 
(the Location class). 

The Stalls object placer therefore does not have a <Scope> element, and it does 
not reference a container placer, not even implicitly. 

Understand the placement

The following diagram shows how the current placement model would place a 
very large number of persistent objects—enough objects to fill up many 
containers and databases. 

For simplicity, the diagram omits the items placed by the default placers.

Discussion

As in Exercise 5, each Location object resides in a separate container group, 
leaving space for other objects to be added to that group. 

The extra space in a particular Location’s container group is used for the Stall 
objects belonging to that Location. If a very large number of Stall objects are 
placed, the Location’s container group can expand to include a large number of 
containers.

The placement relationship defined by the rule for Stall objects says that each 
Stall object can be placed relative to a particular Location object, which is called 
the related object for purposes of placement. We’ll see how a related object is 
specified in the following section, below.

Default 
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The scope specification of the Stalls object placer says that, when a related object 
is given for a Stall object, the Stall object should be placed within the same scope 
as the related object, and as close to that object as possible. Consequently, each 
Stall object is placed in the same container group as its related Location object, 
and, if space permits, in the same container and on the same page.

The Stalls object placer does not create and manage its own containers, so it never 
needs to delegate to a container placer. Instead, the Stalls object placer uses the 
scope in which the related Location objects were placed, so these containers 
belong to the Locations object placer.

NOTE Although this PMD leaves space around each Location object (by placing it in its 
own container group), that’s not required. You could place Stall objects near 
Location objects even if all Location objects were placed in a single container 
group.

Understand how related objects are specified

How did the placement manager know which Location object to use when 
placing each Stall object? The short answer is that the particular Location is 
provided by the application when it submits a request to make a Stall object 
persistent.

Whenever an application creates a new persistent object, it can optionally specify 
an existing persistent object as a placement guide to guide the placement of the 
new object. Depending on the programming language, the placement guide is 
specified as a parameter to an overloaded new operator, a constructor, or a 
persist method. The placement guide is used as the related object if its type 
matches the class identified in the <PlacementRelationship> element of the 
relevant rule.

Our populator utility creates a number of persistent Location objects, and then, 
each time a Stall object is created, the populator utility passes the chosen 
Location as the placement guide. 
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EXAMPLE The following Objectivity/C++ statements create several Location and Stall 
objects. Each Stall object is placed near the Location object that is passed to the 
new operator:

ooHandle(Stall) stall;
ooHandle(Location) location;

location = new Location("DFW");
for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) {

// Create a persistent Stall near the DFW Location
stall = new(location) Stall;

}
location = new Location("SFO");
for (int i = 0; i < 5; i++) {

// Create a persistent Stall near the SFO Location
stall = new(location) Stall;

}

What’s interesting is that you’ve been running the exact same application in every 
exercise, and this application has always specified a placement guide in the 
statements that create Stall objects. But this is the first exercise in which the 
placement model has had a rule and an object placer that make use of the 
specified Location objects. 

In the previous exercises, the placement models had no rules that matched Stall 
objects with related Location objects, so all Stall objects were placed by the 
default rule, and the placement guides specified by the application were simply 
ignored.

Placement relationships vs. linked objects

The code in the previous section forms a placement relationship between a Location 
object and some number of Stall objects, but does not actually link the Location 
and its Stall objects in any way that can be navigated directly by the application.

Such navigation may take place only if both of the following are true:
■ The federated database’s schema represents the association between the 

Location and Stall classes—for example, as a relationship or a reference 
attribute. 

■ The application includes statements that form the actual links between pairs 
of individual Location and Stall objects. 
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EXAMPLE Assume that the Location and Stall class are defined with the following 
bidirectional relationship:

In the following Objectivity/C++ code, a separate statement uses the 
bidirectional relationship to link each new Stall object to the Location object that 
was used for its placement:

ooHandle(Stall) stall;
ooHandle(Location) location;

location = new Location("DFW");
for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) {

// Create a persistent Stall near the DFW Location
stall = new(location) Stall;
// Link the Stall to its Location
stall->setLocation(location);

}
location = new Location("SFO");
for (int i = 0; i < 5; i++) {

// Create a persistent Stall near the SFO Location
stall = new(location) Stall;
// Link the Stall to its Location 
stall->setLocation(location);

}

Forming a link from one object to another causes the first object to store a 
persistent reference to the second object as an attribute value. No such link is 
formed simply by placing one object near another through a placement 
relationship. Typically, however, the two kinds of relationship coincide—if two 
objects are linked through a schema relationship, it is normally useful to place 
them near each other so they can be used together efficiently.

Location

-name : Utf8String

-rateFactor : float32

Stall
-number : uint16

-address : Address

*

-airportCode : Utf8S
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Two ways of combining objects in one placer scope

At this point, we’ve seen two different techniques for combining the objects of 
different classes in the scope of a single object placer:
■ In Exercise 4, VehicleModel and VehicleCategory objects were combined in 

the same scope because the rules for placing them delegated to the same 
object placer.

■ In the current exercise, Stall and Location objects are combined in the same 
scope because a placement relationship between these objects is defined by 
the rule for Stall objects, and used by the Stalls object placer. 

These techniques produce different results:
■ In Exercise 4, no attempt is made to place any particular VehicleModel near 

any particular VehicleCategory. 
■ In the current exercise, particular objects are clustered together, so each Stall 

is placed as close as possible to the particular related Location that is 
specified by the application. (Even if all Location objects were placed in a 
single container group, an attempt would be made to place each Stall on the 
same page or in the same container as its related Location.)

A special advantage of the current technique is that placement relationships can 
be configured to optimize queries—for example, to speed up searches for Stall 
objects belonging to one particular Location.

Implicit placement relationships for persistent collections

A placement model automatically provides an internal placement rule for 
placing objects of persistence-capable system classes, such as the classes for 
persistent (storable) collections. This means you don’t need to define explicit 
placement rules for classes like ooTreeListX or ooMap in Objectivity/C++; in 
fact, an error is reported if you try to install a placement model with such a rule. 

The internal placement rule for system classes defines an implicit placement 
relationship, so any code that creates a new persistent collection must specify an 
existing persistent object as a placement guide. The specified object may be of 
any persistence-capable class, and is typically the intended owner of the new 
collection. (Note that the internal placement rule applies only to the persistent 
collection itself, and not to the collection’s elements, which are placed according 
to whichever rule is matched by their class.)
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Exercise 7: Partitioning New Objects According to 
Existing Objects

In this exercise, we’ll partition Stall objects according to the Location objects to 
which they belong. We’ll place all of the Location objects in a single container 
group, and we’ll place new Stall objects in additional container groups, creating a 
separate container group for each set of Stall objects that share the same Location 
object.

The resulting placement maintains the relationship between Stall and Location 
objects, without putting the two types of objects in the same containers. This 
makes it very efficient for applications to find the Stall objects belonging to a 
given Location, and then update one or more Stall objects without locking the 
corresponding Location object.

You’ll edit the federated database’s PMD to add:
■ A rule, an object placer, and a container placer to place objects of the 

Location class as in Exercise 5.
■ A rule and an object placer to partition the objects of the Stall class according 

to particular existing Location objects. The rule is augmented to support 
efficient queries for finding the Stalls of particular Locations.

Prepare for this exercise

1. If Assist is still running, click File>Disconnect FD.
2. At the placementTutorial command prompt, enter the reset utility:

reset

3. At the placementTutorial command prompt, enter: 
objy ExportPlacement -outFile ex7.pmd -bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot
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Edit and install the PMD

1. In your text or XML editor, open ex7.pmd. 
2. Scroll to the end of the file, and replace the <Rules/> line with the following 

lines:

<Rules>

<Rule objectClass="FleetData.Location" objectPlacer="Locations"/>

<Rule objectClass="FleetData.Stall" objectPlacer="Stalls">

<PlacementRelationship relatedObjectClass="FleetData.Location"> 

<SchemaRelationship toRelatedAssociationEnd="location"/>

</PlacementRelationship>

</Rule>

</Rules>

3. Scroll up and add the following immediately after the <ObjectPlacers> line, 
and above the default object placer:

<ObjectPlacer name="Locations" description="Places Location objects." 

placeInto="OwnScope" containerPlacer="LocationInfo">

<Scope> 

<SingleContainerGroup/> 

</Scope>

</ObjectPlacer>

<ObjectPlacer name="Stalls" description="Places Stalls by Locations." 

placeInto="OwnScope" containerPlacer="LocationInfo">

<Scope>

<Partition>

<ByRelatedObject relatedObjectClass="FleetData.Location"/>

<SingleContainerGroup/>

</Partition>

</Scope>

</ObjectPlacer>
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4. Scroll up and add the following immediately after the <ContainerPlacers> 
line, and above the default container placer:

<ContainerPlacer name="LocationInfo" 

description="Places containers of Location and Stall objects." 

placeInto="OwnScope" >

<Scope> 

<SingleDatabaseGroup/> 

</Scope>

</ContainerPlacer>

5. Save the file.
6. At the placementTutorial command prompt, enter: 

objy ImportPlacement -inFile ex7.pmd -bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot

Populate the federated database

➤ At the placementTutorial command prompt, enter the populator utility:
populate

Inspect the placement of persistent objects

1. If necessary, restart Assist, or, if it is still running, right-click the project name 
and click Refresh. 

2. In Assist’s FD Project Explorer, find Data and expand it.
3. Under Data, expand the entry for Database: (5-0-0-0) (pmV2-LocationInfo_1). 
4. Under the pmV2-LocationInfo_1 database, expand each of the following entries:

Container: (5-3-1-1) (pmV2-Locations_1)

Container: (5-4-1-1) (pmV2-Stalls_P1_1) 
Container: (5-5-1-1) (pmV2-Stalls_P2_1) 

5. Under the pmV2-Stalls_P1_1 container entry, expand any Object entry and 
double-click on its location attribute to display its value. 

6. Under the pmV2-Stalls_P2_1 container entry, expand any Object entry and 
double-click on its location attribute to display its value. 

In steps 5 and 6, the displayed value is an object identifier (OID) that references a 
Location object.
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Observations

The pmV2-Locations_1 container contains all of the Location objects, and the 
pmV2-Stalls_Pn_1 containers each contain multiple Stall objects. 
■ In the pmV2-Stalls_P1_1 container, each Stall object is linked to the Location 

object whose OID is 5-3-1-4.
■ In the pmV2-Stalls_P2_1 container, each Stall object is linked to the Location 

object whose OID is 5-3-1-7.

All other persistent objects are placed in container pmV2-Default_1 within 
database pmV2-Default_1.

Understand the PMD

The steps you performed in Edit and install the PMD produce a model like this:
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Rule Object Placer
class: Location

name: Default
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Rule Object Placer
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Discussion

The PMD has a rule, an object placer, and a container placer for placing Location 
objects, as well as the usual default rule and placers. The Locations object placer is 
configured to place into a single container group.

As in Exercise 6, the rule for Stall objects has a <PlacementRelationship...> 
element defining a placement relationship between Stall and Location objects. 
This time, we’ve augmented the placement relationship with a 
<SchemaRelationship...> child element to support efficient queries; more 
about that later.

Like the object placers in the earlier exercises, the Stalls object placer is configured 
to place into its own scope, rather than placing into the scope of the related 
object. What’s new is the <Partition> element for organizing the scope into 
logical partitions, where:
■ Each partition will correspond to a related Location object.
■ Each partition will consist of single container group.

<Scope>

<Partition>

<ByRelatedObject relatedObjectClass="FleetData.Location"/>

<SingleContainerGroup/>

</Partition>

</Scope>

The Locations and Stalls object placers share the same container placer, called 
LocationInfo.
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Understand the placement

The following diagram shows how the current placement model would place a 
very large number of persistent objects—enough objects to fill up many 
containers and databases. 

For simplicity, the diagram omits the items placed by the default placers.

Discussion

The placement relationship defined by the rule for Stall objects says that each 
Stall object can be placed relative to a particular Location object. As in Exercise 6, 
the related Location object is provided by the application when a Stall is created. 
(See Understand how related objects are specified.)

The scope specification of the Stalls object placer says that each Stall with a 
related Location object should be placed in a container group that corresponds to 
the Location object. (Contrast this to the Stalls object placer in Exercise 6, which 
placed each Stall near its related Location object—that is, in the same container 
group.) Consequently, when multiple Stalls are related to the same Location 
object, they share the same corresponding container group, so the Stalls placer 
ends up creating and maintaining one container group per specified Location 
object. 

We’ve seen an object-placer scope consisting of multiple container groups 
before—for example, the Locations placer scope in Exercise 6. But the scope of the 
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Stalls object placer in the current exercise introduces something new—it 
organizes its container groups into partitions, where each partition maintains a 
correspondence between a container group and a related object (in this case, a 
Location object).

NOTE A scope’s partitions are purely logical—they are not themselves entities in the 
federated database’s storage hierarchy. When a scope consists of multiple 
partitions, the system names of the containers in each partition include a Pn 
component. 

The partitioning of the Stalls placer scope is solely determined by the placement 
relationship in the rule for Stall objects and the scope specification of the Stalls 
object placer; the placement of Location objects is irrelevant. The current exercise 
placed the Location objects into a single container group to make it easier to see 
the result, but that’s not a requirement—each Location object could be placed in 
its own group as in Exercise 6. 

More about placement relationships and schema relationships

The rule for Stall objects in this exercise augments the placement relationship 
between Stall and Location objects with a <SchemaRelationship...> child 
element:

<Rule objectClass="FleetData.Stall" objectPlacer="Stalls">

<PlacementRelationship relatedObjectClass="FleetData.Location"> 

<SchemaRelationship toRelatedAssociationEnd="location"/>

</PlacementRelationship>

</Rule>

This optional element does not affect the actual placement of Stall objects. Rather, 
it establishes an explicit correlation between:
■ The placement relationship being defined in the rule for Stalls.
■ The existing location relationship that is part of the Stall class’s definition.

(See Placement relationships vs. linked objects for a comparison between 
placement relationships and schema relationships.) 

Objectivity/DB can use the explicit correlation to optimize certain queries over 
Stall objects. For example, consider a query that needs to find just the Stall objects 
that are linked to a Location object named "DFW". Such a query qualifies a Stall 
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object by examining the value of its location relationship, as expressed in the 
following predicate condition:

"location.name=='DFW'" 

The presence of the <SchemaRelationship...> element in the placement 
relationship enables Objectivity/DB to assume that the object linked through a 
Stall object’s location relationship is the same as the related object that was 
used when the Stall was placed. Consequently, the query can use placement 
information to narrow its search to the containers in just one partition—the one 
containing all of the objects satisfying the predicate condition. 

In contrast, without the <SchemaRelationship...> element, the query would 
need to search all the container groups that contain Stall objects. 

What’s Next?

The exercises in this tutorial showed how to develop placement models that 
implement several basic placement patterns.

To learn more about placement, you can:
■ Read Chapter 3, “Specifying File Storage,” to see how to place database files 

in nondefault file-storage locations.
■ Inspect the placement models provided with the various samples provided 

on the Objectivity Developer Network. 
■ Try out your own placers to get a feel for different combinations of object 

and container placers.

http://support.objectivity.com
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3
Specifying File Storage

This chapter shows you how to specify file-storage locations for persistent data 
created by an Objectivity/DB application. You typically perform these tasks if 
you are a development team’s database designer or system administrator. 

This chapter describes:
■ General information about file storage for persistent data.
■ Setup steps for performing the example tasks.
■ How to register and manage the file-storage locations and zones to be used 

for a federated database’s data files.
■ How to set the selection policy for choosing from among the registered 

file-storage locations.
■ How to distribute files according to the application that creates them.
■ How to distribute files based on the types of data they contain.
■ How to set storage-acquisition policies for responding when storage 

locations are unavailable.

NOTE The examples in this chapter are based on the schema described in “Getting 
Acquainted With the Sample Application” on page 29.
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Understanding File Storage for Persistent Data

Every file that contains persistent data is stored in a storage location, which 
consists of a host computer and the path to a particular directory or folder on 
that computer. The format is host::path—for example:

Main Storage Group

Every federated database maintains a main storage group (MSG), which is a set of 
storage locations that are available for placing new files. Whereas the federated 
database’s global catalog lists the storage locations of database files that have 
already been created, the MSG is, in effect, an inventory of all the potential 
locations in which the federation’s database files could be created—by any 
application and for any kind of data. 

When a federated database is created, its MSG is empty. You (or a system 
administrator) can use an administration tool to register any number of storage 
locations by adding those locations to the MSG. You typically register multiple 
storage locations to support redundancy (extra locations when preferred 
locations fill up or are otherwise unavailable) and file distribution (to achieve 
load balancing or proximity goals).

You can register a new storage location at any time, at which point it becomes 
available for subsequently created database files. If, for any reason, you want to 
prevent further use of a registered storage location, you can use an 
administration tool to remove it from the MSG.

Selection From the Main Storage Group 

Whenever a new database is created to accommodate a new container, the 
operation creating the database delegates to a database placer to obtain a storage 
location for the new database’s file. The database placer does so by selecting a 
particular storage location from among those registered in the MSG.

Unless otherwise configured, the database placer uses a selection policy that 
chooses the first storage location listed in the MSG, and continues to use that 
same location for each subsequent database to be placed. If that location becomes 
full or is otherwise unavailable, the database placer selects the next location 
listed in the MSG, and so on, until all registered locations have been considered. 
Finally, the directory containing the federated database’s system database file is 
used.

myhost::C:\myData\placementTutorial\storageTasks
myhost::\myData\placementTutorial\storageTasks

Windows mapped drive
Windows UNC name

myhost::/user/myData/placementTutorial/storageTasks UNIX or Macintosh
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You can configure the selection process to support:
■ Alternative selection policies, such as round-robin and random. See 

“Selection Policies” on page 71.
■ Distribution of files according to application-specific location preferences. 

See “Application-Specific Location Preferences” on page 73.
■ Distribution of files according to the data they contain. See “Data-Specific 

Location Assignments” on page 74.

You can also configure how the selection process is to respond if it encounters 
one or more inaccessible storage locations. See “How Unavailable Storage 
Locations Are Handled” on page 76.

Selection Policies

Selection policies enable database placers to select storage locations in a way that 
can help balance processing loads and reduce concentrations of network traffic. 
For example, you could use a selection policy to produce a balanced distribution 
of database files among equivalent storage resources in a data center. 

NOTE A selection policy guides the selection from among the locations in the MSG; see 
“Setting the MSG’s Selection Policy” on page 85. If you define subgroups of the 
MSG by setting up data-specific storage, a separate selection policy applies to 
each subgroup; see “Setting Up the Placement Model for Data-Specific Storage” 
on page 92. 

NOTE Two additional policies (RoundRobinRelaxed and RandomRelaxed) are 
available for selecting containers. These policies do not apply to the selection of 
storage locations.

Table 3-1: Supported Selection Policies

Selection Policy Description

Any Select the first storage location listed in the group, and use it for 
successive requests until it is full or otherwise unavailable. Then 
select the next location in the list and fill it, and so on.

RoundRobin Select a storage location from the group at random for the first 
request, then select locations in a round-robin manner for 
successive requests.

Random Select each storage location from the group at random.
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EXAMPLE Assume you registered the storage locations LocationA, LocationB, LocationC, 
and LocationD in the MSG, and each location can hold at most four databases. 
Figure 3-1 shows how the different selection policies would cause 10 database 
files to be distributed, if all locations are available.

Figure 3-1 Policies for Selecting Storage Locations From the MSG

The distribution patterns shown in Figure 3-1 assume that every registered 
storage location is available at the time it is selected; see “How Unavailable 
Storage Locations Are Handled” on page 76.
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Application-Specific Location Preferences

Applications are more efficient when they access and write data to nearby 
storage locations. Consequently, if you plan to run one or more applications on 
hosts that are near each other on the network, those applications can usually 
share the same set of storage locations for the data they create.

If, however, you plan to run multiple applications on widely separated network 
nodes, you typically need to arrange for each application to use different storage 
locations for its new database files. You do this by setting up application-specific 
location preferences, which enable a database placer to select different storage 
locations for different applications. For specific steps, see “Specifying 
Application-Specific Location Preferences” on page 86. 

EXAMPLE Figure 3-2 shows two geographically remote applications that will create data in 
a single federated database whose database files are to be distributed over four 
locations. All four locations in the example must be registered in the MSG so that 
they are available for use.

Figure 3-2 Scenario for Location Preferences

LocationA

LocationB

LocationC LocationD

App1

App2
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You can set up location preferences so that:
■ Any files created by App1 will be stored in just the three locations closest to 

it (LocationA, LocationC, and LocationD).
■ Any files created by App2 will be stored in just the two locations closest to it 

(LocationB and LocationC).

Besides restricting the selection of storage locations to an application-specific 
subset, location preferences also enable you prioritize, or rank, the locations 
within that subset. For example, you could set up App1’s location preferences so 
its data is stored in LocationC and LocationD first, before any of its data is stored 
in LocationA.

NOTE Although location preferences typically reflect geographic relevance, you can use 
them for any reason. For example, App1 might need storage on very fast servers, 
while App2 should use slower but larger storage devices.

Preferred Storage Zones

If you are planning to distribute the database files of a federated database over a 
large number of storage locations, you may find it convenient to combine the 
locations into one or more storage zones. A storage zone is a named set of 
registered storage locations that are of interest to particular applications. 

When you define a storage zone, you can specify it in an application’s location 
preferences, instead of listing every location of interest individually. For example, 
in Figure 3-2, you could combine LocationB and LocationC into a single zone 
called MountainCentral, and then list MountainCentral in App2’s location 
preferences.

You can add or remove storage locations from a zone at any time. If the zone is 
preferred for an application, the change takes effect immediately. Existing data in 
a removed location is still available to applications.

Data-Specific Location Assignments

Sometimes it makes sense to distribute database files according to the types of 
data they contain. For example, when a RentalCompany application creates 
Customer objects and Vehicle objects, you may want to store the database files 
containing Customer objects on multiple high-speed servers, while storing the 
Vehicle objects in a single large-capacity storage device.

You can arrange for data-specific storage by defining different database placers 
(one for each type of data with its own storage requirements) and assigning 
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different storage locations to each database placer. For specific steps, see 
“Distributing Files According to Their Content” on page 91. 

Data-specific storage enables you to restrict the selection of storage locations to a 
particular subset of the MSG, or change the selection order, or both. Each 
database placer can also have its own policy governing how it selects from 
among the assigned storage locations; see “Selection Policies” on page 71.

A Closer Look at Database Placers

Like other kinds of placers, every database placer has a scope consisting of the 
groups of resources it uses.
■ An object placer’s scope consists of one or more container groups (groups of 

containers into which new persistent objects are placed).
■ A container placer’s scope consists of one or more database groups (groups 

of databases into which new containers are placed).
■ A database placer’s scope has one or more storage groups (groups of storage 

locations in which the files of new databases can be created).

Unlike other kinds of placers, however, a database placer cannot create the 
resources in its scope, because storage locations are network entities that are 
external to the federated database. Instead, database placers create storage 
groups that are initially empty, and you must assign one or more registered 
storage locations to them using an administration tool.

Figure 3-3 Storage Group and Other Resource Groups
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NOTE A federated database’s placement model implicitly defines a default database 
placer, whose storage group is the MSG itself. The default database placer selects 
a storage location from the MSG for any database that does not have data-specific 
storage requirements.

How Unavailable Storage Locations Are Handled

A storage location is unavailable if any of the following are true:
■ The location’s host cannot be accessed by the application—for example, 

because the host or a network link is not operational.
■ The location’s directory cannot be accessed by the application—for example, 

because of insufficient access permissions.
■ The location’s directory is full—for example, because the databases 

previously created there have grown large, so it has run out of space.

The following subsections describe how unavailable locations are handled.

If an Individual Location is Unavailable

If a database placer attempts to select a storage location that is currently 
unavailable for any reason, that location is skipped, and the selection process 
considers the next available location as determined by the database placer’s 
selection policy. 

Special behavior applies when a location is skipped because its host cannot be 
accessed. A database placer waits up to 25 seconds if it cannot connect to a 
location’s host right away. 

If Preferred Locations are Unavailable

If you set up application-specific location preferences, and all of the top-ranked 
storage locations are unavailable, the locations at the next lower rank are used, 
and so on, to the lowest rank.

If all preferred storage locations in all ranks are unavailable, the default behavior 
is to use any nonpreferred locations that may be registered in the MSG. You can 
optionally limit the selection process to consider only preferred locations, causing 
the application to throw an exception if none are available; see “Representing 
Location Preferences in a Configuration File” on page 88.
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If an Entire Group of Locations is Unavailable

If you set up data-specific storage by defining an individual database placer, and 
all the locations in its storage group are unavailable (or no locations were ever 
assigned), the placer’s response is determined by its storage-unavailable policy. The 
default policy is to delegate to the default database placer, which can select from 
among all the locations registered in the MSG. You can change the policy to limit 
selection to just the locations assigned to the individual placer’s storage group, 
causing the application to throw an exception if none are available. 

Similarly, if all the locations you registered in the MSG itself are unavailable (or 
no locations were ever registered), the response is determined by the MSG’s 
storage-unavailable policy. The default policy is to use the directory that contains 
the federated database’s system-database file. You can change the policy to limit 
selection to just the explicitly registered locations, causing the application to 
throw an exception if none are available. 

For specific steps, see “Setting Storage-Unavailable Policies” on page 97.

Setup for Performing the Tasks in the Examples 

The example tasks in this chapter involve one or both of the following:
■ Running an Objectivity/DB administration tool using the Objectivity/DB 

tool runner; see “Tool Runner Syntax” in  Chapter 18 of Objectivity/DB 
Administration.

■ Editing an XML file.

You can follow along by trying the tasks marked EXAMPLE at the end of each 
section in this chapter. These tasks assume you are working in the following 
directory (or a local copy of it):

installDir/samples/placementTutorial/storageTasks 

This directory contains various items for use in the example tasks: a populator 
utility (populate.exe or populate), a reset utility (reset.exe or reset), a 
schema file used by the reset utility, several empty subdirectories, and several 
placement model documents (PMD).

NOTE The tasks in this chapter do not build on the exercises in Chapter 2, “Tutorial: 
Developing a Placement Model.” However, you should consult that tutorial if 
you need information about working with placement model documents (PMDs).
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To set up for the storage-management tasks in this chapter

1. If you have not already done so:
■ Copy your Objectivity license into a file called oolicense.txt in the 

top level of your Objectivity/DB installation directory.
■ Make sure the lock server is running.

2. Make sure you have full access permissions to the following directory and its 
contents: 
installDir/samples/placementTutorial/storageTasks 

You can copy this directory to a different location, if necessary.
3. In a window with a command prompt, change to the storageTasks directory 

you just set up.
4. At the storageTasks command prompt, run the reset utility to create a new 

federated database with an initial placement model:
reset

5. Leave the window with the storageTasks command prompt open so that 
you can use this command prompt to run various Objectivity/DB commands 
and utilities in the examples that follow.

Registering File-Storage Locations

You use the AddStorageLocation administration tool to register storage 
locations with a federated database’s MSG. You can register any number of 
individual storage locations, optionally combining them into any number of 
storage zones. A storage location must exist before you register it.

A storage location can be registered with or without a name. Registering the 
location under a name is recommended, because doing so makes it easier to refer 
to the location from a tool or when setting up application-specific preferences.

The order in which you register storage locations is the order in which they are 
listed in the MSG. That is, whenever you register a new storage location, it is 
added after any that already exist in the MSG.

You specify remote storage locations using the format shown in “Understanding 
File Storage for Persistent Data” on page 70. You can use relative pathnames for 
local locations. 
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To register a named storage location 

EXAMPLE LocationA is a subdirectory of the current directory (storageTasks). Register 
LocationA with the name LocA in the MSG for the RentalCompanyData 
federated database. 

➤ At the storageTasks command prompt, enter:
objy AddStorageLocation 

-name LocA 
-storageLocation ./LocationA 
-bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot

To register one or more unnamed storage locations 

EXAMPLE LocationB, LocationC, and LocationD are subdirectories of the current 
directory (storageTasks). Register these locations without names in the MSG 
for the RentalCompanyData federated database. 

➤ At the storageTasks command prompt, enter:
objy AddStorageLocation 

-storageLocation ./LocationB
-storageLocation ./LocationC 
-storageLocation ./LocationD 
-bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot

Run This Tool With These Options

AddStorageLocation -name
-storageLocation
-bootFile

Run This Tool With These Options

AddStorageLocation -storageLocation 
-bootFile
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EXAMPLE Prepare for this example by running the provided populator utility to see how 
the locations registered above are used.

➤ At the storageTasks command prompt, enter:
populate

Because the RentalCompanyData federated database uses the initial placement 
model, all persistent data is placed in a single database called pmV1-Default_1. 

➤ List the files in the current directory (storageTasks) and its subdirectories. 

Notice:
■ The database file pmV1-Default_1.RentalCompanyData.DB is created in 

LocationA, which is the first location listed in the MSG.
■ A database file with the name component INTERNAL is created in the 

system-database directory storageTasks. This file contains housekeeping 
information maintained by the placement system. (All such databases are 
created in the system-database directory, regardless of the storage you 
arrange for other database files.)

Managing File-Storage Locations

Displaying the MSG

You use the ListStorage administration tool to list the registered storage 
locations in a federated database’s MSG. The output shows:
■ The order of the registered storage locations. 
■ The names (if any) of the registered storage locations. 
■ The storage zones (if any) and the locations in them.
■ The MSG’s storage-unavailable policy (behavior when MSG is empty or all 

registered locations are full).

On UNIX or Macintosh ls
ls */*

On Windows dir *.DB /s/b
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To list registered storage locations 

EXAMPLE List the storage locations registered in the MSG for the RentalCompanyData 
federated database.

➤ At the storageTasks command prompt enter:
objy ListStorage -bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot

The following output is displayed:

Main Storage Group locations:

Name Host and Path

--------------------+--------------------------------------------------

LocA myHost::C:\myData\placementTutorial\storageTasks\LocationA

{NO NAME} myHost::C:\myData\placementTutorial\storageTasks\LocationB

{NO NAME} myHost::C:\myData\placementTutorial\storageTasks\LocationC

{NO NAME} myHost::C:\myData\placementTutorial\storageTasks\LocationD

  Storage Unavailable Policy: Use Federated Database Location

Naming or Renaming a Registered Storage Location

You use the AddStorageLocation administration tool to assign a name to an 
unnamed storage location or to rename a storage location that has a name.

To name registered storage locations 

Run This Tool With These Options

ListStorage -bootFile

Run This Tool With These Options

AddStorageLocation -name
-storageLocation
-bootFile
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EXAMPLE Assign the name LocB to the registered location that matches ./LocationB.

objy AddStorageLocation 
-name LocB
-storageLocation ./LocationB 
-bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot

Removing a Storage Location From the MSG

You use the RemoveStorageLocation administration tool to remove a storage 
location from the MSG. Removing a storage location from the MSG prevents that 
location from being used for any subsequently created database file; any existing 
database files in that location are not affected.

To remove a storage location from the MSG 

EXAMPLE Remove the storage location ./LocationD from the MSG:

objy RemoveStorageLocation 
-storageLocation ./LocationD 
-bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot 

Run This Tool With These Options

RemoveStorageLocation -name or -storageLocation
-bootFile
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Managing Storage Zones

Setting Up a Storage Zone

You use the AddStorageLocation administration tool to create and populate a 
storage zone. A new storage zone is created automatically the first time you add 
a storage location to it. A zone can contain any number of storage locations.

To set up a storage zone 

EXAMPLE Create a storage zone called MountainCentral, and populate it with the existing 
location named LocB:

objy AddStorageLocation 
-zone MountainCentral
-name LocB
-bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot

Add two more storage locations to the MountainCentral zone: 

objy AddStorageLocation 
-zone MountainCentral
-storageLocation ./LocationC 
-storageLocation ./LocationD 
-bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot

This command adds the registered location matching ./LocationC, and also 
re-registers the location ./LocationD (because it was deleted in a previous 
example).

Run This Tool With These Options

AddStorageLocation -zone
-name or -storageLocation
-bootFile
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Removing a Storage Location From a Storage Zone

You use the RemoveStorageLocation administration tool to remove a storage 
location from a single storage zone, while leaving it registered in the MSG. 

To remove a storage location from a single storage zone 

EXAMPLE Remove the storage location ./LocationD from the MountainCentral zone, 
leaving the location in the MSG:

objy RemoveStorageLocation 
-zone MountainCentral
-storageLocation ./LocationD 
-bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot

Run This Tool With These Options

RemoveStorageLocation -zone
-name or -storageLocation
-bootFile
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Setting the MSG’s Selection Policy

You modify a federated database’s placement model to set the selection policy 
that applies to the MSG; see “Selection Policies” on page 71. The initial selection 
policy is Any.

To change an MSG’s selection policy

NOTE For a quick overview of working with a placement model document (PMD), see 
“A word about working with PMDs” on page 40.

In a PMD for the federated database whose MSG is to be changed:

➤ Find the <MainStorageGroup> element and set the value of the 
selection= attribute to one of the values listed in Table 3-1.

<MainStorageGroup>

<StorageGroupConfiguration selection="..." />

...

</MainStorageGroup>

EXAMPLE Prepare for this example by running the reset utility with the -MSG option to 
re-create the federated database and re-register the storage locations. Doing so 
makes it easier to see the results of this example.

➤ At the storageTasks command prompt, enter:
reset -MSG

Now, open the provided VehicleRR.pmd file in an XML editor, and confirm that 
the selection policy for the MSG is set to RoundRobin. (This PMD also includes a 
rule and placers that will place each Vehicle object in its own database, to make 
the round-robin placement more obvious.)

To see how the RoundRobin policy affects storage selection:

1. Install the PMD and then run the provided populator utility. At the 
storageTasks command prompt, enter:

objy ImportPlacement -inFile VehicleRR.pmd -bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot

populate

2. Use your operating system’s command to list the contents of storageTasks 
and its subdirectories.
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3. Notice the pmV2-Default_* database file and the five pmV2-Vehicles_* 
database files are distributed among the four registered storage locations. 

Specifying Application-Specific Location Preferences

You can arrange for database files to be distributed according to the application 
that creates them; see “Application-Specific Location Preferences” on page 73. 
For each application, you:
■ Define the application’s location preferences.
■ Represent the location preferences in a configuration file.
■ Enable the application to find and load the configuration file.

Defining an Application’s Location Preferences

You define an application’s location preferences by identifying the particular 
locations to be used for new database files, and deciding how these locations are 
to be used. You typically prioritize locations that are local to the application, but 
preferences can also be based on other criteria, such as the speed or capacity of 
network links and hosts.

NOTE Location preferences do not restrict which database files an application can 
access. Rather, preferences apply only when the application produces new 
database files to accommodate the persistent objects it creates.

To define location preferences for an application

1. Examine the registered storage locations and storage zones in the MSG, and 
identify the ones that are preferred—the ones you want the application to use.
The preferred locations and zones are typically a subset of the MSG.

2. If appropriate, identify the relative priority among the preferred locations and 
zones, and assign each one to a preference level, or rank. Note:
■ You can put multiple locations and zones in the same rank if they are of 

equal importance. 
■ In many scenarios, only a single rank is useful.

3. Decide whether the nonpreferred (unranked) locations and zones can be used 
as “overflow” by the application if all the preferred (ranked) locations and 
zones are unavailable. 
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4. If you think any of the preferred storage locations will likely need replacing 
later while the application is running, be sure they are assigned to a preferred 
storage zone. (The zone’s contents can be changed at any time, and the changes 
will be detected by the running application.)

EXAMPLE Assume you are defining preferences for the applications shown in Figure 3-2. 
The preferences for App1 and App2 might look like this:

Table 3-2: Sample Location Preferences for App1 in Figure 3-2

Rank 1 LocationC and LocationD

Rank 2 LocationA

Unranked All others in the MSG. OK to use if ranked locations are unavailable

Table 3-3: Sample Location Preferences for App2 in Figure 3-2

Rank 1 MountainCentral zone

Unranked All others in the MSG. Do not use if ranked locations are unavailable; 
throw an exception, instead.
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Representing Location Preferences in a Configuration File

You represent an application’s location preferences in a configuration file, which 
is an XML file with the filename extension .config.

To represent location preferences in a configuration file

1. In an XML editor, create a file containing the following XML elements. These 
elements represent the entire set of location preferences, including one or 
more empty ranks. (For an actual example, see page 89 and page 89.)

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<Objectivity>

<LocationPreferences allowNonPreferredLocations="true">

<LocationPreferenceRank> <!-- First or only rank -->

...

</LocationPreferenceRank>

<LocationPreferenceRank> <!-- Additional rank -->

...

</LocationPreferenceRank>

</LocationPreferences> 

</Objectivity>

2. Within the element representing each rank, insert appropriate XML elements 
from Table 3-4 to represent the locations or zones in the rank.  

3. Adjust the value allowNonPreferredLocations= attribute as appropriate. 
(Specify false to limit the selection to just the preferred locations.)

4. Save the file with the filename extension .config. 

Table 3-4:  XML Elements Representing Ranked Locations and Zones

Element Within a <LocationPreferenceRank> Represents

<StorageLocation value="name"/>
Or
<StorageLocation value="host::path"/>

A registered storage location with the indicated 
name or host/path combination.

<Zone value="zoneName"/> A registered storage zone named zoneName.

<LocalHost value="true"/> All registered storage locations residing on the 
host on which the application is running.

<Host value="hostName"/> All registered storage locations residing on the 
host whose network name is hostName.
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EXAMPLE Represent the preference plan for App1 in Table 3-2 by opening the provided 
configuration file called App1Prefs.config, and editing it as necessary to 
specify the actual host and path to LocationC and LocationD on your machine.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<Objectivity>

<LocationPreferences allowNonPreferredLocations="true">

<LocationPreferenceRank> <!-- top rank -->

<!-- Modify hosts and paths as necessary --> 

<StorageLocation

value="myHost::C:\myData\placementTutorial\storageTasks\LocationC"/>

<StorageLocation

value="myHost::C:\myData\placementTutorial\storageTasks\LocationD"/>

</LocationPreferenceRank>

<LocationPreferenceRank> <!-- second rank -->

<StorageLocation value="LocA"/>

</LocationPreferenceRank>

</LocationPreferences> 

</Objectivity>

EXAMPLE Represent the preference plan for App2 in Table 3-3, by creating a configuration 
file called App2Prefs.config containing the following:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<Objectivity>

<LocationPreferences allowNonPreferredLocations="false">

<LocationPreferenceRank> <!-- only rank -->

<Zone value="MountainCentral"/>

</LocationPreferenceRank>

</LocationPreferences> 

</Objectivity>
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Enabling the Application to Use the Configuration File

You (or an application developer) must insert a static method call into the 
application to read the configuration file and load the storage-location 
preferences. See your programming-language documentation for descriptions of 
the static method: 

When a configuration file is loaded by an application, any changes you make to 
the file are ignored by that application until the application is restarted. 
However, any changes you make to the contents of a preferred zone are detected 
by the application immediately, without requiring a restart.

The static method enables the application to obtain the configuration file in one 
or more of the following ways: 
■ The application can obtain the configuration file’s path from parameters you 

pass to the static method.
■ The application can accept a command-line option of the form:

-loadConfiguration configFilePath 

■ The application can use a single centralized configuration file in the 
following location, where installDir is your Objectivity/DB installation 
directory:
installDir/config/Machine.config 

The Machine.config file is available to all Objectivity/DB applications 
running on the same host.

EXAMPLE Prepare for this example by running the reset utility with the -MSG option to 
re-create the federated database and re-register the storage locations. Doing so 
makes it easier to see the results of this example.

➤ At the storageTasks command prompt, enter:
reset -MSG

Now, to see how location preferences affect storage selection:

1. Run the provided populator utility, specifying the App1Prefs.config file 
you created on page 89. At the storageTasks command prompt, enter:
populate -loadConfiguration App1Prefs.config

2. Use your operating system’s command to list the contents of storageTasks 
and its subdirectories.

(Objectivity/C++) ooObjy::enableConfiguration

(Objectivity for Java) objy.com.db.app.Connection.enableConfiguration

(Objectivity/.NET for C#) Objectivity.Db.Objy.EnableConfiguration
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Compare the results to the example on page 80:
■ Without location preferences, pmV1-Default_1.RentalCompanyData.DB is 

created in LocationA. 
■ With location preferences, pmV1-Default_1.RentalCompanyData.DB is 

created in the top-ranked storage location that is listed earliest in the 
MSG—namely, LocationC.

NOTE The populator utility storageTasks/populator.exe is an Objectivity/C++ 
application that contains the following call, which enables the use of a 
command-line option to specify the location preferences:

ooObjy::enableConfiguration(false, 0, argc, argv); 

Distributing Files According to Their Content

Sometimes it makes sense to distribute database files according to the types of 
data they contain. For example, when a RentalCompany application creates 
Customer objects and Vehicle objects, you may want to store the database files 
containing Customer objects on multiple high-speed servers, while storing the 
Vehicle objects in a single large-capacity storage device. For more information, 
see “Data-Specific Location Assignments” on page 74. 

For each type of data requiring special storage, you:
■ Set up the federated database’s placement model to define a data-specific 

storage group.
■ Assign one or more registered storage locations to the storage group. 

NOTE This section describes the basic—and most common—scenario, which is to use a 
single storage group for the databases containing a particular type of data. Other 
more complex scenarios are also supported, for which you can obtain technical 
consultation from Objectivity.
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Setting Up the Placement Model for Data-Specific Storage

You set up a federated database’s placement model to define a data-specific 
storage group by working with a PMD. 

To define a data-specific storage group

NOTE For a quick overview of working with a placement model document (PMD), see 
“A word about working with PMDs” on page 40.

In the PMD in which you will set up the placement model:

1. Add a rule, an object placer, and a container placer that work together to 
place the data of interest in one or more separate groups of databases. For an 
explanation of these items, see “Grouping Objects for Network Distribution” 
on page 41. (See also the example on page 93.)
Note: The object placer and container placer must each place into their own 
scopes—that is, each must specify placeInto="OwnScope".

2. Add a database placer whose scope consists of a single storage group. If 
necessary, replace the <DatabasePlacers/> element as shown.

<DatabasePlacers>

<DatabasePlacer name="..." placeInto="OwnScope" >

<Scope>

<SingleStorageGroup /> 

</Scope>

</DatabasePlacer>

</DatabasePlacers> 

Rule Object Placer Container Placer

Rule Object Placer Container Placer Database Placer
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3. Give the database placer a name, and make sure the container placer for the 
data of interest references the database placer by name.

<DatabasePlacer name="NAME" placeInto="OwnScope" >

...

<ContainerPlacer name="..." placeInto="OwnScope"

databasePlacer="NAME"> 

4. If you want to set the database placer’s selection policy, add a 
<StorageGroupConfiguration> element as follows, and set the value of the 
selection= attribute to one of the values listed in Table 3-1:

<Scope>

<SingleStorageGroup /> 

<StorageGroupConfiguration selection="..." />

</Scope>

5. If you want to set the database placer’s storage-unavailable policy, follow the 
steps in “To set the storage-unavailable policy for a data-specific database 
placer” on page 98.

EXAMPLE The provided Customers.pmd file has a rule matching FleetData.Customer 
objects, which delegates to a chain of placers as shown in the following figure:

Rule Object Placer Container Placer Database Placer
"NAME"use "NAME"

Rule Object Placer
class: Customer “Customers”

Container Placer
“Customers”

Database Placer
“Customers”
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To verify this, you can open Customer.pmd in an XML editor, and scroll up from 
the bottom of the file:

<DatabasePlacers>

<DatabasePlacer 
name="Customers" 

description="Selects storage for databases of Customer objects." 

placeInto="OwnScope" >
<Scope>

<SingleStorageGroup/>

...

</Scope>

</DatabasePlacer>

</DatabasePlacers> 

<ContainerPlacers>

<ContainerPlacer name="Customers" description="..." placeInto="OwnScope"

databasePlacer="Customers">

... 

</ContainerPlacer>

... 

</ContainerPlacers>

<ObjectPlacers>

<ObjectPlacer name="Customers" description="..." placeInto="OwnScope"

containerPlacer="Customers">

...

</ObjectPlacer>

... 

</ObjectPlacers>

<Rules>

<Rule objectClass="FleetData.Customer" objectPlacer="Customers"/>

</Rules>
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Assigning Storage Locations to Database Placers

You use the AddStorageLocation administration tool to assign one or more 
storage locations to a data-specific storage group defined by an installed 
placement model.

To register a named storage location

EXAMPLE Prepare for this example by running the reset utility with the -MSG argument, 
and then installing the provided PMD (Customers.pmd) in the federated 
database.

➤ At the storageTasks command prompt, enter:
reset -MSG

objy ImportPlacement -inFile Customers.pmd -bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot

At this point, the MSG has the four registered locations added by the reset utility, 
but the storage group for the Customers database placer in the placement model 
is still empty, as shown in the following figure. (If you were to populate the 
federated database now, storage for any databases containing Customer objects 
would be selected directly from the MSG.)

Now assign LocationB to the storage group for the Customers database placer.

➤ At the storageTasks command prompt, enter:
objy AddStorageLocation 

-name LocB 

-dbPlacerGroup Customers 

-bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot

Run This Tool With These Options

AddStorageLocation -name or -storageLocation
-dbPlacerGroup
-bootFile

Rule Object Placer
class: Customer “Customers”

Container Placer
“Customers”

Database Placer
“Customers”

MSG 

LocationA
LocationB
LocationC
LocationD{Empty}

Storage Group
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To see how the Customers database placer affects storage selection: 

1. Run the provided populator utility. At the storageTasks command 
prompt, enter:
populate 

2. Use your operating system’s command to list the contents of storageTasks 
and its subdirectories.

Notice:
■ pmV2-Customers_1.RentalCompanyData.DB (the Customer-specific 

database file) is created in LocationB.
■ pmV2-Default_1.RentalCompanyData.DB (the database file containing all 

other types of persistent objects) is created in LocationA.

Combining Storage for Multiple Data Types

You can store the databases for different data types in a common set of storage 
locations. To do so, you configure two or more container placers to reference the 
same database placer, as indicated in the following figure. 

Rule Object Placer
class: Customer “Customers”

Container Placer
“Customers”

Database Placer
“Customers”

MSG 

LocationA
LocationB
LocationC
LocationD

Assigned
LocationB

Rule Object Placer Container Placer

Database Placer
"NAME"

use "NAME"

Rule Object Placer Container Placer
use "NAME"

for Class1

for Class2

LocationB

MSG 

LocationA
LocationB
LocationC
LocationD

Assigned
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Setting Storage-Unavailable Policies 

You modify a federated database’s placement model to set the 
storage-unavailable policy for one or more database placers. This policy specifies 
a database placer’s response if it finds that all the storage locations in its storage 
group are unavailable. For an overview of the storage-unavailable policy, see “If 
an Entire Group of Locations is Unavailable” on page 77. 

You can set a separate storage-unavailable policy for each data-specific database 
placer and for the MSG. By default: 
■ If a data-specific database placer has no available storage locations from 

which to select, the placer looks for locations in the MSG.
■ If the MSG has no available storage locations, the default database placer 

selects the directory containing the federated database’s system database file.

You must set the storage-unavailable policy explicitly if you want to limit a 
database placer’s selection to just the locations in its storage group. 

To set the storage-unavailable policy for a federation’s MSG

NOTE For a quick overview of working with a placement model document (PMD), see 
“A word about working with PMDs” on page 40.

In a PMD for the federated database whose MSG is to be changed:

➤ Find the <MainStorageGroup> element and set the value of the 
storageUnavailablePolicy= attribute to a value listed in Table 3-5.

<MainStorageGroup>

...

<StorageAcquisitionPolicy ... 

storageUnavailablePolicy="..." />

</MainStorageGroup>

Table 3-5: Storage-Unavailable Policies for the MSG 

StorageUnavailablePolicy Description

UseDefault Select the system-database directory, if possible; 
otherwise raise an exception for the application to 
handle. 

ApplicationException Raise an exception for the application to handle.
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To set the storage-unavailable policy for a data-specific database placer

NOTE For a quick overview of working with a placement model document (PMD), see 
“A word about working with PMDs” on page 40.

In a PMD for the placement model defining the database placer:

➤ Add a <StorageAcquisitionPolicy> element to the database placer’s 
scope, and set the value of the storageUnavailablePolicy= attribute to 
one of the values listed in Table 3-6.

<DatabasePlacers>

...

<DatabasePlacer name="..." placeInto="OwnScope" >

<Scope>

<SingleStorageGroup/>

<StorageGroupConfiguration selection="..."/>

<StorageAcquisitionPolicy storageUnavailablePolicy="..."/> 

</Scope>

</DatabasePlacer>

...

</DatabasePlacers> 

Table 3-6: Storage-Unavailable Policies for a Data-Specific Database Placer

StorageUnavailablePolicy Description

UseDefault Select a storage location from the MSG, if possible; 
otherwise raise an exception for the application to 
handle.

ApplicationException Raise an exception for the application to handle.
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4
Indexing Persistent Objects

This chapter shows you how to specify indexes for persistent data created by an 
Objectivity/DB application. You typically perform these tasks if you are a 
development team’s database designer or system administrator. 

This chapter describes:
■ General information about how indexes work and when they are useful.
■ Defining and creating an index.
■ Displaying a list of existing indexes. 
■ Dropping an index from the federated database.
■ Reconstructing an index after schema evolution.

NOTE The examples in this chapter are based on the schema described in “Getting 
Acquainted With the Sample Application” on page 29.

Understanding Indexes

An index is a data structure that maintains references to the persistent objects of a 
particular indexed class and its subclasses. The index sorts these references 
according to the values in one or more attributes of the indexed objects; these 
attributes are called key fields. 

For example, Figure 4-1 shows an index over the persistent objects of class 
Customer. The index uses the objects’ lastName attribute as the key field, 
causing the index’s references to be sorted according to the objects’ lastName 
values. If Customer had any subclasses, references to any persistent objects of 
those subclasses would also be included in the index.
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Figure 4-1 Index of Customer Objects With Key Field "lastName"

An index can use multiple key fields to sort the indexed objects. Multiple key 
fields are considered in order, so that values of the first key field serve as the 
primary sort key, values of the second key field serve as the secondary sort key, 
and so on. For example, you could define an index of Customer objects, sorted 
by the key fields lastName and firstName, in that order. If two or more 
indexed objects have the same last name, the index uses their first names to sort 
them relative to each other.

Different indexes can sort the same objects according to different key fields, or 
according to the same key fields used in different orders. 

Index Purpose and Usage

The purpose of an index is to optimize a predicate scan operation that:
■ Searches for persistent objects of the indexed class.
■ Qualifies those objects by testing the values of one or more key fields. 

For example, an index such as the one shown in Figure 4-1 could greatly speed 
up a predicate scan that uses either of the following predicate strings to look up a 
particular customer:

"lastName == 'Bailey'"
"lastName == 'Bailey' && firstName == 'Fred'"

Whether an index is used by a particular predicate scan depends on the predicate 
string. In general, the predicate string must test at least the first key field of the 
index; otherwise, the index is ignored by the scan operation. So, for example, the 
index shown in Figure 4-1 would be ignored by a scan that tested only the 

Nguyen   07-12-603-89

Customer
Joe
Smith
1234 5th Street
...

Customer
Fred
Bailey
23 Main Avenue
...

Customer
Sarah
Nguyen
567 Lark Lane
...

Bailey  07-12-342-01

Smith 07-12-38-114

Customer Index

RentalEvent

RentalContract

RentalEvent

RentalContract
RentalEvent

RentalContract

RentalContract

RentalEvent

Key
Field Reference

RentalContract RentalContract
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firstName attribute (with, say, the predicate string "firstName == 'Fred'"), 
because firstName is not the primary key field. See the programming-interface 
documentation for details about the predicates that trigger the use of an index.

A predicate scan is generally more efficient if it uses an index. When an index is 
used, the scan operation does not need to examine every page of the containers 
being searched. Instead, only the pages of the index itself and pages containing 
indexed objects need to be brought into the cache. However, application-specific 
factors can affect whether an index improves or reduces efficiency; see “Factors 
Affecting Indexing Performance” on page 106.

You can use the Explain tool to find out whether a particular predicate scan will 
use an index. See “Query Plan for a Predicate Query Over Indexed Objects” on 
page 233.

Lifecycle of an Index

You define indexes either by editing the federated database’s placement model 
or by using administration tools. You create indexes from their specifications by 
using an administration tool. For steps, see “Defining and Creating an Index” on 
page 107.

When an index is first created, the tool that creates it automatically populates it 
with any existing persistent objects of the indexed class and its subclasses. Then, 
when an application subsequently creates, deletes, or modifies persistent objects 
of these classes, the application arranges for the index to be updated. The update 
process automatically: 
■ Inserts new objects into any relevant indexes.
■ Removes deleted objects from all relevant indexes.
■ Re-sorts any indexed objects whose key-field values have been modified.

An application controls the timing of index updates by setting the index mode for 
its transactions. See the programming-interface documentation for details about 
setting the index mode for a transaction.

As long as an index exists, it is available for use. Indexes continue to exist until 
they are explicitly removed (or dropped) using an administration tool. For steps, 
see “Dropping an Index From a Federated Database” on page 114. 

You typically drop an index to free up storage space after completing the 
predicate scan, or to accommodate changes to the indexed class made during 
schema evolution; see “Reconstructing Indexes After Schema Evolution” on 
page 115.

You can create, drop, and re-create indexes from the same specifications multiple 
times. 
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Index and Key Specifications

You define an index and the key fields it uses by adding the following 
specifications to the federated database’s placement model: 

Figure 4-2 shows specifications for an index of Customer objects, where the index 
is to be sorted by lastName and firstName, in that order. 

Figure 4-2 Specifications for an Index of Customer Objects

For steps, see “Adding a Key Specification” on page 108 and “Adding an Index 
Specification” on page 110.

Indexed Class

An index may be defined for any persistence-capable class defined in the 
federated database’s schema. An index includes persistent objects of the indexed 
class, as well as persistent objects of all classes that inherit from the indexed class.

Key Fields

Any index may use numeric, Boolean or string attributes as its key fields. More 
precisely, a key field may be any private, protected, or public persistent attribute 
whose data type in the schema can be matched by a numeric, Boolean, or string 
operand in a predicate query. 

Index specification Designates the index’s key specification and other properties, 
such as whether the index is unique. 

Key specification Designates the indexed class, and the attribute or attributes to 
be used as key fields.

Key 

"CustKey"

Key Field 1
Key Field 2

Customer

-firstName : Utf8String
-lastName : Utf8String
-address : Address

Indexed Class 

SchemaPlacement 

"CustIndex"

Key Spec

Is Unique

Index 
Specification ModelSpecification

...
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A key field may be either of the following:
■ A particular attribute of the indexed class 
■ A particular attribute of a superclass of the indexed class 
■ A particular attribute of an embedded-class attribute of the indexed class

The sort order among multiple key fields is determined by their order in the key 
specification.

Unique and Nonunique Indexes

An index may be unique or nonunique. 
■ A unique index requires that every indexed object have a unique 

combination of values in its key fields.
■ A nonunique index allows two or more indexed objects to have duplicate 

key values. 

NOTE When maintaining a unique index, applications must assign unique key values to 
any new objects of the indexed class.

Index Scope

The index’s scope normally spans the federated database, which means that the 
index includes every object of the indexed class and its subclasses that is stored 
persistently in the federated database. 

NOTE (Objectivity/C++ and Objectivity/.NET for C# only) If the indexed class maintains a 
version genealogy, the index includes all versions of an indexed object; the index 
does not distinguish default from nondefault versions. 

You can optionally narrow the scope of an index so that it includes only the 
persistent objects that were placed by a particular object placer. For example, 
assume that the federated database’s placement model defines two chains of 
rules and placers for RentalContract objects, so that some RentalContracts are 
placed near the Customer that owns them, and the rest are placed near the 
owning RentalCompany. You could define an index over just the RentalContract 
objects that are placed near the owning RentalCompany.

For steps, see “To add an index over a particular scope” on page 112.
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Index Level

An index is logically a single structure, but may be physically realized as 
multiple individual index structures. The number and size of the individual 
indexes depends on the level of granularity chosen for the overall index, as 
described in Table 4-1.  

An index’s level of granularity is independent of its scope. The level simply 
affects how the overall set of indexed objects is subdivided into individual 
indexes. For example, Figure 4-3 shows how the index of Customer objects might 
be realized by component container-level indexes. Notice that each container has 
its own index structure for the Customer objects it contains.

Figure 4-3 Customer Index Realized as Multiple Container-Level Indexes

Table 4-1: Index Levels

Level Logical Index Realized As

Container A set of container-level indexes, one per container in which 
indexable objects are placed.

Group Supported in a future release. A set of group-level indexes, one per 
container group in which indexable objects are placed. 

Partition Supported in a future release. A set of partition-level indexes, one 
per partition in which indexable objects are placed. 

Scope Supported in a future release. A set of scope-level indexes, one per 
object-placer scope in which indexable objects are placed. 
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A particular container-level index includes just the indexable objects in that 
container. You should take this into account when deciding whether it makes 
sense to add indexes at all; see “Consider the index level of granularity” on 
page 107.

NOTE When you add a unique index (see “Unique and Nonunique Indexes” on 
page 103), uniqueness is enforced at the level of the component index structures. 
That is, for container-level indexes, uniqueness is enforced within each 
container-level structure, but not between such structures. Consequently, if two 
objects with duplicate key values reside in the same container, they will prevent 
the unique index from being added. If, however, these objects reside in two 
different containers, the unique index could be added, because each object would 
be included in a different container-level index structure.

Indexing on String Keys

When an index uses a string attribute as a key field, the string values are collated 
and stored as described in the following subsections.

Collation of String Keys

An index determines the relative order of string keys as follows:
■ For Unicode character strings, the collation process compares the numeric 

character encodings.
■ For 8-bit character strings, the collation process calls the standard C function 

strcoll to compare the numeric character encodings. 

When the index is first created and populated, the collation used for 8-bit 
character strings is determined by the locale that is set for the machine on which 
you run the administration tool. Different locales may use different collations.

NOTE For consistent collation of 8-bit character strings in an index, the same locale 
should be used for the tool that creates the index and for each application that 
updates the index or uses the index during predicate scans.

Using multiple different locales is likely to affect only range-based queries.
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Storage of String Keys

By default, an index stores up to the first 24 characters of each string key, 
padding with nulls or truncating as necessary. (For Unicode strings, the first 24 
code units are stored; a single character may span multiple code units.) 

During lookup, the stored characters (or code units) are compared to the first 24 
elements of the literal value specified in the predicate. If they match, the index 
obtains the entire string value from the indexed object to complete the 
comparison.

The key specification allows you to adjust the index’s storage for string keys. 
■ If most of the string values are smaller than 24 characters (code units), you 

can choose a smaller value to reduce the amount of extra space occupied by 
null characters.

■ If most of the string keys are larger than 24 characters (code units), you can 
choose a larger value to reduce the number of times the index must open an 
indexed object to get a complete string value.

Factors Affecting Indexing Performance

You identify the indexes that are relevant for an application by considering what 
predicate scans the application will perform. The decision to create an index 
should balance its usefulness during searches against the disk space and memory 
needed to maintain the index.

The following guidelines discuss these tradeoffs.

Estimate the percentage of indexed objects that will satisfy the predicate

An index improves runtime efficiency only when it can prune the search for 
objects that satisfy a predicate. If a large percentage of objects satisfy the 
predicate, the total time to traverse the index data structure can be longer than 
the linear search that would be performed without the index. (The exact number 
of objects at which an index becomes less efficient is application-specific.)

Index at an appropriate level in the inheritance hierarchy

The number of disk reads needed to locate an object through an index is directly 
related to the number of indexed objects. You can minimize this number by 
defining the index on the most specific class in the inheritance hierarchy that still 
supports the predicate scan. 
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For example, suppose an application uses a class called Vehicle, which has two 
subclasses Truck and Car. 
■ If the application will perform a predicate scan to find trucks (but not cars), 

you could define and add an index on the Truck class. 
■ If the application will perform one predicate scan to find trucks and a 

different predicate scan to find cars, you could define and add one index on 
the Truck class and another index on the Car class. 

■ If the application will perform a predicate scan that finds both trucks and 
cars, then (and only then) should you define and add an index on the 
Vehicle class. 

Consider the index level of granularity

As described in “Index Level” on page 104, a particular container-level index 
includes just the indexable objects in that container. Consequently, there is no 
advantage to indexing objects with container-level indexes if those objects are 
very sparsely distributed among containers—for example, if the object placer for 
those objects is configured to place just one object per container group. In this 
case, it takes less time to find the object of interest in the container without the 
extra overhead of using an index.

Index objects after they are stable

If the indexed objects seldom change, the maintenance cost is negligible. 
However, if objects of the indexed class are frequently added, deleted, or 
modified, the maintenance cost of updating the index may be significant. 

Defining and Creating an Index

The basic steps for defining and creating an index are as follows:

1. Add a key specification to the federated database’s placement model.
2. Add an index specification (based on the key specification) to the federated 

database’s placement model.
3. Add the index (based on the index specification) to the federated database.

You can modify these steps to define and create separate indexes for subclasses 
of a single class; see “Indexing Over a Subclass of an Indexed Class” on page 113.
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Adding a Key Specification

A key specification is a named entity that identifies:
■ The indexed class. 
■ The attribute(s) of the class that will be used as key field(s).

You add a key specification to a federated database’s placement model either by 
using an administration tool or by editing the PMD directly.

To add a key specification using an administration tool 

Configure the -attribute option(s) as appropriate: 

EXAMPLE The following command adds a key specification called CustKey to the 
placement model of the federated database designated by myFD.boot. 

objy AddKeySpecification 
-name CustKey 
-class FleetData.Customer 
-attribute lastName -attribute firstName:20 
-bootFile myFD.boot

Run This Tool With These Options

AddKeySpecification -name 
-class 
-attribute
-bootFile

To Represent Do This

Multiple key fields. Insert multiple -attribute options in the order in 
which they are to be used for sorting

A string key field for which only the first N 
characters are stored.

Append the number to the field name:
-attribute fieldName:N

A key field that is an inherited attribute with an 
ambiguous name.

Qualify the name in the form 
-attribute superclassName::fieldName 

A key field that is the attribute of an embedded 
object.

Specify the name in the form 
-attribute embeddedAttribute.fieldname 
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The key specification created by this command:
■ Identifies Customer as the indexed class.
■ Designates lastName and firstName as key fields, in that order. 
■ Limits the stored key values to the first 24 characters of lastName strings, 

and the first 20 characters of firstName strings.

To add a key specification by editing a PMD

NOTE For a quick overview of working with a placement model document (PMD), see 
“A word about working with PMDs” on page 40.

In a PMD for the placement model that is to define the index:

1. Find the <KeySpecifications> section; if necessary, change the 
<KeySpecifications/> element to accommodate child elements.

2. Within the section, add a <KeySpecification...> element with at least one 
<KeyedAttribute...> child element, as shown in the Example on page 110.
Hint: For a listing of the classes you can index, scroll up to the 
<SchemaSnapshot> section of the PMD.

3. Configure the <KeyedAttribute...> element(s) as appropriate:  

To Represent Do This

Multiple key fields. Insert multiple <KeyedAttribute...> elements in the order 
in which they are to be used for sorting

A string key field for which only the first N 
characters are stored.

Add maxStoredStringLength="N" 
to the <KeyedAttribute...> element

A key field that is an inherited attribute with an 
ambiguous name.

Qualify the name in the form 
attribute="superclassName::fieldName" 

A key field that is the attribute of an embedded 
object.

Specify the name in the form
attribute="embeddedAttribute.fieldname" 
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EXAMPLE The following XML representation defines the same key specification as the 
command on the Example on page 108. 

<KeySpecifications>

<KeySpecification

name="CustKey"

keyedClass="FleetData.Customer">

<KeyedAttribute attributeName="lastName" />

<KeyedAttribute attributeName="firstName" maxStoredStringLength="20"/>

</KeySpecification>

</KeySpecifications>

Adding an Index Specification

An index specification is a named entity that identifies:
■ A key specification. 
■ Additional properties, such as whether the index is unique.

You add an index specification to a federated database’s placement model either 
by using an administration tool or by editing the PMD directly.

To add an index specification using an administration tool 

EXAMPLE The following command adds an index specification called CustIndex to the 
placement model of the federated database designated by myFD.boot. 

objy AddIndexSpecification -name CustIndex 
-keySpecification CustKey -bootFile myFD.boot

The index specification created by this command:
■ Is based on the key specification CustKey added on page 108.
■ Implicitly specifies that any index created from it is nonunique (allows 

objects with duplicate keys).

Run This Tool With These Options

AddIndexSpecification -name 
-keySpecification 
-isUnique (for a unique index)
-bootFile
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To add an index specification by editing a PMD

NOTE For a quick overview of working with a placement model document (PMD), see 
“A word about working with PMDs” on page 40.

In a PMD for the placement model that is to define the index:

1. Find the <IndexSpecifications> section; if necessary, change the 
<IndexSpecifications/> element to accommodate child elements.

2. Within the section, add an <IndexSpecification...> element as shown in 
the Example below.

EXAMPLE The following XML representation defines the same index specification as the 
command in the Example on page 110.

<IndexSpecifications>
<IndexSpecification

name="CustIndex"
keyedSpecification="CustKey"
isUnique="false" />

</IndexSpecification>
</IndexSpecifications>

Adding an Index to a Federated Database

You use the AddIndex administration tool to create an index from an index 
specification.

The index you add may include all indexable objects in the federated database or 
just the objects in a particular object placer’s scope; see “Index Scope” on 
page 103.

The index you add is realized as a set of container-level indexes, with one index 
for each container with indexed objects; see “Index Level” on page 104.

The tool reports an error and quits if you attempt to add a unique index when 
two or more existing persistent objects of the indexed class have duplicate key 
values.
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To add an index over an entire federated database 

EXAMPLE The following command adds container-level indexes to the federated database 
designated by myFD.boot. 

objy AddIndex -indexSpecification CustIndex 
-bootFile myFD.boot

The added indexes:
■ Are based on the index specification called CustIndex added on page 110.
■ Include all persistent Customer objects in the federated database.

To add an index over a particular scope

EXAMPLE Assume that RentalContract objects are placed by either of two object placers, 
called ContractsByCustomer and ContractsByCompany. The following 
command adds container-level indexes over just the RentalContract objects that 
are placed by ContractsByCompany.

objy AddIndex -indexSpecification CustIndex 
-objectPlacer ContractsByCompany 
-bootFile myFD.boot

Run This Tool With These Options

AddIndex -indexSpecification 
-bootFile

Run This Tool With These Options

AddIndex -indexSpecification 
-objectPlacer
-bootFile
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Indexing Over a Subclass of an Indexed Class

Sometimes it makes sense to create separate indexes using the same key field(s), 
so that:
■ One index includes all the objects of a particular class and its subclasses.
■ Another index includes just the objects of a particular subclass of the class. 

A typical usage scenario is to optimize separate predicate scans, where one scan 
is a more general search, and the other is restricted to the subclass’s objects. For 
example, an application might perform one scan to search for a Vehicle of any 
type with a particular license, and perform another scan that specifically searches 
for a Truck with a particular license. (The latter search is more efficient if it can 
use an index that includes only Truck objects.)

You can create each index separately using the techniques in the previous 
sections. Or, as an alternative, you can base multiple index specifications on a 
single key specification.

To create separate indexes for a class and a subclass

1. Add a key specification and an index specification for the more general class, 
as described in the previous sections.

2. Add a second index specification (with its own name) that is based on the key 
specification you added in step 1. Configure the second index specification to 
designate the subclass of interest, using the appropriate technique: 
■ Include the -class option of the AddIndexSpecification tool.
■ Include the indexedClass="..." attribute of the 

<IndexSpecification .../> element in the PMD.
3. Add indexes based on each index specification. 

In effect, the subclass designated by the second index specification overrides the 
more general class designated by the key specification.

Displaying a List of Existing Indexes

You use the ListIndexes administration tool to display a list of existing indexes 
in a federated database. For each index, the output lists:
■ The index specification on which the index is based.
■ Each object placer that maintains a scope in which one or more of the 

indexed objects reside.
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Dropping an Index From a Federated Database

You use the DropIndex administration tool to remove:
■ Indexes that are no longer needed—for example, because the predicate scans 

that they optimize are completed.
■ Indexes that have been invalidated by schema changes; see “Reconstructing 

Indexes After Schema Evolution” on page 115.

Dropping an index causes the individual container-level indexes to be removed 
from the federated database. You may drop all of the indexes based on a 
particular index specification, or you may selectively drop just the indexes for a 
particular object placer’s scope; see “Index Scope” on page 103.

To drop all indexes based on an index specification 

EXAMPLE The following command drops all indexes based on the CustIndex index 
specification from the federated database designated by myFD.boot. 

objy DropIndex -indexSpecification CustIndex 
-bootFile myFD.boot

To drop just indexes over a particular scope 

NOTE Dropping an index does not remove the underlying index specification, which is 
still available for use. See the documentation for the 
DeleteIndexSpecification tool for more information.

Run This Tool With These Options

DropIndex -indexSpecification 
-bootFile

Run This Tool With These Options

DropIndex -indexSpecification 
-objectPlacer
-bootFile
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Reconstructing Indexes After Schema Evolution

Schema evolution is the process of changing the description of persistence-capable 
classes in a federated database’s schema. If schema evolution has been performed 
in a federated database that contains indexes, it is possible for some or all of 
those indexes to be invalidated as a result of certain schema changes. 

In particular, an index is invalidated if schema evolution has modified the 
indexed class (or an ancestor class of the indexed class) in one of the following 
ways: 
■ Deleted an attribute used as a key field.
■ Changed the type of an attribute used a key field.

When an index is invalidated, it is no longer consulted during predicate scans, 
and the space it occupies is wasted. 

Consequently, after performing schema evolution in a federated database, you 
should:

1. Check whether any indexes are invalidated using either of the following 
alternative techniques:
■ Run the ListIndexes tool.
■ Export a PMD from the federated database and check it for either of the 

following:
<KeySpecification ... isObsolete="true" />

<IndexSpecification ... isObsolete="true" />

2. Drop all invalidated indexes, as described in “Dropping an Index From a 
Federated Database” on page 114.

3. If necessary, revise the relevant key specifications to make them consistent 
with the schema changes. For example, you should remove or replace any key 
field that corresponds to a deleted attribute in the evolved class definition. (No 
revision is required to accommodate a changed data type, however.)

4. Re-create the indexes.

NOTE If a schema change invalidates an index and you then change the schema back to 
its former state, the index remains invalid.
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5
Placement Rules

This chapter shows you how to specify rules for placing persistent objects created 
by an Objectivity/DB application. You typically perform these tasks if you are a 
development team’s database designer. 

This chapter describes:
■ General information about how rules work.
■ Defining a rule.
■ Defining a rule folder.

Understanding Placement Rules

The rules of a placement model enable the object-placement system to respond to 
placement requests from an application. A rule delegates the placement of 
particular objects to a particular object placer (see Chapter 6, “Object Placers”). 
A rule may be linked to exactly one chain of placers, as shown in Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-1 Placement Rule Linking to a Chain of Placers

The following subsections describe:
■ Input to Rules
■ Explicit Rules
■ Implicit Rules
■ Rule Folders
■ How Rules are Selected

Rule Object Placer Container Placer Database Placer
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Input to Rules

When an application requests placement for a new persistent object, certain 
application-specific information is passed from the application to the object 
placement-system. The information is used to select the particular rule that will 
apply to that object; see “How Rules are Selected” on page 123. 

Every placement request includes the type of the new object being placed. The 
type must be a persistence-capable class.

An application may optionally provide either or both of the following items in a 
placement request (typically encapsulated in a placement-conditions object):
■ A persistent object that already exists in the federated database. This object is 

called the related object, because it should bear some significant logical 
relationship to the new object, such as being its intended owner. (This object 
is also called the placement guide in some documentation.)
Note: The two objects may subsequently be linked through a reference 
attribute or a relationship (association) defined by their classes, but this is not 
required.

■ A string called a purpose indicator that describes something about the 
application’s reason or circumstances for placing the new object. 
For example, an application could specify a purpose such as "Compose" 
when creating candidate objects under development, and then later specify a 
purpose such as "Publish" when creating the final versions of the objects.

The decision to provide and use any optional placement information arises from 
collaboration between the database designer and the application developer. 
Depending on the development team’s process:
■ The application developer could tailor the placement requests to provide the 

information expected by the placement model’s rules.
■ The database designer could tailor the placement rules to accommodate the 

information in the application’s placement requests.

An application can submit placement requests that omit expected placement 
information or provide different information from what is expected by the 
placement rules. Doing so does not cause an error, but rather affects the selection 
of rules, and may therefore result in a different placement pattern.

Explicit Rules

Explicit placement rules enable you to invoke different object placers for 
different types of objects. With explicit placement rules, you can design a 
placement model that combines or distributes objects in different ways according 
to their types and any optional information provided by the application. Each 
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explicit placement rule has an explicit XML representation in a placement model 
document (PMD).

Placement by Type

In the simplest case, a placement rule associates a particular class with a 
particular object placer, so that all new objects of the class are placed by the object 
placer. The rule applies to all objects of the specified class, as well as to objects of 
any subclasses of the specified class. 

Rules that designate an object placer based solely on the new object’s type are 
appropriate when no performance advantage might be gained by placing the 
new object relative to some existing object; see “Relative Placement” below. Such 
rules are typically appropriate for placing objects that own other objects, but are 
not themselves owned by other objects. 

For details, see “Preparing the Rules Section of a PMD” on page 132.

Relative Placement 

When it is advantageous to place new objects relative to existing persistent 
objects, you can express this with a rule that defines a placement relationship. In 
effect, a rule with a placement relationship associates two classes with a 
particular object placer: 
■ The class of the new objects to be placed.
■ The class of the existing objects that are to guide the placement of the new 

objects. 

The rule applies when an application provides a related object (placement guide) 
of the appropriate class, or a subclass of that class, as part of the request to place 
the new object; see “Input to Rules” on page 118. 

The specified object placer determines whether each new object is placed near the 
provided object (in the same container group) or somewhere in a partition 
corresponding to that object.

Relative placement is typically appropriate for objects that will be owned by 
some other object. Placing objects relative to their owners makes it efficient for 
applications find and access the owned objects from their owners. 

For details, see “Defining a Rule for Placing an Object Relative to an Existing 
Object” on page 133.

A placement relationship between two classes is different from any schema 
relationship (reference attribute or relationship) that may have been defined 
between those classes. Thus, placing one object relative to another is not the same 
as setting a reference to link those objects, although it is common to define a 
placement relationship between classes that are also related to each other in the 
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schema. You can augment a rule to explicitly map a placement relationship to a 
particular schema relationship. Doing so to further improves the efficiency of 
certain queries over the placed objects, as described in “Support for Optimizing 
Certain Queries” on page 129.

Example

An application creates persistent Car objects and Wheel objects, where each Car 
object is the owner of particular Wheel objects. The application will typically find 
the Car objects by querying their attributes, and then use these Car objects as the 
starting point for finding Wheel objects. 

To support efficient querying, the placement design calls for placing each Wheel 
object relative to the owning Car object. To do this, you add two explicit rules to 
the model:
■ A simple placement rule for placing all objects of class Car. 
■ A rule with a placement relationship for placing each new Wheel object 

relative to a particular Car object. 

Whenever the application requests placement for a Wheel object, it should 
include an existing Car object as the related object in the request. No additional 
information is needed in a request to place a Car object.

For extended examples of placing the objects that represent a rental company’s 
stalls relative to the objects that represent the company’s branch locations, see 
“Placing Objects Near an Existing Object” on page 53 and “Partitioning New 
Objects According to Existing Objects” on page 61.

Placing Subsets of a Class’s Objects

On occasion, it may be useful to invoke different object placers for different 
objects of the same class. A placement model can accomplish this by defining 
multiple rules that apply to new objects of the class, including: 
■ At most one rule (with no placement relationship) for placing new objects 

independently.
■ Any number of rules (with different placement relationships) for placing 

new objects relative to different types of existing objects.

In the example above, the placement model could have three rules to invoke 
three different object placers for Wheel objects:
■ A rule for any Wheel objects to be placed independently.
■ A rule for any Wheel objects to be placed relative to an owning Car object.
■ A rule for Wheel objects to be placed relative to an owning Bicycle object.
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Implicit Rules

Every placement model has an implicit default rule that applies to 
application-defined persistence-capable classes, and an implicit internal rule that 
applies to new objects of built-in Objectivity/DB system classes. 

These rules are implicit in that no XML representation is explicitly included for 
them in a placement model document (PMD).

Default Rule

A placement model’s default rule applies to objects of any persistence-capable 
class, and delegates their placement to the object placer named Default.

In the initial placement model of a federated database, the default rule applies to 
every new persistent object created by an application. See “Using Default 
Placement” on page 31 for the placement that results from using only the default 
placement rule.

In a placement model in which you have defined one or more explicit rules, the 
default rule applies to any new persistent object that is not handled by some 
other, more specialized rule; see “How Rules are Selected” on page 123. 

NOTE You need only add explicit rules for classes of objects that require nondefault 
placement, because the default rule handles the rest.

Internal Rule for System Classes

A placement model provides an internal placement rule for placing objects of 
persistence-capable system classes, such as the classes for persistent (storable) 
collections. This means you don’t need to define explicit placement rules for 
classes like ooTreeListX or ooMap in Objectivity/C++; in fact, an error is 
reported if you try to install a placement model with such a rule. 

NOTE The internal rule defines a placement relationship, so all new objects of the 
system classes must be placed relative to existing objects; see “Relative 
Placement” on page 119.
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Rule Folders

A placement model’s rules can optionally be grouped into rule folders. You can 
use rule folders to:
■ Organize the rules for improved readability in a placement model document 

(PMD).
■ Distinguish groups of rules that are specialized for use only for particular 

application purposes.

A rule folder can contain any number of placement rules and rule folders.

Improved Readability

A placement model can define a potentially large number of explicit rules, 
particularly when the federated database’s schema has a great many classes for 
which different placement is appropriate.

You can use rule folders to organize placement rules into groups to improve the 
readability of a PMD. Rules can be grouped in any way that makes sense to you 
and your development team—for example, according to the classes to which they 
apply, the object placer to which they delegate, whether their use has been 
finalized, and so on.

For details, see “Defining an Organizational Rule Folder” on page 137.

Specialized for Particular Purposes

Sometimes it is useful to define different placement for new objects based on the 
application’s reason for creating those objects—for example, composing 
candidate objects or publishing finalized objects.

You can arrange for alternative placement by using purpose-specialized rule folders. 
A specialized rule folder has one or more purpose indicators associated with it. 
The rules within the folder are considered only for placement requests that 
provide a matching purpose indicator.

NOTE Purpose indicators can be any strings agreed upon by the development team’s 
database designer and application developers. 

For example, suppose a RentalCompany application creates persistent 
Reservation objects for two reasons—to store interim data while customers are 
in the process of making a reservation, and to enter the completed reservation 
into the system. Accordingly, the application includes a "Compose" purpose 
indicator in its placement requests for the interim Reservations objects, and a 
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"Publish" purpose indicator in its placement requests for the completed 
Reservation objects.

The placement model can use specialized rule folders to define alternative 
placement rules for the Reservation objects created for each purpose: 
■ In a rule folder associated with the "Compose" purpose indicator, the rule for 

new Reservation objects delegates to an object placer that places the new 
objects in a private “scratchpad” area.

■ In a rule folder associated with the "Publish" purpose indicator, the rule for 
new Reservation objects delegates to a second object placer that places the 
new objects near the Customer and RentalContract objects.

For details, see “Defining a Purpose-Specialized Rule Folder” on page 137.

How Rules are Selected

The object-placement system uses information from the application’s placement 
request to select the rule that best applies to the new object to be placed. The 
information provided by a request is described in “Input to Rules” on page 118.

When a placement model has more than one rule that could potentially apply to 
a particular request, the object-placement system selects the most specialized rule 
that matches the information in the request; any more general rules are not 
considered.

The following sections show various scenarios for selecting a placement rule 
from among several that might apply. 

Inheritance Hierarchy of Classes

The central criterion for selecting a placement rule in response to a placement 
request is the class of the object to be placed: 
■ If a rule is defined for the class of the new object, that rule is selected.
■ Otherwise, if a rule is defined for a superclass of the new object’s class, that 

rule is selected.
■ Otherwise, the implicit default rule is selected.
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For example, suppose an application has several persistence-capable classes with 
inheritance relationships, as shown in Figure 5-2:

Figure 5-2 Simple Inheritance Hierarchy

When you add rules to successive versions of your placement model, the rules 
apply as follows:

■ In one version, you add a single rule that specifies class Vehicle. 
The rule handles all requests for placing new Car, Bicycle, and Minivan 
objects (and objects of class Vehicle, too, if any are created).

■ In the next version, you add a second rule that specifies class Minivan. 
The new rule handles all requests for placing new Minivan objects. Requests 
for placing new Car and Bicycle objects are still handled by the rule for the 
Vehicle class. 

■ In the final version, you add a third rule that specifies class Car. 

The new rule handles all requests for placing new Car objects (but not 
Minivan objects, because a more specialized rule handles those). Requests 
for placing new Bicycle objects are still handled by the rule for the Vehicle 
class. 

None of the added rules applies to class Wheel, because Wheel is not a subclass 
of Vehicle. Consequently, requests for new Wheel objects are handled by the 
implicit default rule.

Wheel

Car

Minivan

Vehicle

Bicycle
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Table 5-1 lists rules for classes Minivan, Car, and Vehicle, and shows the order 
in which they would be selected in response to various placement requests.  

Placement Relationship

When a placement request includes a related object as a placement guide, that 
object’s class is used as part of the criteria for selecting a placement rule (along 
with the class of the new object being placed):
■ If a rule for the new object’s class has a placement relationship specifying the 

related object’s class, that rule is selected.
■ Otherwise, if a rule is defined for the new object’s class, but without a 

placement relationship, that rule is selected.
■ Otherwise, the implicit default rule is selected.

The inheritance hierarchy is considered for the class of the related object, just as it 
is for the class of the new object being placed.

Table 5-1:  Rule Selection Precedence Based on the Inheritance Hierarchy

Place new
Bicycle

Place new
Car

Place new
Minivan

Place new
Wheel

— —
(if rule is defined)

—

—
(if rule is defined)

else 

(if rule is defined)
—

(if rule is defined)

else 

(if rule is defined)

else 

(if rule is defined)
—

else else else 

Placement
Rule

Application
Request

Rule
Class: Minivan
Use: MinivanPlacer

1

Rule
Class: Car
Use: CarPlacer

1 2

Rule
Class: Vehicle
Use: VehiclePlacer

1 2 3

Default Rule (implicit)
Class: any
Use: Default

Default Rule (implicit)
2 3 4 1
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For example, suppose an application has several persistence-capable classes with 
inheritance relationships, as shown in Figure 5-2. When you add rules to 
successive versions of your placement model, the rules apply as follows:
■ In one version of, you add a single rule that places each new Wheel object 

independently (no placement relationship is defined). 
The rule handles all requests for placing Wheel objects, even if those requests 
include an owning Minivan, Car or Bicycle object.

■ In the next version, you add a rule that places each new Wheel object relative 
to a Car object. 

The new rule applies only to requests that specify an owning Minivan or 
Car. All other requests for placing Wheel objects, including requests that 
specify an owning Bicycle, are handled by the original rule (without the 
placement relationship).

Table 5-2 lists various rules for placing new Wheel objects independently or 
relative to objects of class Vehicle or Car. The table shows the order in which 
these rules would be selected in response to various placement requests.

Table 5-2: Selection Precedence for Rules With Placement Relationships

Place new
Wheel

Place new
Wheel

Relative to existing
Car or Minivan

Place new
Wheel

Relative to existing
Bicycle

—

(if rule is defined)

—

— else 

(if rule is defined)

 

(if rule is defined)

(if rule is defined)

else 

(if rule is defined)

else 

(if rule is defined)

else else else 

Placement
Rule

Application
Request

Rule
Class: Wheel

Use: WheelPlacer-C
Related to: Car

1

Rule
Class: Wheel

Use: WheelPlacer-B
Related to: Vehicle

2 1

Rule
Class: Wheel

Use: WheelPlacer-A

1 3 2

Default Rule (implicit)
Class: any
Use: Default

Default Rule (implicit)
2 4 3
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Purpose Specialization

When a placement request includes a purpose indicator that matches one or 
more purpose-specialized folders, the rules defined in those folders take 
precedence over all rules outside those folders:
■ If the purpose-specialized folders have any rules for the class of object being 

placed, selection proceeds in the usual way among those rules, based on the 
class of object being placed and the class of any specified related object.

■ If no rule is selected from a purpose-specialized folder, then selection 
proceeds in the usual way among any general-purpose rules (rules not 
defined in any folder or defined in purely organizational folders).

■ If no explicit rule is selected, the implicit default rule is used.

NOTE Rules in a folder specialized for another purpose are not considered. The purpose 
indicators of the folder and the placement request must match exactly.

For example, suppose:
■ An application has several persistence-capable classes with the inheritance 

relationships shown in Figure 5-2. 
■ The placement model has rules and rule folders as shown in Figure 5-3:

Figure 5-3 Placement Model With Purpose-Specialized Folders

Rule-X
Class: Wheel

Use: WheelPlacer-1
Related to: Car

Folder for Purpose-1

Rule-Y
Class: Wheel
Use: WheelPlacer-2

Folder for Purpose-2

Default Rule (implicit)
Class: any
Use: Default

Default Rule (implicit)

Rule-A
Class: Car
Use: CarPlacer

Rule-B
Class: Vehicle
Use: VehiclePlacer

Rule-C
Class: Car
Use: CarPlacer

Rule-Z
Class: Wheel
Use: WheelPlacer-3
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Table 5-3 shows how various placement requests made by the application would 
select rules from among those shown in Figure 5-3. 

Table 5-3: Rule Selection for Placement Requests Specifying a Purpose

Request to Place 
This New Object

For This 
Purpose

Selects 
This Rule

Comment

Car "Purpose-1" Rule-A

Car "Purpose-2" Rule-B
A Car is a type of Vehicle, so the indicated 
folder has a rule that applies. Therefore, 
Rule-C outside the folder is not considered.

Bicycle "Purpose-1"
implicit 
default

rule

No rule in the indicated folder can apply to a 
Bicycle. 

Bicycle "Purpose-2" Rule-B A Bicycle is a type of Vehicle, so the 
indicated folder has a rule that applies. 

Wheel
relative to a provided

Car 
"Purpose-1" Rule-X

Wheel
relative to a provided

Car 
"Purpose-2" Rule-Y

The request can select a rule without a 
placement relationship, so the indicated folder 
has a rule that applies. 

Wheel "Purpose-1" Rule-Z
The request is too general to select a rule with 
a placement relationship, so Rule-X in the 
indicated folder does not apply. Therefore, 
Rule-Z outside the folder is selected.
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Support for Optimizing Certain Queries

When a rule is configured to place objects relative to other objects (see “Relative 
Placement” on page 119), you can augment the rule’s placement relationship to 
support the optimization of certain types of queries over the placed objects. In 
particular, you can explicitly map the placement relationship to a particular 
schema relationship (a reference attribute or relationship) defined by the class of 
objects being placed. 

Doing so enables Objectivity/DB to use placement information to narrow the 
search when a query needs to qualify those objects by examining the values they 
hold for the mapped reference attribute or relationship. A common scenario is to 
narrow the search for owned objects whose owners satisfy various criteria. 

NOTE The rule must specify an object placer that partitions the owned objects according 
to the owning objects. 

For details about mapping a placement relationship to a schema relationship, see 
“Defining a Rule that Supports Certain Query Optimizations” on page 134. 

Example

Suppose an application defines persistence-capable classes Contract and 
Customer, where each Customer owns some number of Contract objects. 
Ownership is modelled in two distinct ways, as shown in Figure 5-4:
■ The placement model defines a rule with a placement relationship to place 

each Contract relative to its owning Customer. The rule delegates to an 
object placer that partitions the Contract objects according to their owning 
Customer objects.

■ The schema defines a bidirectional relationship between classes Contract 
and Customer, so a Contract can have a reference to its owning Customer, 
and a Customer can have references to the Contract objects belonging to it. 
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Figure 5-4 uses separate arrows to illustrate the inverses of the bidirectional 
relationship. 

Figure 5-4 Schema and Placement Relationships Between Contracts and Customers

Now suppose the application needs to find contracts that are owned by certain 
customers. For example, the application could use the following predicate string 
in a query to find just the Contract objects belonging to a Customer named 
Bob:

"myCustomer.name=='Bob'"

With the placement model and schema shown in Figure 5-4, Objectivity/DB 
performs the query by finding every Contract object in the federated database, 
and using the object’s myCustomer schema relationship to access (and then test) 
the owning Customer. The query uses the placement system to identify the 
containers to search—in this case, all containers in which any Contract object 
has been placed, regardless of its owning Customer.

Because the Contract objects are partitioned by Customer, you can enable the 
query to take advantage of additional placement information by explicitly 
mapping the placement relationship to the schema relationship, as shown in 
Figure 5-5. The specific mapping is to myCustomer (the end of the bidirectional 

CustomerContract

*
myContracts

1
myCustomer

Rule
Class: Contract

Use: placerThatPartitions
Related to: Customer

Placement Model

Schema
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relationship that is defined by the owned object, and that references the owning 
object). The inverse relationship myContacts is not used.

Figure 5-5 Placement Relationship Mapped to Schema Relationship

With the augmented placement rule shown in Figure 5-4, the query can now 
proceed by finding just the Customer named "Bob", and then consulting the 
placement system to determine which containers contain just the Contract 
objects that have been placed relative to that Customer. The query can narrow 
the search to just the Contract objects in those containers, instead of testing 
every Contract in the federated database.

For an extended example, see the discussion in “Partitioning New Objects 
According to Existing Objects” on page 61. 

CustomerContract

*
myContracts

1
myCustomer

Placement Model

Schema

Rule
Class: Contract

Use:  placerThatPartitions

Related to: Customer
Schema counterpart : myCustomer
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Defining a Placement Rule

You define an placement rule by adding an XML element for it to the rules section 
of a placement model document (PMD) exported from a federated database. The 
ordering of rules within the rules section is not significant.

You can define a placement rule directly in the PMD’s rules section or within a 
rule folder; see “Defining a Rule Folder” on page 137.

Preparing the Rules Section of a PMD

You define placement rules and rule folders in the rules section of a PMD. You 
can find this section by scrolling to the end of the .pmd file. 

In the initial PMD exported from a federated database, the section appears as 
follows because it is empty (except for the implicit default placement rule):

<Rules\> 

The first time you add an explicit placement rule, you must change the XML 
representation of the rules section as follows:

<Rules>
... <!-- Define placement rules and rule folders here -->

</Rules>

Defining a Rule for Placing an Object Solely by Type

You define a rule for placing objects solely by type (see “Placement by Type” on 
page 119) by adding a <Rule> element of the following general form:

<Rules>
...
<Rule name="ruleName" description="description"

objectClass="namespace.className" objectPlacer="placerName"/>
...

</Rules>
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The attributes are described in Table 5-4: 

You can consult the PMD’s schema-snapshot section for a list of classes that can 
be referenced in a rule. See “Schema-Snapshot Section of a PMD” on page 136.

Defining a Rule for Placing an Object Relative to an Existing Object

You define a rule for placing new objects relative to existing objects (see “Relative 
Placement” on page 119), by defining a rule with a placement relationship. To do 
so, you add a <Rule> element of the following general form:

<Rules>
...
<Rule name="ruleName" description="description"

objectClass="namespace.className1" objectPlacer="placerName">
<PlacementRelationship relatedObjectClass="namespace.className2"/> 

</Rule>
...

</Rules>

Table 5-4: Attributes of a <Rule> Element 

Attribute Type Use Value

name string Optional Name for the rule. May be included at the discretion of the 
database designer to make the PMD self-documenting. The 
value is not checked for uniqueness.

description string Optional Description of the rule. May be included at the discretion of the 
database designer to make the PMD self-documenting. 

objectClass string Required Type of objects to be placed. Must be the namespace-qualified 
name of a persistence-capable class defined in the federated 
database’s schema.

objectPlacer string Required Object placer for placing the objects to which the rule applies. 
Must be an object placer defined in the same PMD. Use the 
string "Default" to refer to the default object placer.
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The attributes are described in Table 5-5: 

The class specified in the <PlacementRelationship> element should describe 
objects that are logically related in some way to the objects being placed—for 
example, by ownership.

You can consult the PMD’s schema-snapshot section for a list of classes that can 
be referenced in a rule. See “Schema-Snapshot Section of a PMD” on page 136.

Defining a Rule that Supports Certain Query Optimizations

You can make certain queries more efficient by defining a rule with a placement 
relationship that specifies a schema relationship; see “Support for Optimizing 
Certain Queries” on page 129. To do so, you add a <Rule> element of the 
following general form to the rules section of a PMD:

<Rules>
...
<Rule name="ruleName" description="description"

objectClass="namespace.className1" objectPlacer="placerName">
<PlacementRelationship relatedObjectClass="namespace.className2">

<SchemaRelationship toRelatedAssociationEnd="ownedBy"/> 
</PlacementRelationship>

</Rule>
...

</Rules>

Table 5-5: Attributes of a <PlacementRelationship> Element 

Attribute Type Use Value

relatedObjectClass string Required Type of existing persistent objects to be provided in 
placement requests submitted by the application. 
Must be the namespace-qualified name of a 
persistence-capable class in the schema. 
May be the same as the placed class. 

For the attributes of the <Rule> element, see Table 5-4. 
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The attributes are described in Table 5-6: 

You can consult the PMD’s schema-snapshot section for a list of associations that 
can be referenced in a schema relationship. See “Schema-Snapshot Section of a 
PMD” on page 136.

Table 5-6: Attributes of a <SchemaRelationship> Element 

Attribute Type Use Value

toRelatedAssociationEnd string Required Name of an association leading to the class 
specified by the placement relationship, from 
the class of objects to be placed. 
Must be a to-one relationship or reference 
attribute defined by className1, with 
className2 as the destination class.

fromRelatedAssociationEnd string Optional Not shown; used in advanced techniques. 
Name of an association leading from the class 
specified by the placement relationship, to the 
class of objects to be placed. 

For the attributes of the <Rule>, see Table 5-4.
For the attributes of the <PlacementRelationship> element, see Table 5-5. 
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Schema-Snapshot Section of a PMD

The schema-snapshot section of a PMD provides a convenient listing of every 
persistence-capable class defined in the federated database’s schema. As you 
define placement rules, you can look up the exact name and qualification of the 
classes of interest in the schema-snapshot section. If you are adding a schema 
relationship to a rule, you can look up the exact names of the association ends.

The schema-snapshot section has the following format and is located toward the 
top of the PMD:

<SchemaSnapshot>
...
<Class name="namespace.className" ... >

... <!-- Elements representing attributes of the class -->
</Class>
...

</SchemaSnapshot>

Note that: 
■ Subclasses are listed as child elements of their superclass’s <Class> element.
■ Attributes of a class are listed as child elements of the class’s <Class> 

element.

The schema-snapshot section shows the contents of the federated database’s 
schema at the time the PMD was exported. If you export the PMD again after 
performing schema evolution, the contents of the schema-snapshot section will 
reflect any changes that could affect the placement model.
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Defining a Rule Folder

You define an placement-rule folder by adding an XML element for it to the rules 
section of the placement model document (PMD) exported from a federated 
database; see “Preparing the Rules Section of a PMD” on page 132.

You can define a rule folder directly in the PMD’s rules section or nested within 
another rule folder.

Defining an Organizational Rule Folder

To define an organizational rule folder, you add a <RuleFolder> element of the 
following general form to the rules section of a PMD:

<Rules>
...
<RuleFolder name="folderName" description="description">
... <!-- Elements representing rules or other rule folders -->
... <!-- Order of items in a rule folder is not significant -->

</RuleFolder>
...

</Rules>

Defining a Purpose-Specialized Rule Folder

To define an purpose-specialized rule folder, you add a <RuleFolder> element 
of the following general form to the rules section of a PMD:

<Rules>
...
<RuleFolder name="folderName" description="description">

<PurposeSpecialization purpose="purposeIndicator"/>
... <!-- Elements representing rules or other rule folders -->

</RuleFolder>
...

</Rules>

NOTE You can add multiple <PurposeSpecialization> elements if you want the 
rules in the folder to be activated by placement requests made for multiple 
different purposes.
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6
Object Placers

This chapter shows you how to specify object placers for placing persistent objects 
created by an Objectivity/DB application. You typically perform these tasks if 
you are a development team’s database designer. 

This chapter describes:
■ General information about how object placers work.
■ Defining an object placer.
■ Reference descriptions for XML elements that define object placers.

NOTE The examples in this chapter are based on the schema described in “Getting 
Acquainted With the Sample Application” on page 29.

Understanding Object Placers

Object placers are responsible for placing new persistent objects in containers 
and creating new containers as needed. 

The following subsections describe:
■ Object Placers in a Placement Model
■ Placement of Objects Into Containers
■ Scope of an Object Placer
■ Scope Organization and Clustering Design
■ Concurrency Considerations
■ A Closer Look at Containers
■ Container Acquisition Policy
■ Scope Identifiers and Versioning
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Object Placers in a Placement Model

Object placers are named entities in a placement model that define the details for 
placing new persistent objects into containers. An object placer is the first “link” 
in a chain of placers that can be invoked by a placement rule, as shown in 
Figure 6-1:

Figure 6-1 Object Placer in a Chain of Placers

An object placer may be referenced by one or more placement rules (see 
Chapter 5, “Placement Rules”). The object placer is invoked whenever one of 
these rules responds to an application’s request to place a new persistent object.

Each object placer references a particular container placer, which handles the 
placement of each new container created by the object placer. See Chapter 7, 
“Container Placers.”

Default Object Placer

Every placement model has a default object placer named "Default". This 
object placer is referenced by the implicit default placement rule described in 
“Default Rule” on page 121, and may also be referenced by any explicit 
placement rule you add to the placement model. The default object placer is 
required—you can’t import a PMD without it.

The default object placer is configured to place new persistent objects together in 
containers that use general-purpose settings. You can customize any aspect of the 
default placement behavior.

Object Placers for Specialized Placement

You can add any number of nondefault object placers to a placement model, to 
define specialized placement behavior for particular types of objects. Every object 
placer has an XML representation in a placement model document (PMD).

You add specialized placement behavior when you want to improve an 
application’s performance as it creates, reads, modifies, or queries the placed 
objects. For example, an object placer can be configured to:
■ Streamline the I/O and locking when objects are used by a single transaction. 
■ Minimize locking conflicts when objects may be used by multiple concurrent 

transactions.
■ Tune the performance impact of lower-level processes, such as container 

growth and file storage.

Rule Object Placer Container Placer Database Placer
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Placement of Objects Into Containers

When an object placer is invoked by a placement rule, the placer’s job is to:
■ Obtain an available container in which to place the new persistent object.
■ Obtain a page in the container on which to place the new persistent object.

Container Groups

The process of obtaining containers for new objects causes an object placer to 
create one or more container groups. In the simplest case, an object placer creates a 
new container for the first new object it places, and then uses that container for 
new objects in response to subsequent placement requests. When the first 
container is considered full, the object placer creates a second container to 
accommodate further placements, until that container is full, and so on, creating 
and filling containers as needed.

The resulting series of containers is managed as a single group by the object 
placer that created them. In effect, a container group extends a single container to 
enable the object placer to keep placing objects without running out of space. 
Within a container group, the individual containers are considered equivalent to 
each other for purposes of placement. All of the containers in a group have a 
common component in their system names. The containers in a container group 
may, but need not, reside in the same database, as controlled by container placer; 
see Chapter 7, “Container Placers.”

NOTE Although the containers in a group are managed as a group, they are locked 
individually—that is, when a transaction accesses a particular persistent object, 
only that object’s container is locked, and not the entire group. 

Container groups are a fundamental element of object placer design; see “Scope 
of an Object Placer” on page 143.

Container Availability Within a Group

An object placer keeps track of the availability of each container within a 
container group. An available container can accommodate new objects; an 
unavailable container cannot.

A container becomes unavailable when it is full, at least until some of the objects 
in it are deleted. Similarly, a partially filled container can become unavailable 
temporarily if it is locked by another concurrent transaction accessing (or even 
placing) objects in it.
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If an object placer finds that all of the containers in a group are unavailable when 
it needs to place a new object, the placer normally adds a new (and therefore 
available) container to the group. If this process occurs many times, the group 
may accumulate many available containers. The list of available containers grows 
and shrinks over time as containers are added or change their availability.

An object placer’s selection policy specifies how the placer selects from among 
multiple available containers when fulfilling successive placement requests. The 
default policy is to use the same container for successive requests until it is 
unavailable, and then select some other available container. Other policies 
instruct the placer to select from among the available containers in a way that 
balances the distribution of new objects among the containers in a group, which 
can help to achieve concurrency goals; see “Distribution Among Containers in a 
Group” on page 154.

NOTE An object placer always creates a new container when existing ones are full; 
however, a placer’s response to locked containers depends on its container 
acquisition policy. The default response is to create a new container immediately 
without waiting for a locked container to become available; see “Container 
Acquisition Policy” on page 160.

Pages in a Container

After selecting or creating an available container for a new persistent object, an 
object placer’s next task is to obtain a suitable page in that container on which to 
place the object. A page is the unit of transfer between disk storage and 
application memory; every container has two or more pages. 

All persistent objects are arranged on the pages of a container. In general, 
multiple persistent objects can be placed on a single page; if a persistent object is 
large, it may occupy multiple pages. You can configure an object placer to place 
each new object on a separate new page, typically to leave space around that 
object for other objects to be placed. (See “Space Reserved for Relatively Small 
Clusters of Data” on page 147.) 

A container grows (acquires new pages) as objects are placed in it. For example, 
new pages may be added to a container each time an object placer cannot find an 
existing page with enough space for a particular new object. No further growth is 
permitted when the object placer considers the container to be full (and therefore 
unavailable)—for example, when the container reaches a designated limit on the 
number of pages or the number of persistent objects.

You can configure how an object placer manages the capacity and growth of the 
containers it creates. Appropriate configuration can minimize the performance 
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impact of allocating new pages, and can help to meet concurrency or 
storage-space requirements; see “A Closer Look at Containers” on page 154.

Scope of an Object Placer

Taken together, the container groups that are created and filled by a particular 
object placer constitute that placer’s scope. You can think of an object placer’s 
scope as the extent of its placement—the stretch of data placed by the object 
placer, and the portion of the federated database into which the data is placed. 
When a query operation needs to find the persistent objects that were placed by a 
particular object placer, the object placer can direct the query to search the 
relevant container groups in its scope.

Data Types in a Scope

The data in a scope may be of a single type, but more commonly includes 
multiple types. For example, assume an inheritance hierarchy as shown in 
Figure 5-2 and a rule that specifies the superclass Vehicle. An object placer 
invoked by this rule could place new objects of the subclasses Car, Minivan, and 
Bicycle into its scope. If the same object placer is also invoked by a second rule 
(one for class VehicleModel), then the placer’s scope would also include 
VehicleModel objects, as illustrated in Figure 6-2.

Figure 6-2 Object Placer’s Scope With Multiple Types of Objects

Object Placer
Name: VehiclePlacer

Rule
Class: Vehicle
Use: VehiclePlacer

 VehiclePlacer’s 

Rule
Class: VehicleModel
Use: VehiclePlacer

Scope 
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Scope Ownership

An object placer typically owns the scope into which it places objects. When an 
object placer owns a scope, the placer is responsible for creating and tracking the 
containers and the container group(s) in it. For example, Figure 6-3 shows an 
object placer called CarPlacer, which has placed a number of Car objects into 
the scope it owns. For details, see “Configuring an Object Placer With Its Own 
Scope” on page 164.

Under certain circumstances, an object placer does not maintain a scope of its 
own, but instead places into a scope owned by another placer. This can occur 
during relative placement, when an object placer is configured to place each new 
object near a particular existing object; see “Relative Placement” on page 119 and 
“Objects Placed Near a Specific Object” on page 146. Each new object is placed 
into the scope of the object placer that had previously placed the existing objects.

For example, in Figure 6-3, the rule for Wheel objects defines a placement 
relationship for placing each Wheel relative to a particular Car object specified by 
the application. This rule delegates to an object placer that places each new 
Wheel near the specified Car object (and into CarPlacer’s scope).

Figure 6-3 Placement Into a Scope

NOTE Not all relative placement configurations involve placement into another placer’s 
scope. “Objects Sorted into Partitions” on page 150 describes how a placer can 
perform relative placement into a scope of its own.

Rule
Class: Car
Use: CarPlacer

Object Placer
Name: CarPlacer

Rule
Class: Wheel

Use: WheelPlacer
Related to: Car

PlaceInto: Own scope

Object Placer
Name: WheelPlacer
PlaceInto: CarPlacer’s scope

= Car Object 
= Wheel Object Placed 

Into CarPlacer’s Scope

Scope Owned By
CarPlacer 
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Scope Organization and Clustering Design

You use the scopes of object placers to implement your design for clustering 
persistent objects—that is, for placing objects together if they are to be used 
together, and for placing them apart if they are to be used independently. 
Clustering is an important technique for tuning application performance:
■ Placing objects together can make locking, I/O, and certain queries very 

efficient. That is, objects on the same page are transferred to and from disk in 
a single operation; objects in the same container are locked in a single 
operation; objects in the same container group can be scanned very quickly.

■ Placing objects apart can:
❐ Make concurrent access and certain queries very efficient. That is, objects 

in different containers can be locked concurrently by different 
transactions, and entire container groups can be easily included or 
excluded from a query. 

❐ Enable distribution among different storage locations. That is, objects in 
different container groups can be placed in different database groups, 
and then on different machines according to capacity or geographic 
location.

The following subsections describe the possibilities for organizing objects in an 
object placer’s scope to support different clustering goals.

NOTE For a quick reference of the main organization choices for object-placer scopes, 
see Appendix A, “Visual Summary of Placer Scopes.”

Basic Clustering of Objects

A basic clustering goal is to place objects of particular classes so those objects (or 
arbitrary subsets of them) can be accessed together efficiently. For details, see 
“Placing Objects Into a Single Container Group” on page 164.

For example, assume applications frequently need to iterate quickly over all 
Vehicle objects. You can support this requirement by configuring an object placer 
to place new objects into a single container group, as shown in Figure 6-4. 
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Figure 6-4 Scope Organized as a Single Container Group

Clustering objects in a single container group is generally sufficient for increasing 
the likelihood that large subsets of those objects will be placed together in 
individual containers, with smaller subsets of objects placed together on 
individual pages. 

The placer provides no explicit control over which of the placed objects are 
actually grouped together on a particular page or in a particular container. 
Instead, the placed objects are generally intermixed, with the relative ordering of 
objects depending on such factors as:
■ The order in which placement requests from applications are processed.
■ The availability, at the time of placement, of space on pages, pages in 

containers, and containers in the group; see “Container Availability Within a 
Group” on page 141. 

■ The object placer’s policy for selecting from among available containers in 
the group.

Objects Placed Near a Specific Object

When applications are expected to use particular combinations of objects 
together frequently, a common clustering goal is to place those objects so each 
combination can be accessed efficiently. 

For example, assume that a Car and its Wheel objects are normally accessed 
together, and are unlikely to be updated independently by concurrent 
transactions. You can arrange for the Wheel objects to be placed as near as 
possible to the owning Car object. Such placement proceeds as follows:

1. Place the new Wheel object on the same page as the owning Car object.
2. If the page does not have enough space, place the new object on another 

existing page in the same container.
3. If no existing logical page in the container has enough space, add a new page 

to the same container, and place the new object on that page.

VehiclePlacer’s Scope 

Single Container Group = Vehicle Object in Scope
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4. If the container cannot accommodate a new page, add a new container to the 
container group, and place the new object in that container.

You achieve this clustering goal by configuring two object placers—one with a 
scope of its own for the Car objects, and the other to place the Wheel objects into 
that scope as shown in Figure 6-3. For details, see “Placing Objects Near a 
Specified Object” on page 169.

The object placer that owns the scope determines the overall organization of the 
scope; the other placer simply tries to place objects as near as possible to existing 
objects in that scope. You normally configure the owning placer to reserve space 
around each object it places, to leave room for the owned objects to be placed 
nearby. You can reserve as much or as little space as needed. 

The following subsections describe the various possibilities for organizing the 
scope to reserve space for clustered data. 

Space Reserved for Relatively Small Clusters of Data

If combinations of clustered data are relatively small, they can be placed one 
combination per page. For details, see “Reserving a Page of Space Around Each 
Placed Object” on page 165.

For example, an object placer called CarPlacer could organize its scope by 
placing each new persistent Car object on its own page within the containers of a 
single container group, as shown in Figure 6-5. Then an object placer called 
WheelPlacer could place each new persistent Wheel object into that scope, on 
the same page as the Car that owns it.

Figure 6-5 Reserving a Page of Space for Owned Objects

NOTE For simplicity, Figure 6-5 shows a scope in which all of the Car objects have been 
placed before any Wheel objects are placed. This ordering is not necessary. The 

Single Container Group, 
New Page Per Car Object

Wheel Objects Placed Into Scope Single Container Group, 

Scope as Organized by CarPlacer Scope With Clustered Car and Wheel Objects
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only dependency is that a particular Car must be placed before its particular 
Wheel objects are placed.

If the objects placed by the second object placer are large or numerous, they may 
not fit into the amount of space reserved for them. In this case, the placer simply 
selects another page for them—in the same container, if possible, or else in 
another container in the same container group. For example, assume that 
Contract objects are being placed near their owning Customer. If the Contract 
objects for a particular Customer do not fit in the amount of available space on 
the Customer’s page, some of those Contract objects will be placed onto another 
page in the same container—possibly onto a page where a different Customer 
has already been placed. 

You can avoid (or correct) such a scenario by choosing a scope organization that 
reserves more space around each Customer object; see “Space Reserved for Large 
Clusters of Data” below, or “Space Reserved for Very Large Clusters of Data” on 
page 149. 

Space Reserved for Large Clusters of Data

If combinations of clustered data are large, they can be placed one combination 
per container. For details, see “Reserving Space by Placing One Object Per 
Container” on page 166.

For example, assume an application creates persistent Drawing objects, each with 
component Shape objects (arrows, rectangles, circles, and so on.) and Text objects. 
The Drawing and its component objects will be updated together, and so should 
be should be clustered together. The component persistent objects can be 
intermixed in any order.

To achieve this, an object placer called DrawingPlacer could organize its scope 
by placing each new Drawing object into a new container within a single 
container group, as shown in Figure 6-6. Then an object placer called 
ComponentPlacer could place each new Shape or Text object into that scope, in 
the same container as the owning Drawing.
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Figure 6-6 Reserving a Container for Owned Objects

NOTE For simplicity, Figure 6-6 shows a scope in which all of the Drawing objects have 
been placed before any Shape or Text objects are placed. This ordering is not 
necessary. The only dependency is that a particular Drawing must be placed 
before its particular component objects are placed.

If the objects placed by the second object placer cannot fit into the amount of 
space reserved for them, the placer simply selects another container for them in 
the same container group. For example, if the component Shape and Text objects 
for a particular Drawing do not fit in the available pages of the Drawing’s 
container, and no more pages can be added to that container, some of the 
component objects will be placed in another container in the same container 
group—possibly onto a page where a different Drawing has already been placed. 

This scenario could lead to concurrency problems (updating the components of 
one Drawing would have the unwanted effect of locking a second Drawing), so 
you should make sure the containers can accommodate all of the objects you plan 
to cluster in them. 

You can avoid (or correct) such a scenario by choosing a scope organization that 
reserves more space; see “Space Reserved for Very Large Clusters of Data” below.

Space Reserved for Very Large Clusters of Data

If combinations of clustered data are very large, or need to be kept separate from 
each other, they can be placed one combination per container group. For details, 
see “Placing Each Object Into a New Container Group” on page 167.

For example, assume an application creates persistent Satellite objects, where 
each Satellite is expected to produce a very large number of persistent 
Observation objects. Each Satellite and its Observation objects will be queried 
and updated as a group, and so should be clustered together. 

Single Container Group, 
New Container per Drawing Object

Shape and Text Objects 

Scope as Organized by DrawingPlacer Scope With Clustered Drawing, Shape, and Text Objects

Placed Into Scope
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To achieve this, an object placer called SatellitePlacer could organize its 
scope by placing each new Satellite object into its own container group, as shown 
in Figure 6-7. Then an object placer called ObservationPlacer could place new 
Observation objects into that scope. Each Observation is placed into the same 
container group as the Satellite that owns it. The first Observation objects to be 
created would be placed into the same container as the corresponding Satellite, 
but Observation objects created later would be placed in other containers added 
to the group. 

Figure 6-7 Reserving a Container Group for Owned Objects

NOTE For simplicity, Figure 6-6 shows a scope in which all of the Satellite objects have 
been placed before any Observation objects are placed. This ordering is not 
necessary. The only dependency is that a particular Satellite must be placed 
before its particular Observation objects are placed.

Objects Sorted into Partitions

When persistent objects of particular classes can be usefully subdivided 
according to some criterion, a common clustering goal is to enable the objects 
within in each subdivision to be accessed together efficiently. You can meet this 
requirement by configuring an object placer so that it places new persistent 
objects into partitions within its scope. In effect, partitioning:
■ Sorts new objects according to the criterion of interest, which serves as the 

partitioning key.
■ Places the sorted objects into separate container groups corresponding to the 

partitioning key. 

You can think of partitions as an added level of organization for the container 
groups within an object placer’s scope. Depending on how you configure the 

Container Group Per Satellite Object Observation Objects Placed Into Scope

Scope as Organized by SatellitePlacer Scope With Clustered Satellite 
and Observation Objects
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object placer, each partition may consist of a single container group or multiple 
container groups. For details, see “Placing Objects into Partitions” on page 167.

NOTE In the current release, partitioning is supported only when placing new objects 
relative to existing persistent objects; see “Relative Placement” on page 119. The 
partitioning key used for sorting the new objects is the identity of the related 
object specified in the placement request. Future releases will support other types 
of partitioning key, such as an attribute value or a time stamp.

Object-Level Partitioning Example

Assume an application creates persistent Satellite objects that produce very large 
numbers of persistent Observation objects. The Observation objects for a given 
Satellite will be queried as a group and used together for various calculations, so 
they should be clustered together. However, a Satellite will rarely be updated 
along with its Observation objects, so it does not need to be clustered with 
them—in fact, the Satellite objects should instead be clustered with each other so 
they can be queried efficiently. 

You could achieve these clustering goals by configuring the following rules and 
object placers, which are illustrated in Figure 6-8:
■ A rule and an object placer (SatellitePlacer) that places Satellite objects 

in a single container group; see “Basic Clustering of Objects” on page 145.
■ A rule for placing each new Observation object relative to a particular 

Satellite specified by the application; see “Relative Placement” on page 119.
■ An object placer (ObservationPlacer) that places each Observation object 

into a partition corresponding to the specified Satellite object. 

Figure 6-8 shows the two scopes produced by these rules and placers after a 
number of persistent objects have been placed. Within the scope of 
SatellitePlacer, all Satellite objects reside in a single container group. Two of 
these Satellite objects (S1 and S3) serve as partitioning keys for placing the 
Observation objects into partitions within the scope of ObservationPlacer:
■ One partition contains the Observation objects for which Satellite S1 was 

specified as the related object (placement guide) in the placement request. 
■ One partition contains the Observation objects for which Satellite S3 was 

specified in the placement request.
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Figure 6-8 Partitioned Object-Placer Scope

The number of partitions in a scope is dynamic, and is determined by the 
number of partitioning keys the application uses. In this example, 
ObservationPlacer will add a new partition to its scope if the application 
specifies Satellite S2 as the related object in a request to place a new Observation 
object. 

Partitioning vs. Placing Nearby

Partitioning a scope has some superficial similarities to the technique for nearby 
placement described in “Space Reserved for Very Large Clusters of Data” on 
page 149. Both techniques cause new objects to be subdivided among different 
container groups according to some existing related object specified by the 
application. 

However, the scopes produced by these two techniques are organized very 
differently. When two object placers are configured for partitioning as in 
Figure 6-8, each one places into its own scope—so, for example, the Observation 
objects in that figure are placed in one scope and the Satellite objects are placed in 
another. Each placer has complete control over the number and characteristics of 
the containers and container groups.
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In contrast, when two object placers are configured for nearby placement as in 
Figure 6-7, they both place into the same scope, which is owned by just one of the 
placers—so, for example, the Observation objects in that figure are placed into 
the scope containing the Satellite objects. The owning placer controls the number 
and characteristics of the containers and container groups in its scope.

Concurrency Considerations

The organization of an object placer’s scope is the main factor affecting update 
concurrency—the likelihood that different concurrent transactions can 
simultaneously obtain incompatible locks (such as two update locks or an update 
and a read lock) on different objects placed in the same scope. Scope organization 
affects how objects are distributed among containers, and containers are the 
smallest unit of locking in a federated database:
■ Objects in the same container can be locked for update by at most one 

transaction at any time.
■ Objects in different containers can be locked for update by different 

concurrent transactions. 

In general, the main priority for organizing scopes is to place objects together 
that are to be used together, as shown in “Basic Clustering of Objects” on 
page 145 and “Objects Placed Near a Specific Object” on page 146. Such 
placement typically puts as many objects in the same container as possible, so 
that a single transaction can lock those objects with a single lock request. 
However, such placement also reduces update concurrency for those objects, and 
any concurrent attempts to update (or read and update) the objects must be 
serialized. If serialization is not desirable or possible, a lock conflict may occur, 
where one transaction must either wait for another transaction to release a lock, 
or else abandon the operation. 

If the frequency of lock conflicts or the duration of lock waiting leads to 
unacceptable application performance, you can try a scope organization that 
places objects in separate containers. For example, you could configure an object 
placer to perform one of the following:
■ Place each object in a separate container (like the Drawing objects in “Space 

Reserved for Large Clusters of Data” on page 148). 
■ Place each object in a separate container group (like the Satellite objects in 

“Space Reserved for Very Large Clusters of Data” on page 149).
■ Place objects in partitions separate from their owning objects (like the 

Observation and Satellite objects in “Objects Sorted into Partitions” on 
page 150).

If you need to balance clustering and concurrency goals, you can keep objects 
together in the same container group, but improve concurrent access by limiting 
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the number of objects that can be locked together. That is, you could configure an 
object placer to perform either or both of the following:
■ Limit the number of objects that can be placed in each container in the group; 

for details, see “Setting Container Capacity in Objects” on page 173.
■ Distribute objects evenly among the different containers in the group 

to avoid a concentration of objects in any one container; see “Distribution 
Among Containers in a Group” below.

Distribution Among Containers in a Group

An object placer distributes objects among the containers in a container group 
according to its selection policy. The selection policy specifies how the placer 
selects from among multiple available containers when fulfilling successive 
placement requests. 

The default selection policy uses the same container for successive requests until 
that container is full or otherwise unavailable, and then selects some other 
available container. This default behavior typically results in a concentration of 
objects in relatively few containers. 

For a more balanced distribution among the containers in a container group, you 
can specify a nondefault selection policy. For example, the "Random" selection 
policy selects containers from the group at random for all requests. For details, 
see “Distributing Objects Within Container Groups” on page 170.

Note that you can ensure that a container group has enough available containers 
by pre-creating them with the CreateContainers administration tool. 

Distributing objects among containers normally lowers the likelihood of lock 
conflicts, but may not completely eliminate them. If concurrency is such an issue 
that all lock conflicts are to be avoided, you should configure the object placer to 
place each object in a separate container group.

A Closer Look at Containers

An object placer enables you to configure various aspects of the containers in its 
scope for performance tuning. The following subsections provide background 
information about containers and how they can be configured.

Container Structure

A container consists of a page map and a set of pages for storing the binary 
representation of persistent objects. The page map maintains the logical view of 
the pages in the container. In this view, a page is considered a logical page if it 
contains at least one small object or the beginning of a large object (which can 
span multiple pages). Figure 6-9 illustrates a container with five pages, of which 
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only three are logical pages. Each logical page has a unique integer identifier, 
which is used in the object identifier of each object on the page. 

Figure 6-9 Page Map and Pages in a Container

NOTE Although the page map in Figure 6-9 is shown enlarged for readability, it is itself 
a persistent object occupying one or more pages in the container.

A container’s page map records the physical location of each logical page in the 
container. The page map enables Objectivity/DB to use object identifiers to 
quickly locate objects in the container. The page map also enables a container to 
maintain a fixed identity for objects even if the pages containing them are 
physically reorganized in the file for housekeeping purposes. 

Container Growth

A container is created with an initial block of free pages, and grows as follows:
■ Whenever a new logical page is needed for a new object being placed, 

Objectivity/DB obtains a free page, assigns a logical-page identifier to it, and 
adds it to the container’s page map. 

■ Whenever more free pages are needed, Objectivity/DB grows (or extends) the 
container by allocating new free pages to it, possibly extending the database 
file in which the container resides as well. 

Growing a container replenishes its supply of free pages. (Free pages are also 
acquired whenever an application deletes all the objects from used pages.)
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In general, the frequency of a container’s growth operations is proportional to 
the amount of data placed in it—the greater the number of objects, the more often 
new free pages need to be added. Conversely, when comparatively fewer objects 
are placed in a container, the container will be extended less often; in fact, if very 
few objects are placed in the container, some number of allocated free pages may 
remain unused.

Frequent growth operations can negatively impact application performance, 
however, because container extensions are fairly time-consuming operations; 
furthermore, numerous extensions may make the container noncontiguous on 
disk, leading to higher disk latency. On the other hand, unused free pages can 
also worsen performance by increasing disk latency.

You can configure an object placer to adjust the frequency and magnitude of 
container growth operations to suit the expected amount of data to be placed. For 
details, see “Controlling Container Growth” on page 172. 

The following settings apply to each container created by the placer:
■ The initial number of free pages allocated when a container is created. 
■ The growth factor, which is the number of free pages that will be added each 

time a container is extended (expressed as a percentage of the container’s 
current number of pages or as an absolute number of pages).

By default, a container is created with 100 pages (if the object placer’s scope is a 
single container group) or 2 pages (if the object placer creates a new container 
group for each object it places), and the container will grow by 100% of the 
current number of pages.

Specifying higher values for these settings generally decreases the frequency of 
extensions, because more free pages are added at a time.

Container Capacity

A container’s capacity determines how many persistent objects can be placed in 
the container. When a container reaches its capacity, it is considered full and a 
new container is created and added to the same container group. 

You can configure an object placer to specify the capacity of each container it 
creates. Container capacity:
■ Limits the number of application-created objects that can be placed in a 

container. For details, see “Setting Container Capacity in Objects” on 
page 173. 

■ Limits the number of logical pages that can be added to a container when 
placing application-created objects. For details, see “Setting Container 
Capacity in Pages” on page 175.
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You can set the container capacity in either or both ways. If both limits are set, the 
first one to be reached determines when the container is considered full. 

Any container capacity you specify is subject to the maximum possible number 
of logical pages that Objectivity/DB allows in a container; see “Maximum 
Container Capacity” on page 158. Although it is possible to configure an object 
placer to grow its containers up to the absolute maximum, it is rarely advisable 
to do so. Instead, you are more likely to limit the container capacity to achieve 
the following goals:
■ “Support for Object Expansion”

■ “Support for Concurrent Updates”

Support for Object Expansion

Limiting the capacity of containers reserves space for system objects that are 
likely to expand over time. System objects include variable-size arrays, to-many 
relationships, and persistent collections that belong to particular 
application-created persistent objects. Each such system object occupies one or 
more pages (including one logical page), and must reside in the same container 
as the persistent object that owns it. 

System objects expand when applications add new elements to them, and this 
may occur long after the owning objects were originally placed. If a system object 
becomes very large, new logical pages must be added to the container. Once the 
container reaches the maximum possible number of logical pages, however, any 
subsequent attempt to expand a system object causes the application to throw an 
exception, because Objectivity/DB can neither add a new logical page to the 
container nor expand the system object into a new container.

If an object placer is to place application-created objects that will eventually own 
large system objects, you should configure the placer to accommodate the future 
expansion. You typically do this by limiting the number of placed objects per 
container, although you could limit the number of logical pages per container 
instead. 

NOTE In either case, the specified limit applies only to application-created objects (and 
to logical pages added for such objects). That is, Objectivity/DB can exceed the 
specified limits to add more logical pages for system objects, until it reaches the 
maximum possible number of logical pages for a container.

Support for Concurrent Updates

If an object placer is to place objects that will be updated by different concurrent 
transactions, you can configure the placer to limit the number of objects per 
container. Placing fewer objects in a container results in finer locking 
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granularity—that is, fewer objects are locked at a time when any one object in a 
container is locked. Limiting container capacity is one of several ways to support 
update concurrency; see “Concurrency Considerations” on page 153.

Maximum Container Capacity

The maximum capacity of a container is the maximum number of objects that 
will fit in it. This number can be estimated using the following formula:

Estimated maximum capacity of a container =
(average number of objects per logical page) 
X (maximum possible number of logical pages per container)

The average number of objects per logical page is derived by combining:
■ Variable quantities, such as the average size of small objects, and the size of 

the container’s pages (see “Page Size Used in Containers” on page 159).
■ Fixed quantities, such as the number of bytes of overhead per page and per 

object.

The maximum possible number of logical pages in a container is derived from 
the highest integer identifier that can be assigned to a logical page.

For details about these values, see “Estimating Disk-Space Requirements” in  
Chapter 4 of Objectivity/DB Administration.

By default, an object placer limits the number of logical pages in its containers to 
50,000 for application-created objects. Although it is possible to increase this limit 
up to the absolute maximum, you should do so only after carefully reviewing all 
space-usage and concurrency considerations. 

Physical Container Size

The physical size of a container is the amount of disk space occupied by the 
pages allocated to the container. You can use the following formula to obtain a 
rough estimate of a container’s physical size:

Estimated physical size of a container =
(page size used by the container) 
X (number of logical pages in the container)

The formula can be useful for making rough estimates of expected container 
sizes as a part of your overall space planning; see “Estimating Disk-Space 
Requirements” in  Chapter 4 of Objectivity/DB Administration. For information 
about the size of the container’s pages; see “Page Size Used in Containers” 
below.

NOTE The formula takes into account only the container’s logical pages. Containers that 
store large objects could be significantly larger due to the additional physical 
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pages for large-object data. Furthermore, containers increase in size during 
backups and MROW transactions, because physical pages are added to preserve 
container versions.

You rarely need to limit (or even know) the actual physical sizes of individual 
containers, although it is possible to limit the overall physical size of the files in 
which containers are stored. You can configure a container placer to limit the size 
of database files; for details, see “Setting the Preferred Database File-Size Limit” 
on page 217. You can configure an object placer to limit the file size of external 
containers; for details, see “Configuring External Containers” on page 176. 

Page Size Used in Containers

A container’s pages are all of the same size, which is expressed in bytes. 
Furthermore, all of the containers in an object placer’s scope use the same page 
size. 

The way you specify the page size for the containers in a scope depends on how 
those containers are stored in files (see “Container Storage in Files” below):
■ If the containers are embedded in database files, you set the page size by 

configuring the container placer that creates those databases; for details, see 
“Setting the Page Size Used in Each Database” on page 217.

■ If the containers are stored in container files, you set the page size by 
configuring the object placer. For details, see “Configuring External 
Containers” on page 176.

For information about the minimum and maximum page sizes, see “Estimating 
Disk-Space Requirements” in  Chapter 4 of Objectivity/DB Administration.

Container Storage in Files

By default, a container is stored as pages that are embedded within the file of the 
database to which it belongs. In some cases, it is advantageous for a container to 
be stored in its own separate container file. Such a container is called an external 
container, because it is stored externally to the database to which it belongs. 

The main purpose of external containers to extend the practical storage capacity 
of a federated database, where the practical storage capacity is limited by the 
maximum file size you can effectively manage in your file system. 
Objectivity/DB supports database files with up to 4GB pages; with the minimum 
page size, a database file could be as large as 35TB. A file of this size may not be 
supported by your operating system, may not fit on your disk, or might simply 
be too large to manage. External containers are a mechanism for distributing data 
among multiple files that would otherwise be consolidated into a single database 
file. 
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You can configure an object placer to create either embedded or external 
containers; for external containers, you can specify the page size and maximum 
file size. For details, see “Configuring External Containers” on page 176.

NOTE All of the containers produced by a particular object placer are either embedded 
or external. Both kinds of containers may coexist in the same database, so 
different object placers producing different kinds of containers can share the 
same container placer.

Container Acquisition Policy

When an object placer tries to place a new object while existing containers are 
locked, the default behavior is to immediately create a new container and place 
the new object in it. 

You can adjust the default behavior by changing the object placer’s container 
acquisition policy. For example, you can configure the object placer to wait for 
some number of seconds—or even indefinitely—for the lock to be released on an 
existing container. 

Similarly, you can change the object placer’s response when a wait period expires 
before a lock is released. In particular, you can configure the object placer to 
cause an application exception to be thrown instead of creating a new container.

For details, see “Configuring an Object Placer’s Container Acquisition Policy” on 
page 177.
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Scope Identifiers and Versioning

An object placer can accumulate multiple versions of its scope. When an object 
placer starts populating its scope with placed objects, the scope is assigned a 
unique integer identifier within the placement model. The identifier appears in 
the object placer’s definition the next time you export the placement model 
document (PMD). The purpose of the identifier is to correlate the scope with the 
definition of its placer in the PMD.

Once an object placer’s scope has an identifier, the organization of that scope is 
considered fixed. For example, if objects in the scope have already been placed in 
a single container group, you cannot reconfigure the placer to start placing 
objects in partitions. You can, however, reconfigure the placer’s container 
selection policy, its container acquisition policy, or the individual containers in its 
container group(s). 

If you need to change the way an object placer organizes its scope, you can add a 
new version of the scope with its own identifier. The placer can no longer place 
new objects in the previous version of the scope, which is associated with a 
previous version of the placement model itself. For details, see “Creating a New 
Scope Version” on page 178.

The placement system keeps track of a scope’s versions so, for example, queries 
can find persistent objects in all of the relevant versions of a scope.
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Defining an Object Placer

You define an object placer by adding an XML element for it to the object-placers 
section of a placement model document (PMD). 

NOTE For a quick overview of working with a placement model document (PMD), see 
“A word about working with PMDs” on page 40.

Adding to the Object-Placers Section of a PMD

You define object placers in the object-placers section of a PMD. You can find this 
section near the end of the .pmd file.

In the initial PMD exported from a federated database, the object-placers section 
contains a single default object placer. You can add any number of nondefault 
object placers before or after the default object placer. The ordering of object 
placers within the section is not significant.

<ObjectPlacers>
... <!-- Add any number of nondefault object placers here --> 
<ObjectPlacer
name="Default"
description="Default placer used for placing objects when no 

specific object placer is specified"
placeInto="OwnScope"
placeOnNewPage="false"
containerPlacer="Default">
<Scope>
<SingleContainerGroup/>
<ContainerGroupConfiguration selection="Any">
<ContainerConfiguration
growByPolicy="PercentageOfCurrentSize" growBy="100"
initialNumberOfPages="0" pageLimit="50000"
placeInOwnFile="false"
maintainObjectCounts="true"/>

</ContainerGroupConfiguration>
</Scope>

</ObjectPlacer>
... <!-- Add any number of nondefault object placers here --> 

</ObjectPlacers>
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NOTE Do not delete the default object placer. A PMD without a default object placer 
cannot be imported into a federated database.

Adding an Object-Placer Definition

The easiest way to add a new object placer to a PMD is to:

1. Copy the <ObjectPlacer> element that represents the default object placer.
2. Paste the copy above or below the existing default object placer; see “Adding 

to the Object-Placers Section of a PMD” above.
3. Edit the copy to define the new object placer.

At a minimum, you must specify:
■ A unique name and description for the new placer.
■ Whether the new placer places into: 

❐ Its own scope; see “Configuring an Object Placer With Its Own Scope” 
on page 164.

❐ The scope of another object placer; see “Placing Objects Near a Specified 
Object” on page 169.

Use the following excerpt as a guide; for attribute details, see <ObjectPlacer>.

<ObjectPlacers>
...
<ObjectPlacer <!-- New object placer --> 
name="objectPlacerName" <!-- Unique name -->
description="description" <!-- Description -->
placeInto="value" <!-- One of two values:

"OwnScope" or "RelatedObjectScope" -->
... > <!-- Optional attributes -->
... <!-- Child element for organizing the scope, if any -->

</ObjectPlacer>
...

</ObjectPlacers>
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Configuring an Object Placer With Its Own Scope

When an object placer owns a scope, it creates and tracks the containers and the 
container group(s) into which it places new objects; see “Scope Ownership” on 
page 144. 

To configure an object placer with a scope of its own, edit the placer’s definition. 
Use the following excerpt as a guide; for details, see <ObjectPlacer>.

<ObjectPlacer
name="objectPlacerName" description="description"
placeInto="OwnScope" <!-- Required value -->
containerPlacer="containerPlacerName"><!-- Optional --> 
<Scope> <!-- Child element of <ObjectPlacer> -->
... <!-- Child elements for configuring the scope -->

</Scope>
</ObjectPlacer>

An object placer with its own scope must delegate to a container placer for the 
placement of each container it creates. If you do not specify the container placer 
explicitly, the default container placer is used.

See “Organizing an Object Placer’s Scope” below for details about configuring 
the <Scope> element.

Organizing an Object Placer’s Scope

Placing Objects Into a Single Container Group

You can configure an object placer to organize its scope as a single container 
group; see “Basic Clustering of Objects” on page 145. 

To do so, edit the object placer’s definition. Use the following excerpt as a guide:

<ObjectPlacer
name="objectPlacerName" description="description"
placeInto="OwnScope"
containerPlacer="containerPlacerName"> 
<Scope>
<SingleContainerGroup/> <!-- Child element of <Scope> -->
... <!-- Optional scope configuration -->

</Scope>
</ObjectPlacer>
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Reserving a Page of Space Around Each Placed Object

You can configure an object placer to reserve space around new objects by 
placing each object on a separate page; see “Space Reserved for Relatively Small 
Clusters of Data” on page 147. 

To do so, edit the object placer’s definition. Use the following excerpt as a guide; 
for details, see <ObjectPlacer>.

<ObjectPlacer
name="objectPlacerName" description="description"
placeInto="OwnScope"
placeOnNewPage="true" <!-- Attribute of <ObjectPlacer> -->
containerPlacer="containerPlacerName"> 
<Scope>
<SingleContainerGroup/>
...

</Scope>
</ObjectPlacer>

NOTE The preceding definition shows an object placer with its own scope, which is 
organized into a single container group. It is also possible to place each object on 
a new page in another placer’s scope; see “Placing Objects Near a Specified 
Object” on page 169.
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Reserving Space by Placing One Object Per Container

You can configure an object placer to reserve space around new objects by 
placing each object in a separate container; see “Space Reserved for Large 
Clusters of Data” on page 148. 

To do so, you edit the object placer’s definition to limit the number of objects of a 
specified type that can be placed in a container in the placer’s scope. The type can 
be the class specified by the rule activating the placer, or a subclass of that class.

Use the following excerpt as a guide; for details, see <ObjectCountLimit> and 
<ContainerConfiguration>.

<ObjectPlacer
name="objectPlacerName" description="description"
placeInto="OwnScope"
containerPlacer="containerPlacerName"> 
<Scope>
<SingleContainerGroup/>
<ContainerGroupConfiguration >
<ContainerConfiguration maintainObjectCounts="true">
<ObjectCountLimit 

objectClass="namespace.className" 
objectLimit="1" 
containerIsFullAtLimit="false" />

</ContainerConfiguration> 
</ContainerGroupConfiguration>

</Scope>
</ObjectPlacer>
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Placing Each Object Into a New Container Group

You can configure an object placer to reserve space around new objects by 
placing each object in a separate container group; see “Space Reserved for Very 
Large Clusters of Data” on page 149.

To do so, edit the object placer’s definition. Use the following excerpt as a guide:

<ObjectPlacer
name="objectPlacerName" description="description"
placeInto="OwnScope"
containerPlacer="containerPlacerName"> 
<Scope>
<ContainerGroupPerObject/> <!-- Child element of <Scope> -->
... <!-- Optional scope configuration -->

</Scope>
</ObjectPlacer>

Placing Objects into Partitions

You can configure an object placer to sort new objects into partitions, where each 
partition corresponds to an existing persistent object specified by the application; 
see “Objects Sorted into Partitions” on page 150. 

To configure an object placer to partition new objects of class className1 
according to existing objects of className2, you:

1. Add a rule for placing objects of className1 relative to objects of 
className2; see “Defining a Rule for Placing an Object Relative to an 
Existing Object” on page 133. 

2. Edit the object placer’s definition, using the excerpt below as a guide. For 
details, see <Partition> and <ByRelatedObject>.

3. Configure the added rule to reference the edited object placer.

NOTE Placement of the existing className2 objects is handled by some other rule and 
object placer in the PMD.
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<ObjectPlacers>
...
<ObjectPlacer
name="partitioningPlacerName"
description="description"
placeInto="OwnScope"
containerPlacer="containerPlacerName"> 
<Scope>
<Partition>
<ByRelatedObject relatedObjectClass="namespace.className2"/>
<SingleContainerGroup/> <!-- or <ContainerGroupPerObject/> -->

</Partition>
... <!-- Optional scope configuration -->

</Scope>
</ObjectPlacer>

... <!-- Object placer for placing className2 objects -->

</ObjectPlacers>

<Rules>
...
<Rule name="ruleName" description="description"

objectClass="namespace.className1" 
objectPlacer="partitioningPlacerName"> 

<PlacementRelationship relatedObjectClass="namespace.className2"/> 
</Rule>

... <!-- Rule for placing className2 objects -->

</Rules>
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Placing Objects Near a Specified Object

You can configure an object placer to place each new object near an existing 
persistent object specified by the application; see “Objects Placed Near a Specific 
Object” on page 146. 

To configure an object placer to place each new object of class className1 near 
a specified existing object of className2, you:

1. Add a rule for placing objects of className1 relative to objects of 
className2; see “Defining a Rule for Placing an Object Relative to an 
Existing Object” on page 133. 

2. Edit the object placer’s definition, using the excerpt below as a guide. For 
details, see <ObjectPlacer>.

3. Configure the added rule to reference the edited object placer.

NOTE Placement of the existing className2 objects is handled by some other rule and 
object placer in the PMD. The object placer for className2 objects should be 
configured to leave sufficient space around each object to accommodate the 
className1 objects that will be placed near it.

<ObjectPlacers>
...
<ObjectPlacer
name="nearPlacerName"
description="description"
placeInto="RelatedObjectScope" />

... <!-- Object placer for placing className2 objects -->

</ObjectPlacers>

<Rules>
...
<Rule name="ruleName" description="description"

objectClass="namespace.className1" 
objectPlacer="nearPlacerName"> 

<PlacementRelationship relatedObjectClass="namespace.className2"/> 
</Rule>

... <!-- Rule for placing className2 objects -->
</Rules>
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The preceding definition configures the object placer nearPlacerName to place 
className1 objects into the scope of another object placer. As indicated by 
ruleName, this scope is the scope in which className2 objects are placed.

Because nearPlacerName uses the scope of another object placer, the following 
attribute is ignored if you include it:

containerPlacer="containerPlacerName"

You could add the placeOnNewPage attribute to nearPlacerName; see 
“Reserving a Page of Space Around Each Placed Object” on page 165. Doing so 
would place each className1 object on its own page in the same container or 
container group as the related className2 object.

Distributing Objects Within Container Groups

You can configure the way an object placer distributes objects among the 
containers within each of its container groups; see “Distribution Among 
Containers in a Group” on page 154. 

To do so, edit the object placer’s definition. Use the following excerpt as a guide; 
for details, see <ContainerGroupConfiguration> and the selection policies 
listed in Table 6-2.

<ObjectPlacer
name="objectPlacerName" description="description"
placeInto="OwnScope"
containerPlacer="containerPlacerName"> 
<Scope>
<SingleContainerGroup/> <!-- or <ContainerGroupPerObject/> 

or <Partition> element -->
<ContainerGroupConfiguration selection="selectionPolicy">
... <!-- <ContainerConfiguration/> element -->

</ContainerGroupConfiguration>
</Scope>

</ObjectPlacer>

Omitting the selection attribute is equivalent to specifying it as follows:

<ContainerGroupConfiguration selection="Any">

This causes the object placer to select the first available container in a group, and 
use it for successive placement requests until that container is full or otherwise 
unavailable. Then the next available container is selected and filled, and so on.
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NOTE The nondefault selection policies distribute objects among the available containers 
in a group. To ensure that the group has enough available containers, you should 
pre-create them by running the CreateContainers administration tool. 

Configuring an Object Placer’s Containers

You can configure various aspects of the individual containers created by an 
object placer; see “A Closer Look at Containers” on page 154. 

You use attributes of the <ContainerConfiguration> element for the 
following tasks:
■ Controlling Container Growth 
■ Maintaining Object Counts
■ Setting Container Capacity in Objects
■ Limiting the Number of Objects of a Class per Container
■ Setting Container Capacity in Pages
■ Configuring External Containers

<ObjectPlacer
name="objectPlacerName" description="description"
placeInto="OwnScope"
containerPlacer="containerPlacerName"> 
<Scope>
<SingleContainerGroup/> <!-- or <ContainerGroupPerObject/> 

 or <Partition> element -->
<ContainerGroupConfiguration ... >
<ContainerConfiguration 

... /> <!-- attributes -->
</ContainerGroupConfiguration>

</Scope>
</ObjectPlacer>
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Controlling Container Growth

You can configure an object placer to adjust the frequency and magnitude of 
container growth operations to suit the expected amount of data to be placed, as 
described in “Container Growth” on page 155.

To do so, edit the object placer’s definition. Use the following excerpt as a guide; 
for details, see <ContainerConfiguration>.

<ContainerGroupConfiguration ... >
<ContainerConfiguration

...
growByPolicy="growByPolicy" 
growBy="N"
initialNumberOfPages="numPages"
... />

</ContainerGroupConfiguration>

Omitting these attributes is equivalent to specifying them with the following 
settings:

growByPolicy="PercentageOfCurrentSize" 
growBy="100"
initialNumberOfPages="0" <!-- Special value -->

These settings cause each container to be allocated with 100 pages (in a single 
container group) or 2 pages (in a container group per object). When the container 
needs to grow, it does so by doubling its current number of pages.

Use the following guidelines when setting these attributes:
■ Estimate the number and size of the objects you plan to store in each 

container, and set the initial number of pages as high as you can and still 
have less than 25% unused pages.

■ Use a smaller growth factor with a large initial number of pages if you want 
to minimize unused pages.

■ Use a larger growth factor with a small initial number of pages if you want to 
minimize the frequency of growth operations.

To set limits on container growth, see “Setting Container Capacity in Pages” on 
page 175 and “Setting Container Capacity in Objects” on page 173.
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Maintaining Object Counts

You can control whether an object placer maintains a count of the objects it 
places in each container in its scope. A separate count is maintained for each type 
of object. 

Maintaining object counts enables Objectivity/DB to optimize queries over the 
placed objects. Turning off object counts optimizes placement performance, 
possibly at the expense of query performance.

To enable or disable object counts, edit the object placer’s definition. Use the 
following excerpt as a guide; for details, see <ContainerConfiguration>.

<ContainerGroupConfiguration ... >
<ContainerConfiguration

...
maintainObjectCounts="boolean" 
... />

</ContainerGroupConfiguration>

Omitting this attribute is equivalent to specifying it with the following setting:

maintainObjectCounts="true" 

This setting causes each container maintain object counts.

Setting Container Capacity in Objects

You can specify when a container is considered full by limiting the number of 
application-created objects that may be placed in it; see “Container Capacity” on 
page 156. When the specified limit is reached in a container, no more 
application-created objects of any class can be placed in that container, although 
system-created objects may still be added.

You can specify the limit in either of the following ways:
■ As the total number of application-created objects of any class.
■ As the number of application-created objects of a particular class.
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To set container capacity by limiting the total number of objects

Edit the object placer’s definition. Use the following excerpt as a guide; for 
details, see <ContainerConfiguration>.

<ContainerGroupConfiguration ... >
<ContainerConfiguration

... 
maintainObjectCounts="true" 
totalObjectCountLimit="N" 
... />

</ContainerGroupConfiguration>

Omitting these attributes is equivalent to specifying them with the following 
settings:

maintainObjectCounts="true" 
totalObjectCountLimit="0" 

These settings indicate that there is no specific limit on the number of 
application-created objects that can be placed per container.

To set container capacity by limiting the number of objects of a class 

Edit the object placer’s definition. Use the following excerpt as a guide; for 
details, see <ContainerConfiguration> and <ObjectCountLimit>.

<ContainerGroupConfiguration ... >
<ContainerConfiguration maintainObjectCounts="true" >
<ObjectCountLimit 

objectClass="namespace.className" 
objectLimit="N" 
containerIsFullAtLimit="true" />

</ContainerConfiguration> 
</ContainerGroupConfiguration>

Multiple <ObjectCountLimit> elements can be added—for example, to specify 
different limits for objects of different subclasses of the class being placed.
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Limiting the Number of Objects of a Class per Container

You can limit the number of objects of a particular class that can be placed per 
container, without causing the container to be considered full. When this limit is 
reached, objects of other classes can still be placed in the container. 

To set the limit, edit the object placer’s definition. Use the following excerpt as a 
guide; for details, see <ContainerConfiguration> and <ObjectCountLimit>.

<ContainerGroupConfiguration ... >
<ContainerConfiguration maintainObjectCounts="true">
<ObjectCountLimit 

objectClass="namespace.className" 
objectLimit="N" 
containerIsFullAtLimit="false" />

</ContainerConfiguration> 
</ContainerGroupConfiguration>

This technique is used with "N" set to "1" in “Reserving Space by Placing One 
Object Per Container” on page 166. 

Setting Container Capacity in Pages

You can specify when a container is considered full by limiting the number of 
logical pages that may be added to it; see “Container Capacity” on page 156. 
When the specified limit is reached in a container, no more pages can be added 
for application-created objects, although pages for system-created objects may 
still be added, up to the absolute page limit.

To limit the number of logical pages per container

Edit the object placer’s definition. Use the following excerpt as a guide; for 
details, see <ContainerConfiguration>.

<ContainerGroupConfiguration ... >
<ContainerConfiguration

...
pageLimit="N"
... />

</ContainerGroupConfiguration>

Omitting this attribute is equivalent to specifying it with the following setting:

pageLimit="50000"

This setting indicates that up to 50,000 pages can be added to a container to 
accommodate application-created objects.
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To estimate the number of logical pages needed for placed objects

Part of placement design is estimating the number of small and large objects that 
an object placer is likely to place, and deciding on the approximate number to 
place per container. Once you have done so, you can use the following formula to 
obtain a rough estimate of the number of logical pages needed to accommodate 
those objects:

Estimated number of logical pages needed in a container =
(number of small objects) X (average size of a small object) / (page size) 
+ (number of large objects)

For a more precise estimate, you should take into account fixed overhead 
quantities per page and per object; see “Estimating Disk-Space Requirements” in  
Chapter 4 of Objectivity/DB Administration.

To use this formula, you need to know the page size that will be used by the 
container; see “Page Size Used in Containers” on page 159.

Configuring External Containers

You can configure an object placer to create external containers. Every external 
container is stored in a file of its own, instead of being embedded in the file of its 
parent database; see “Container Storage in Files” on page 159. 

To store containers in their own files, edit the object placer’s definition. Use the 
following excerpt as a guide; for details, see <ContainerConfiguration>.

<ContainerGroupConfiguration ... >
<ContainerConfiguration
...
placeInOwnFile="true" 
fileSizeLimit="size" 
containerPageSize="numBytes"
... />

</ContainerGroupConfiguration>

Omitting the size-related attributes is equivalent to specifying them with the 
following settings:

placeInOwnFile="true" 
fileSizeLimit="0m" 
containerPageSize="0"

These settings indicate that there is no specific limit on the file size, and that the 
page size used in the container file is the same as the page size used in the parent 
database’s file.
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Configuring an Object Placer’s Container Acquisition Policy

You can configure an object placer to specify:
■ How long to wait to acquire a lock on an existing container—either respond 

right away, wait indefinitely, or time out after a specified number of seconds. 
■ The action to take if the lock cannot be obtained before the wait period 

expires—either create a new container or throw an exception.

See “Container Acquisition Policy” on page 160. 

Edit the object placer’s definition. Use the following excerpt as a guide; for 
details, see <ContainerAcquisitionPolicy>.

<ObjectPlacer
name="objectPlacerName" description="description"
placeInto="OwnScope"
containerPlacer="containerPlacerName"> 
<Scope>
<SingleContainerGroup/> <!-- or <ContainerGroupPerObject/> 

or <Partition> element -->
...
<ContainerAcquisitionPolicy 

actionOnTimeout="action" 
waitPolicy="policy" 
waitSeconds="N" /> <!-- if waitPolicy="waitLimit" -->

</Scope>
</ObjectPlacer>

Omitting the <ContainerAcquisitionPolicy> element is equivalent to 
specifying it with the following settings:

<ContainerAcquisitionPolicy 
actionOnTimeout="CreateNewContainers" 
waitPolicy="NoWait" /> 

These settings indicate that the object placer responds immediately by creating a 
new container.
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Creating a New Scope Version

Certain changes to an object placer’s definition can be made only to a new 
version of the placer’s scope; see “Scope Identifiers and Versioning” on page 161. 
In particular, when changing a setting that affects the organization of an existing 
scope, you must also arrange for a new version of that scope to be created. 

To arrange for a new scope version to be created

➤ Edit the object placer’s definition to:

■ Delete the id attribute from the <Scope> element.
■ Change object placer settings as desired.

EXAMPLE Assume your application has created a number of persistent Satellite objects, 
each in their own container group, and you want to change the relevant object 
placer so all future Satellite objects are placed in a single container group.

You export the PMD, and notice that the placer’s <Scope> element has an id 
attribute, which indicates that the placer’s scope is not empty:

<ObjectPlacer
name="Satellites" description="Places Satellite objects."
placeInto="OwnScope"
containerPlacer="Satellites"> 
<Scope id="3377704015691778">
<ContainerGroupPerObject/>

</Scope>
</ObjectPlacer>

You make the change by editing the object placer’s definition and installing the 
PMD in the federated database:

<ObjectPlacer
name="Satellites" description="Places Satellite objects."
placeInto="OwnScope"
containerPlacer="Satellites"> 
<Scope> <!-- id="..." attribute deleted-->
<SingleContainerGroup/> <!-- Changed scope organization -->

</Scope>
</ObjectPlacer>
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Object Placer Reference

Parent-Child Hierarchy

<ObjectPlacer>
<Scope>
<SingleContainerGroup> | <ContainerGroupPerObject> | <Partition>
<ContainerGroupConfiguration>

<ContainerConfiguration>
<ObjectCountLimit>

<ContainerAcquisitionPolicy>

<Partition>
<ByRelatedObject>
<SingleContainerGroup> | <ContainerGroupPerObject> 
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Reference Index

<ByRelatedObject> Specifies the key for partitioning an object placer’s scope. 
Each partition corresponds to a related object provided by the 
application.

<ContainerAcquisitionPolicy> Specifies the object placer’s policy for acquiring a lock on a 
container in which to place new persistent objects.

<ContainerConfiguration> Configures the individual containers in the container groups of 
an object placer’s scope.

<ContainerGroupConfiguration> Configures the container groups in the scope of an object 
placer.

<ContainerGroupPerObject> Organizes the container groups in the scope of an object 
placer. Places one object per container group.

<ObjectCountLimit> Specifies a limit on the number of objects of a particular class 
in a container. When omitted, no specific limit is imposed.

<ObjectPlacer> Defines an object placer in a PMD.

<Partition> Organizes the scope of an object placer into partitions. A 
partition may consist of a single container group or one 
container group per placed object.

<Scope> Configures the scope of an object placer.

<SingleContainerGroup> Organizes the container groups in the scope of an object 
placer. Places all objects in a single container group.
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<ObjectPlacer> 
Defines an object placer in a PMD.

Parent element <ObjectPlacers>

Child elements <Scope>

Attributes

Table 6-1: Attributes of <ObjectPlacer> 

Attribute Type Use Value

name string Required Name for the placer. Must be unique within the 
object-placers section of the PMD.

description string Optional Description of the placer. May be included at the discretion 
of the database designer to make the PMD 
self-documenting. 

placeInto enum Required One of the following:
■ "OwnScope" — The placer uses its own scope.
■ "RelatedObjectScope" — The placer uses the 

scope of another placer.

placeOnNewPage bool Optional When "true", place each new object on a new, empty 
page within the selected container. When "false", place 
each new object on some existing page, if space permits; 
otherwise add a new page.

Omitting the attribute is equivalent to "false".

containerPlacer string Optional Container placer for placing the containers created by the 
object placer. Must be a container placer defined in the 
same PMD. 

This attribute is used only if placeInto is set to 
"OwnScope".

Omit the attribute or use the string "Default" to refer to 
the default container placer.
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<Scope>
Configures the scope of an object placer.

Parent element <ObjectPlacer>

Child elements <SingleContainerGroup> | <ContainerGroupPerObject> | <Partition> 
<ContainerGroupConfiguration>
<ContainerAcquisitionPolicy> 

Attributes id

Set automatically; do not change. Specifies the identifier of the existing scope 
that the object placer is to use. 

<SingleContainerGroup>
Organizes the container groups in the scope of an object placer. Places all objects 
in a single container group.

Parent element <Scope> | <Partition> 

Child elements None.

Attributes None.

Discussion Alternative to <ContainerGroupPerObject>.

See also Placing Objects Into a Single Container Group

<ContainerGroupPerObject>
Organizes the container groups in the scope of an object placer. Places one object 
per container group. 

Parent element <Scope> | <Partition> 

Child elements None.

Attributes None.

Discussion Alternative to <SingleContainerGroup>.

See also Placing Each Object Into a New Container Group
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<Partition>
Organizes the scope of an object placer into partitions. 
A partition may consist of a single container group or one container group per 
placed object.

Parent element <Scope>

Child elements <SingleContainerGroup> | <ContainerGroupPerObject> 
<ByRelatedObject>

Attributes None.

Discussion When an object placer’s scope is partitioned, the placer sorts new persistent objects 
into separate container groups according to a partitioning key. 

NOTE In the current release, partitioning is supported only when placing new objects 
relative to existing persistent objects; see <ByRelatedObject>. 

The number of container groups per partition is specified by 
<SingleContainerGroup> or <ContainerGroupPerObject>.

See also Placing Objects into Partitions

<ByRelatedObject>
Specifies the key for partitioning an object placer’s scope. 
Each partition corresponds to a related object provided by the application.

Parent element <Partition>

Attributes relatedObjectClass

Specifies the class of the related object by which the scope is partitioned 
(either the class specified in the rule-defined placement relationship, or a 
subclass of that class).

Discussion New persistent objects are sorted according to the identity of the related objects 
specified in the placement requests. Partitioning by related objects is a form of 
relative placement; see “Relative Placement” on page 119.

See also Placing Objects into Partitions
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<ContainerGroupConfiguration>
Configures the container groups in the scope of an object placer.

Parent element <Scope>

Child elements <ContainerConfiguration>  

Attributes selection

Specifies a policy for selecting a container from a group; one of the values in 
Table 6-2. 

See also Distributing Objects Within Container Groups.

Table 6-2: Values of the selection Attribute of <ContainerGroupConfiguration>

selection Value Description

"Any" (Default) Select the first available container in the group and use it for 
successive requests until it is full or otherwise unavailable. Then select the 
next available container, fill it, and so on.

"RoundRobin" Select an available container from the group at random for the first request, 
then select containers in a round-robin manner for all successive requests.

"RoundRobinRelaxed" Select an available container from the group in a round robin manner and 
continue to use it for subsequent similar requests until it is full or otherwise 
unavailable. Then select the next container in a round-robin manner and use 
it until it is full, and so on.

"Random" Select containers from the group at random for all requests.

"RandomRelaxed" Select a container from the group at random and continue to use it for 
subsequent similar requests until it is full or otherwise unavailable. Then 
select the next container at random and use it until it is full, and so on.
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<ContainerConfiguration>
Configures the individual containers in the container groups of an object placer’s 
scope.

Parent element <ContainerGroupConfiguration>

Child elements <ObjectCountLimit> 

Attributes

Table 6-3: Attributes of <ContainerConfiguration> 

Attribute Type Use Value

growByPolicy enum Optional Policy for interpreting the growBy value. Must be one 
of:
■ "PercentageOfCurrentSize"—interpret 

growBy as a percentage of the number of logical 
pages currently in the container.

■ "Pages"—interpret growBy as the number of 
logical pages to add.

Omitting the attribute is equivalent to 
"PercentageOfCurrentSize".

growBy int Optional Amount by which to grow a container, when needed to 
accommodate more objects. Interpretation of this 
value depends on growByPolicy.

Omitting the attribute is equivalent to "100".

initialNumberOfPages int Optional Initial number of logical pages in each new container. 

Omitting the attribute is equivalent to "0", which 
specifies 100 pages for containers in a 
<SingleContainerGroup>, and 2 pages for 
containers in a <ContainerGroupPerObject>.

pageLimit int Optional Maximum number of logical pages a container can 
have before it is considered full.

Omitting the attribute is equivalent to "50000".

placeInOwnFile bool Optional When "true", store each container as an external 
container in its own file. When "false", store each 
container embedded in the file of the parent database. 

Omitting the attribute is equivalent to "false".
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See also Configuring an Object Placer’s Containers
Controlling Container Growth
Maintaining Object Counts
Setting Container Capacity in Objects
Limiting the Number of Objects of a Class per Container
Setting Container Capacity in Pages
Configuring External Containers

containerPageSize int Optional The size, in bytes, of each page in a container; applies 
only if the container is in its own file.

Omitting the attribute is equivalent to "0", which 
indicates the page size of the enclosing database.

fileSizeLimit string Optional Preferred maximum size to which a container’s file 
may grow; applies only if the container is in its own file.

Append k, m, or g to a numeric value N to express the 
size as a number of kilobytes, megabytes, or 
gigabytes, respectively. N may include up to 3, 6, or 9 
decimal places when you append k, m, or g, 
respectively.

Omitting the attribute is equivalent to "0m", which 
indicates no maximum.

maintainObjectCounts bool Optional When "true", keep a count of the number of objects 
of each type placed in each container, otherwise, do 
not maintain a count.

Omitting the attribute is equivalent to "true".

totalObjectCountLimit int Optional Total number of application-created objects that can 
be added to a container before it is considered full. 
Container must maintain object counts.

Omitting the attribute is equivalent to "0", which 
indicates no limit.

Table 6-3: Attributes of <ContainerConfiguration>  (Continued)

Attribute Type Use Value
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<ObjectCountLimit>
Specifies a limit on the number of objects of a particular class in a container. When 
omitted, no specific limit is imposed.

Parent element <ContainerConfiguration>

Child elements None. 

Attributes

See also Setting Container Capacity in Objects
Limiting the Number of Objects of a Class per Container

Table 6-4: Attributes of <ObjectCountLimit> 

Attribute Type Use Value

objectClass string Required Type of objects to which the object-count limit 
applies. Must be the namespace-qualified name 
of the class of object being placed or a subset of 
that class.

objectLimit int Required The maximum number of objects of the specified 
class that can be placed in a single container.

containerIsFullAtLimit bool Required If "true", a container is considered full when 
the specified limit is reached for objects of the 
specified class. If "false", objects of other 
classes can still be placed into the container.
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<ContainerAcquisitionPolicy>
Specifies the object placer’s policy for acquiring a lock on a container in which to 
place new persistent objects.

Parent element <Scope>

Child elements None. 

Attributes

See also Configuring an Object Placer’s Container Acquisition Policy

Table 6-5: Attributes of <ContainerAcquisitionPolicy> 

Attribute Type Use Value

waitPolicy enum Optional Policy for waiting for a locked container to 
become available. Must be one of:
■ "NoWait"—Do not wait.
■ "WaitForever"—Wait indefinitely.
■ "WaitLimit"—Wait the number of 

seconds specified by waitSeconds.

Omitting the attribute is equivalent to 
"NoWait". 

waitSeconds int Optional Timeout period expressed as a number of 
seconds. waitPolicy must be set to 
WaitLimit.

Omitting the attribute is equivalent to "1". 

actionOnTimeout enum Optional Action to take after the wait period is over, or if 
timeout occurs without waiting. Must be one of:
■ "CreateNewContainer"—Add a new 

container to the group.
■ "ApplicationException"—Throw an 

exception.

Omitting the attribute is equivalent to 
"CreateNewContainer". 
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7
Container Placers

This chapter shows you how to specify container placers for placing containers 
created on behalf of an Objectivity/DB application. You typically perform these 
tasks if you are a development team’s database designer. 

This chapter describes:
■ General information about how container placers work.
■ Defining a container placer.
■ Reference descriptions for XML elements that define container placers.

NOTE The examples in this chapter are based on the schema described in “Getting 
Acquainted With the Sample Application” on page 29.

Understanding Container Placers

Container placers are responsible for placing new containers in databases and 
creating new databases as needed. 

The following subsections describe:
■ Container Placers in a Placement Model
■ Placement of Containers Into Databases
■ Scope of a Container Placer
■ Scope Organization and Distribution Design
■ Concurrency Considerations
■ A Closer Look at Databases
■ Scope Identifiers and Versioning
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Container Placers in a Placement Model

Container placers are named entities in a placement model that define the details 
for placing new containers into databases. A container placer is the second “link” 
in a chain of placers that can be invoked by a placement rule, as shown in 
Figure 7-1:

Figure 7-1 Container Placer in a Chain of Placers

A container placer may be referenced by one or more object placers (see 
Chapter 6, “Object Placers”). The container placer is invoked whenever one of 
these object placers creates a new container in the process of placing a new 
persistent object.

Each container placer references a particular database placer, which handles the 
placement of each new database created by the container placer; see Chapter 3, 
“Specifying File Storage.”

Default Container Placer

Every placement model has a default container placer named "Default". This 
container placer is referenced by the default object placer described in “Default 
Object Placer” on page 140, and may also be referenced by any nondefault object 
placer you add to the placement model. The default container placer is 
required—you can’t import a placement model document (PMD) without it.

The default container placer is configured to place new containers together in 
databases that use general-purpose settings. You can customize any aspect of the 
default placement behavior.

Container Placers for Specialized Placement

You can add any number of nondefault container placers to a placement model to 
define specialized placement behavior for the containers of particular types of 
objects. Every container placer has an XML representation in a PMD.

You add specialized placement behavior when you want to improve an 
application’s performance as it creates, reads, modifies, or queries the objects in 
the containers being placed. For example, a container placer can be configured to:
■ Place its containers in different databases (and therefore in different files) so 

they can be distributed to different network locations. 
■ Specify limits on the overall size of database files.

Rule Object Placer Container Placer Database Placer
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Placement of Containers Into Databases

When a container placer is invoked by an object placer, the container placer’s job 
is to obtain an available database in which to place the new container.

Database Groups

The process of obtaining databases for new containers causes a container placer 
to create one or more database groups. In the simplest case, a container placer 
creates a new database for the first new container it places, and then uses that 
database for new containers in response to subsequent placement requests. When 
the first database is considered full, the container placer creates a second 
database to accommodate further placements, until that database is full, and so 
on, creating and filling databases as needed.

The resulting series of databases is managed as a single group by the container 
placer that created them. Conceptually, a database group extends a single 
database to enable the container placer to keep placing containers without 
running out of space. Within a database group, the individual databases are 
considered equivalent to each other for purposes of placement. All of the 
databases in a group have a common component in their system names. The 
databases in a database group may, but need not, reside in the same storage 
location, as controlled by the applicable database placer; see Chapter 3, 
“Specifying File Storage.”

NOTE Although the databases in a group are managed as a group, their files are 
accessed individually—that is, when a transaction accesses a particular persistent 
object in a particular database file, only that database’s file is opened, and not the 
entire group. 

Database groups are a fundamental element of container placer design; see 
“Scope of a Container Placer” on page 193.

Database Availability Within a Group

A container placer keeps track of the availability of each database within a 
database group. An available database can accommodate new containers; an 
unavailable database cannot.

A database becomes unavailable when it is full. A database is considered full 
when the database has reached a designated limit on its file size, or when the 
number of containers in it reaches the system-defined maximum. 
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If a container placer finds that all of the databases in a group are unavailable 
when it needs to place a new container, the placer adds a new (and therefore 
available) database to the group. 

NOTE Multiple available databases are automatically added to a group simultaneously 
if you use the CreateContainers administration tool to pre-create containers in 
multiple different storage locations.

A container placer’s selection policy specifies how the placer selects from among 
multiple available databases when fulfilling successive placement requests. The 
default policy is to use the same database for successive requests until it is 
unavailable, and then select some other available database. Other policies 
instruct the placer to select from among the available databases in a way that 
balances the distribution of new containers among the databases in a group, 
which can help to achieve load balancing goals; see “Distribution Among 
Databases in a Group” on page 206.

Pages in a Database

After selecting or creating an available database for a new container, a container 
placer’s next task is to obtain a block of pages for the new container. The pages 
are drawn from a list of existing free pages maintained by the database. Every 
database is created with a minimum amount of space for subdivision into pages. 

A database file grows (acquires new space for new pages) as necessary to supply 
pages to new containers being added or existing containers being extended. You 
can configure a container placer to limit database growth to help meet 
storage-space requirements. See “A Closer Look at Databases” on page 207.
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Scope of a Container Placer

Taken together, the database groups that are created and filled by a particular 
container placer constitute that placer’s scope. You can think of a container 
placer’s scope as the extent of its placement—the set of containers it places, and 
the portion of the federated database into which the containers are placed. 

Scope Levels

The scope of a container placer is similar to the scope of an object placer, but at a 
different level in a federated database’s storage hierarchy:
■ An object placer’s scope consists of persistent objects residing in groups of 

containers.
■ A container placer’s scope consists of containers residing in groups of 

databases.

An object placer delegates the placement of its containers to a particular 
container placer, so all the containers belonging to a given object placer are 
assigned to the databases belonging to a single container placer; the containers 
are never split among the databases of multiple container placers. 

The following subsections focus on the characteristics of container-placer scopes. 
For information about the object-placer scopes, see “Scope of an Object Placer” 
on page 143.

Shared Container-Placer Scope

A container placer’s scope may consist of the containers created by a single object 
placer, or may include the containers produced by multiple object placers. 

For example, assume a placement model has rules and object placers for placing 
Student objects and Course objects. If the same container placer is invoked by 
both object placers, then that container placer’s scope would include containers 
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of Student objects as well as containers of Course objects, as illustrated in 
Figure 7-2.

Figure 7-2 Container Placer’s Scope Shared by Multiple Object Placers

Rule
Class: Student
Use: StudentPlacer

Containers in

Containers in

Databases in EnrollmentInfoPlacer’s Scope

Rule
Class: Course
Use: CoursePlacer

Object Placer
Name: CoursePlacer
Use: EnrollmentInfoPlacer

Container Placer
Name: EnrollmentInfoPlacer

Object Placer
Name: StudentPlacer
Use: EnrollmentInfoPlacer

StudentPlacer’s
Scope

CoursePlacer’s Scope
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Scope Ownership

A container placer typically owns the scope into which it places containers. When 
a container placer owns a scope, the placer is responsible for creating and 
tracking the databases and the database group(s) in it. For example, in Figure 7-2, 
the container placer EnrollmentInfoPlacer owns the databases into which it 
places new containers. For details, see “Configuring a Container Placer With Its 
Own Scope” on page 211.

Under certain circumstances, a container placer does not maintain a scope of its 
own, but instead uses a scope owned by another container placer. This typically 
occurs during relative placement, where a rule defines a placement relationship 
that allows new objects to be placed relative to application-specified existing 
objects; see “Relative Placement” on page 119. 

When such a rule exists, the container placer for the new objects can be 
configured to use the scope of the container placer for the existing objects. The 
resulting placement ensures that containers of related objects reside as near to 
each other as possible—in the same database, if possible, or else in another 
database of the same database group. 

NOTE Placing into the scope of another placer makes use of placement relationships, 
whereas sharing a placer’s scope (as described on page 193) does not. 

For more information and an example, see “Containers Placed Near a Specific 
Object’s Container” on page 200. 

Scope Organization and Distribution Design

You use the scopes of container placers to implement your design for placing 
persistent objects into databases, which are the primary units of distribution in a 
file system. That is, you can organize container-placer scopes to:
■ Place containers together in the same database group if the objects in them 

should reside in the same file (or in the same set of co-managed files). 
■ Place containers apart in separate database groups if the objects in them 

should reside in different files (or in different sets of co-managed files). 

Because databases are the primary unit of distribution among file-storage 
locations in a network, all containers placed in the same database file are 
necessarily collocated in the same storage location; any containers placed in 
different database files may either be collocated or distributed among different 
file-storage locations.
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Appropriate organization of containers into databases can enable you to:
■ Reduce network traffic. If particular containers will be accessed frequently by 

an application running in a particular network location, you can reduce 
network traffic by placing those containers in a database group whose files 
can be hosted on the same local area network as the accessing application.

■ Distribute processing load. If you anticipate frequent concurrent access to 
particular containers, you can reduce I/O bottlenecks and drive head 
contention by placing those containers in different database groups whose 
files can be distributed among different physical drives.

NOTE See Chapter 3, “Specifying File Storage,”for information about specifying storage 
locations for database files.

Scope Organization on Different Placement Levels

The scope organization of a container placer is distinct from the scope 
organization of the object placer(s) that delegate to it:
■ An object placer’s scope is organized into one or more groups of containers.
■ A container placer’s scope is organized into one or more groups of databases.

You can make a different organizational choice for the scope at each level of 
placement. Different combinations work together to produce different overall 
placements. These combinations support a great deal of flexibility—for example, 
you could:
■ Spread objects among multiple container groups, and then combine all the 

containers of these groups into a single database group.
■ Combine objects in a single container group and spread its containers among 

different database groups.

The following subsections focus on the choices for organizing containers in a 
container placer’s scope to support different file-level distribution goals. 

For information about the choices for organizing object-placer scopes, see “Scope 
Organization and Clustering Design” on page 145.

For a quick reference of the different combinations of object placer and container 
placer, see Appendix A, “Visual Summary of Placer Scopes.”
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Basic Placement of Containers

A basic design goal is to place containers of particular objects into a single set of 
files that can be managed together. For details, see “Placing Containers Into a 
Single Database Group” on page 211.

For example, assume the database administrator for a vehicle-rental company 
application frequently needs to move files of Vehicle objects to a different host. To 
support this requirement, you can configure a container placer to place 
containers of new Vehicle objects into a single database group, as in Figure 7-3. 

Figure 7-3 Container-Placer Scope Organized as a Single Database Group

Placing containers in a single database group combines as many containers as 
possible in each individual database in the group, until the database is 
considered full. The placer provides no explicit control over which of the placed 
containers are actually grouped together in a particular database. Instead, the 
placed containers are generally intermixed, with the assignment of containers to 
databases depending on such factors as:
■ The order in which placement requests from applications are processed.
■ The availability, at the time of placement, of databases in the group; see 

“Database Availability Within a Group” on page 191. 
■ The container placer’s policy for selecting from among available databases in 

the group.

NOTE The Vehicles example in this section shows the placement of a single container 
group into a single database group. It is also possible to place the containers from 

Single Database Group

Scope of VehiclesPlacer
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multiple container groups into a single database group—for example, when 
multiple object placers share the same container placer. 

Maximal Distribution of Containers

Sometimes the goal is to spread particular objects among files that can be 
managed separately from each other. A container placer can support this by 
placing each new container in its own separate database group, ensuring that 
each of these containers resides in a separate file. For details, see “Placing Each 
Container Into a New Database Group” on page 212.

Example: Distribution of Vehicle Objects

Assume the database administrator for a vehicle-rental company application 
recommends spreading Vehicle objects among multiple disks to minimize 
disk-drive contention when many Vehicles are accessed concurrently. 

To support this recommendation, you can configure a container placer to place 
each container of new Vehicle objects into a separate database group, as shown in 
Figure 7-4. 

Figure 7-4 Containers Distributed in Separate Database Groups

Placing one container per database group causes a new database (and a new 
database group) to be created for each container to be placed, ensuring that every 
container will reside in a separate file. 

Database Group Per Container of Vehicle Objects

Scope of VehiclesPlacer
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NOTE Figure 7-4 shows the distribution of containers of a single container group. It is 
also possible to distribute the containers of multiple container groups—for 
example, when multiple object placers share the same container placer.

Example: Distribution of Location Objects

Assume a vehicle-rental company application creates one Location object for 
each branch location in the company. To reduce network traffic, the database 
administrator recommends storing each Location object on a separate host that 
resides physically at the represented branch. 

To support this recommendation, you first configure an object placer to place one 
Location object per container, and then you can configure a container placer to 
place each container in its own database group, as shown in Figure 7-5.

This placement leaves room for other containers to be placed near each 
Location-object container. 

Figure 7-5 Containers Distributed in Separate Database Groups

Database Group Per Location-Object Container

Scope of LocationInfoPlacer

"DFW" "SFO" "JFK"
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Containers Placed Near a Specific Object’s Container

When applications need to use particular combinations of related objects 
frequently, a common design goal is to place those objects in the same file or set 
of files, so storage for each combination can be managed as a unit. A container 
placer can support this by placing the containers of the related objects together in 
the same database, if possible, or else in different databases of the same database 
group. For details, see “Placing Containers Near a Specified Object’s Container” 
on page 214.

For example, assume a vehicle-rental company application creates a large 
number of Stall objects that are each related to some Location object representing 
a branch location of the company. The database administrator recommends 
placing each Location object and its Stall objects in a separate set of files that can 
be stored on a host residing physically at the represented branch.

To support this recommendation, you configure the following rules and placers, 
which are illustrated in Figure 7-6:
■ A rule, an object placer, and a container placer to place Location objects as 

described in “Example: Distribution of Location Objects” on page 199.
■ A rule for Stall objects that defines a placement relationship between new 

Stall objects and existing Location objects. 
■ An object placer that partitions Stall objects according to their owning 

Location object. 
■ A container placer that places each container of Stall objects near the 

container of the Location to which the Stall objects belong. This is achieved 
by placing into the other container placer’s scope; see “Scope Ownership” on 
page 195.

These rules and placers produce a placement such as that shown in Figure 7-6. In 
this figure, LocationInfoPlacer establishes the overall scope organization for 
containers of Location objects. By placing into LocationInfoPlacer’s scope, 
StallGroupPlacer places containers as near as possible to existing containers 
in that scope. More specifically, StallGroupPlacer attempts to place each new 
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container of Stall objects near the container of the Location object that owns those 
Stalls.

Figure 7-6 Placement of Containers Into Another Container Placer’s Scope
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Containers Sorted Into Partitions

When objects are subdivided according to some criterion, a common design goal 
is to place each subdivision in a separate file or set of files, so storage for each 
subdivision can be managed as a unit. A container placer can support this by 
placing the containers of such objects into partitions within its scope. In effect, 
partitioning:
■ Sorts the containers according to the criterion of interest, which serves as the 

partitioning key.
■ Places the sorted containers into separate database groups corresponding to 

the partitioning key. 

You can think of partitions as an added level of organization for the database 
groups in a container placer’s scope. Depending on how you configure the 
container placer, each partition may consist of a single database group or 
multiple database groups. For details, see “Placing Containers into Partitions” on 
page 212.

Partitions in a container placer’s scope are typically used in conjunction with 
partitions in an object placer’s scope. A common scenario is to configure an 
object placer to partition new objects according to some partitioning key (as 
described in “Objects Sorted into Partitions” on page 150), and then configure the 
container placer to partition the containers of those objects according to the same 
partitioning key. The end result is to extend the partitioning beyond the object 
level.

Container-Level Partitioning Example

Assume an application creates persistent Satellite objects that produce very large 
numbers of persistent Observation objects. For various reasons, the Satellite 
objects are to be placed together, while the Observation objects are partitioned 
according to the Satellite that produced them, as described in “Object-Level 
Partitioning Example” on page 151. 

For flexible file management, the database administrator recommends placing 
the Satellite objects in one set of files, with a separate set of files for each 
partition’s Observation objects.
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To support this recommendation, you configure the following rules and placers, 
which are illustrated in Figure 7-7:
■ A rule and an object placer that place Satellite objects in a single container 

group.
■ A container placer (SatelliteGroupPlacer) that places the containers of 

Satellite objects in a single database group.
■ A rule and an object placer that place each new Observation object in an 

object-level partition corresponding to a particular Satellite specified by the 
application.

■ A container placer (ObservationGroupPlacer) that places each container 
of Observation objects into a container-level partition corresponding to the 
application-specified Satellite object.

Figure 7-7 shows the placement produced by these rules and placers after a 
number of persistent objects have been placed. Within the scope of 
SatelliteGroupPlacer, all containers of Satellite objects reside in a single 
database group. Two of these Satellite objects (S1 and S3) serve as partitioning 
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keys for placing the Observation objects and their containers into object-level and 
container-level partitions, respectively.

Figure 7-7 Partitioned Container-Placer Scope
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ObservationGroupPlacer will add a new partition to its scope if the 
application specifies Satellite S2 as the related object in a request to place a new 
Observation object. 

Partitioning vs. Placing Nearby

Partitioning a scope has some superficial similarities to the technique for nearby 
placement described in “Containers Placed Near a Specific Object’s Container” 
on page 200. Both techniques cause new containers to be assigned to different 
database groups according to some existing related object specified by the 
application. 

However, the scopes produced by these two techniques are organized very 
differently. When two container placers are configured for partitioning as in 
Figure 7-7, each one places into its own scope—so, for example, the containers of 
Observation objects are placed in one scope and the containers of Satellite objects 
are placed in another. Each placer has complete control over the number and 
characteristics of the databases and database groups.

In contrast, when two container placers are configured for nearby placement as 
in Figure 7-6, they both place into the same scope, which is owned by just one of 
the placers—so, for example, the Stall objects in that figure are placed into the 
scope containing the Location objects. The owning placer controls the number 
and characteristics of the databases and database groups in its scope.

Concurrency Considerations 

The organization of a container placer’s scope can affect the performance of 
applications that require frequent concurrent access to objects in different placed 
containers.

In general, the main priority for organizing scopes is to place containers together 
that are to be used together, as shown in “Basic Placement of Containers” on 
page 197 and “Containers Placed Near a Specific Object’s Container” on 
page 200. Such placement typically puts as many containers in the same database 
as possible, so that the files in which those containers reside can be managed as a 
unit. 

However, under certain circumstances, such placement can adversely affect 
performance—for example:
■ If many concurrent operations read or update objects in containers that 

reside in the same database (or in a set of collocated databases), competition 
for drive head placement can cause an I/O bottlenecks.

■ If many concurrent operations grow, delete, or add containers that reside in 
the same database, these operations will be serialized, because they must 
update the same database-level structures.
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If I/O bottlenecks or serialization leads to unacceptable application performance, 
you can try a scope organization that guarantees the placement of containers in 
separate database groups. For example, you could configure a container placer to 
perform one of the following:
■ Place each container in a separate database group (like the Location objects in 

“Maximal Distribution of Containers” on page 198).
■ Place containers in partitions separate from the containers of owning objects 

(like the Observation and Satellite objects in “Containers Sorted Into 
Partitions” on page 202).

If you need to balance clustering and distribution goals, you can keep containers 
together in the same database group, but improve concurrent access by limiting 
the number of containers per database file. That is, you could configure a 
container placer to perform either or both of the following:
■ Limit the file size of each database in the group, which in turn limits the 

number of containers that can be placed in these databases.
■ Distribute containers evenly among the different databases in the group 

to avoid a concentration of containers in any one database; see “Distribution 
Among Databases in a Group” below.

Distribution Among Databases in a Group

A container placer distributes containers among the databases in a database 
group according to its selection policy. The selection policy specifies how the 
placer selects from among multiple available databases when fulfilling successive 
placement requests. 

The default selection policy uses the same database for successive requests until 
that database is full or otherwise unavailable, and then selects another available 
database. This default behavior typically results in a concentration of containers 
in relatively few databases. 

For a more balanced distribution among the databases in a database group, you 
can specify a nondefault selection policy. For example, the "Random" selection 
policy selects databases from the group at random for all requests. For details, 
see “Distributing Containers Within Database Groups” on page 215.

NOTE In the current release, you must use an administration tool to arrange for 
multiple available databases in a database group. Multiple available databases 
are automatically added to a group if you use the CreateContainers 
administration tool to pre-create containers in multiple different storage 
locations.
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A Closer Look at Databases

A container placer enables you to configure various aspects of the databases in its 
scope. 

The following subsections provide background information about containers and 
how they can be configured.

Database Capacity

A database’s capacity determines how many containers it can hold. When a 
database reaches its capacity, it is considered full, and a new database is created 
and added to the same database group. 

The capacity of a database is limited by the maximum number of containers that 
Objectivity/DB allows in a database. For details about this value, see “Estimating 
Disk-Space Requirements” in  Chapter 4 of Objectivity/DB Administration.

You can indirectly limit the capacity of databases by configuring the container 
placer to limit the file size of each database; see “Database File Size” below.

Database File Size

NOTE This section is relevant only to databases in which embedded containers are 
placed, which is the typical case. If external containers are being placed, see 
“Container Storage in Files” on page 159 for information about container file size.

The size of a database file is the total amount of disk space occupied by the 
database’s containers plus some amount of space for free pages and system 
housekeeping. (See “Physical Container Size” on page 158 to find out more about 
the space occupied by each container.) If no more free pages exist, a database file 
may grow when a new container needs to be added or an existing container 
needs to be extended to accommodate new persistent objects.

You can configure a container placer to set a preferred limit on the overall file 
size of the databases it creates; see “Setting the Preferred Database File-Size 
Limit” on page 217. The limit is a soft limit rather than an absolute maximum. 
When a database’s file size reaches the preferred limit, no new containers can be 
placed in it, although space may still be added for system-created objects 
associated with existing containers. For example, the preferred file size may be 
exceeded to accommodate extra pages needed to preserve container versions 
during backups or MROW transactions. 
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Page Size Used in Databases

NOTE This section is relevant only to databases in which embedded containers are 
placed, which is the typical case. If external containers are being placed, see 
“Container Storage in Files” on page 159 for information about the page size 
used in container files.

The space within a database is subdivided into pages and assigned as needed to 
the database’s new or existing containers. A database’s pages are all of the same 
size, which is expressed in bytes. Furthermore, all of the databases in a container 
placer’s scope use the same page size. 

You can specify the page size for the databases created by a container placer; see 
“Setting the Page Size Used in Each Database” on page 217.

For information about the minimum and maximum page sizes, see “Estimating 
Disk-Space Requirements” in  Chapter 4 of Objectivity/DB Administration.

Scope Identifiers and Versioning

A container placer can accumulate multiple versions of its scope. When a 
container placer starts populating its scope with placed containers, the scope is 
assigned a unique integer identifier within the placement model. The identifier 
appears in the container placer’s definition the next time you export the 
placement model document (PMD). The purpose of the identifier is to correlate 
the scope with the definition of its placer in the PMD.

Once a container placer’s scope has an identifier, the organization of that scope is 
considered fixed. For example, if containers in the scope have already been 
placed in a single database group, you cannot reconfigure the placer to start 
placing containers in partitions. You can, however, reconfigure the placer’s 
database selection policy or the size characteristics of the individual databases in 
its database group(s). 

If you need to change the way a container placer organizes its scope, you can add 
a new version of the scope with its own identifier. The placer can no longer place 
new containers in the previous version of the scope, which is associated with a 
previous version of the placement model itself. For details, see “Creating a New 
Scope Version” on page 218.

The placement system keeps track of a scope’s versions over time.
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Defining a Container Placer

You define a container placer by adding an XML element for it to the 
container-placers section of a placement model document (PMD). 

NOTE For a quick overview of working with a PMD, see “A word about working with 
PMDs” on page 40.

Adding to the Container-Placers Section of a PMD

You define container placers in the container-placers section of a PMD. You can 
find this section near the end of the .pmd file, above the object-placers section.

In the initial PMD exported from a federated database, the container-placers 
section contains a single default container placer. You can add any number of 
nondefault container placers before or after the default container placer. The 
ordering of container placers within the section is not significant.

<ContainerPlacers>
... <!-- Add any number of nondefault container placers here --> 
<ContainerPlacer
name="Default"
description="Default placer used for placing containers when no 

specific container placer is specified"
placeInto="OwnScope">
<Scope>
<SingleDatabaseGroup/>
<DatabaseGroupConfiguration selection="Any">
<DatabaseConfiguration databasePageSize="0"/>
</DatabaseGroupConfiguration>

</Scope>
</ContainerPlacer>
... <!-- Add any number of nondefault container placers here --> 

</ContainerPlacers>

NOTE Do not delete the default container placer. A PMD without a default container 
placer cannot be imported into a federated database.
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Adding a Container-Placer Definition

The easiest way to add a new container placer to a PMD is to:

1. Copy the <ContainerPlacer> element that represents the default container 
placer.

2. Paste the copy above or below the existing default container placer; see 
“Adding to the Container-Placers Section of a PMD” above.

3. Edit the copy to define the new container placer.

At a minimum, you must specify:
■ A unique name and description for the new placer.
■ Whether the new placer places into: 

❐ Its own scope; see “Configuring a Container Placer With Its Own Scope” 
on page 211.

❐ The scope of another container placer; see “Placing Containers Near a 
Specified Object’s Container” on page 214.

Use the following excerpt as a guide; for attribute details, see 
<ContainerPlacer>.

<ContainerPlacers>
...
<ContainerPlacer <!-- New container placer --> 
name="containerPlacerName" <!-- Unique name -->
description="description" <!-- Description -->
placeInto="value" <!-- One of two values:

"OwnScope" or "RelatedObjectScope" -->
... > <!-- Optional attributes -->
... <!-- Child element for organizing the scope, if any -->

</ContainerPlacer>
...

<ContainerPlacers>
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Configuring a Container Placer With Its Own Scope

When a container placer owns a scope, it creates and tracks the databases and the 
database group(s) into which it places new containers; see “Scope Ownership” 
on page 195. 

To configure a container placer with a scope of its own, edit the placer’s 
definition. Use the following excerpt as a guide; for details, see 
<ContainerPlacer>.

<ContainerPlacer
name="containerPlacerName" description="description"
placeInto="OwnScope" <!-- Required value -->
databasePlacer="databasePlacerName"><!-- Optional --> 
<Scope> <!-- Child element of <ContainerPlacer> -->
... <!-- Child elements for configuring the scope -->

</Scope>
</ContainerPlacer>

A container placer with its own scope delegates to a database placer for the 
placement of each database it creates. If you do not specify the database placer 
explicitly, the default database placer is used.

See “Organizing a Container Placer’s Scope” for details about configuring the 
<Scope> element.

Organizing a Container Placer’s Scope

Placing Containers Into a Single Database Group

You can configure a container placer to organize its scope as a single database 
group; see “Basic Placement of Containers” on page 197. 

To do so, edit the container placer’s definition. Use the following as a guide:

<ContainerPlacer
name="containerPlacerName" description="description"
placeInto="OwnScope"
databasePlacer="databasePlacerName"> <!-- Optional -->
<Scope>
<SingleDatabaseGroup/> <!-- Child element of <Scope> -->
... <!-- Optional scope configuration -->

</Scope>
</ContainerPlacer>
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Placing Each Container Into a New Database Group

You can configure a container placer to maximally distribute new containers by 
placing each container in a separate database group; see “Maximal Distribution 
of Containers” on page 198.

To do so, edit the container placer’s definition. Use the following excerpt as a 
guide:

<ContainerPlacer
name="containerPlacerName" description="description"
placeInto="OwnScope"
databasePlacer="databasePlacerName"> <!-- Optional -->
<Scope>
<DatabaseGroupPerContainer/> <!-- Child element of <Scope> -->
... <!-- Optional scope configuration -->

</Scope>
</ContainerPlacer>

Placing Containers into Partitions

You can configure a container placer to sort new containers into partitions, where 
each partition corresponds to an existing persistent object specified by the 
application; see “Containers Sorted Into Partitions” on page 202. 

To configure a container placer to partition new containers of className1 
objects according to existing objects of className2, you:

1. Add a rule for placing objects of className1 relative to objects of 
className2; see “Defining a Rule for Placing an Object Relative to an 
Existing Object” on page 133. 

2. Edit the container placer’s definition, using the excerpt below as a guide. For 
details, see <Partition> and <ByRelatedObject>.

3. Configure the added rule to reference an object placer that, in turn, references 
the container placer you edited.

NOTE Placement of the existing className2 objects and their containers is handled by 
some other rule, object placer, and container placer in the PMD.
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<ContainerPlacers>
<ContainerPlacer
name="partitioningPlacerName" description="description"
placeInto="OwnScope"
databasePlacer="databasePlacerName"> <!-- Optional -->
<Scope>
<Partition>
<ByRelatedObject relatedObjectClass="namespace.className2"/>
<SingleDatabaseGroup/> <!-- or <DatabaseGroupPerContainer/> -->

</Partition>
... <!-- Optional scope configuration -->

</Scope>
</ContainerPlacer>

... <!-- Container placer for containers of className2 objects -->
</ContainerPlacers>

<ObjectPlacers>
<ObjectPlacer
name="objectPlacerName" description="description"
placeInto="OwnScope"
containerPlacer="partitioningPlacerName"> 
<Scope>
... <!-- Scope configuration -->

</Scope>
</ObjectPlacer>

... <!-- Object placer for placing className2 objects -->
</ObjectPlacers>

<Rules>
<Rule name="ruleName" description="description"

objectClass="namespace.className1" 
objectPlacer="objectPlacerName"> 

<PlacementRelationship relatedObjectClass="namespace.className2"/> 
</Rule>

... <!-- Rule for placing className2 objects -->
</Rules>

No special constraints exist on how objectPlacerName should organize the 
className1 objects into container groups. Typically, objectPlacerName will 
either place one object per container group, or else partition the objects according 
to application-specified related objects of className2. 
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Placing Containers Near a Specified Object’s Container

You can configure a container placer to place each new container near the 
container of an existing persistent object specified by the application; see 
“Containers Placed Near a Specific Object’s Container” on page 200. 

To configure a container placer to place new containers of className1 objects 
near the container of a specified existing className2 object, you:

1. Add a rule for placing objects of className1 relative to objects of 
className2; see “Defining a Rule for Placing an Object Relative to an 
Existing Object” on page 133. 

2. Edit the container placer’s definition, using the excerpt below as a guide. For 
details, see <ContainerPlacer>.

3. Configure the added rule to reference an object placer that, in turn, references 
the container placer you edited.

NOTE Placement of the existing className2 objects is handled by some other rule, 
object placer, and container placer in the PMD. 

<ContainerPlacers>
<ContainerPlacer
name="nearPlacerName" description="description"
placeInto="RelatedObjectScope" />

... <!-- Container placer for containers of className2 objects -->
</ContainerPlacers>

<ObjectPlacers>
<ObjectPlacer
name="objectPlacerName" description="description"
placeInto="OwnScope" 
containerPlacer="nearPlacerName">
<Scope>
... <!-- Scope configuration -->

</Scope>
</ObjectPlacer>

... <!-- Object placer for placing className2 objects -->
</ObjectPlacers>
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<Rules>
<Rule name="ruleName" description="description"

objectClass="namespace.className1" 
objectPlacer="objectPlacerName"> 

<PlacementRelationship relatedObjectClass="namespace.className2"/> 
</Rule>
... <!-- Rule for placing className2 objects -->

</Rules>

The preceding definition configures the container placer nearPlacerName to 
place its containers into the scope of another container placer—namely, the scope 
in which containers of className2 objects are placed.

Because nearPlacerName uses the scope of another container placer, the 
following attribute is ignored if you include it:

databasePlacer="databasePlacerName"

No special constraints exist on how objectPlacerName should organize the 
className1 objects into container groups. Typically, objectPlacerName will 
either place one object per container group, or else partition the objects according 
to application-specified related objects of className2. 

Distributing Containers Within Database Groups

You can configure the way a container placer distributes containers among the 
available databases within each of its database groups; see “Distribution Among 
Databases in a Group” on page 206. 

To do so, edit the container placer’s definition. Use the following excerpt as a 
guide; for details, see <DatabaseGroupConfiguration> and the selection 
policies listed in Table 7-2.

<ContainerPlacer
name="containerPlacerName" description="description"
placeInto="OwnScope"
databasePlacer="databasePlacerName"> <!-- Optional -->
<Scope>
<SingleDatabaseGroup/> <!-- or <DatabaseGroupPerContainer/> 

or <Partition> element -->
<DatabaseGroupConfiguration selection="selectionPolicy">
... <!-- <DatabaseConfiguration/> element -->

</DatabaseGroupConfiguration>
</Scope>

</ContainerPlacer>
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Omitting the selection attribute is equivalent to specifying it as follows:

<DatabaseGroupConfiguration selection="Any">

This causes the container placer to select the first available database in a group, 
and use it for successive placement requests until that database is full or 
otherwise unavailable. Then the next available database is selected and filled, 
and so on.

NOTE The nondefault selection policies distribute objects among the available databases 
in a group. To ensure that the group has enough available containers, you can 
run the CreateContainers administration tool to pre-create containers in 
multiple different storage locations.

Configuring a Container Placer’s Databases

You can configure various aspects of the individual databases created by a 
container placer; see “A Closer Look at Databases” on page 207. 

You use attributes of the <DatabaseConfiguration> element for the following 
tasks:
■ Setting the Preferred Database File-Size Limit 
■ Setting the Page Size Used in Each Database

<ContainerPlacer
name="containerPlacerName" description="description"
placeInto="OwnScope"
databasePlacer="databasePlacerName"> <!-- Optional -->
<Scope>
<SingleDatabaseGroup/> <!-- or <DatabaseGroupPerContainer/> 

 or <Partition> element -->
<DatabaseGroupConfiguration ... >
<DatabaseConfiguration 

... /> <!-- attributes -->
</DatabaseGroupConfiguration>

</Scope>
</ContainerPlacer>
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Setting the Preferred Database File-Size Limit

You can configure a container placer to limit the size of a database file to your 
preferred file-size limit, as described in “Database File Size” on page 207.

When the specified limit is reached in a database, no more containers can be 
added, although space for system-created objects may still be added.

To specify the preferred file-size limit, edit the container placer’s definition. Use 
the following excerpt as a guide; for details, see <DatabaseConfiguration>.

<DatabaseGroupConfiguration ... >
<DatabaseConfiguration

fileSizeLimit="size"
... />

</DatabaseGroupConfiguration>

Omitting this attribute is equivalent to specifying it with the following setting:

fileSizeLimit="0m" <!-- Special value -->

This setting causes each database to be allocated with a default initial amount of 
space, and allows each database to grow as large as it needs to (no limit). 

Setting the Page Size Used in Each Database

You can specify the page size (in bytes) to be used in each database created by 
the container placer; see “Page Size Used in Databases” on page 208. 

To do so, edit the object placer’s definition. Use the following excerpt as a guide; 
for details, see <DatabaseConfiguration>.

<DatabaseGroupConfiguration ... >
<DatabaseConfiguration

...
databasePageSize="size" 
... />

</DatabaseGroupConfiguration>

Omitting this attribute is equivalent to specifying it with the following setting:

databasePageSize="8192"

This setting indicates that each page occupies 8192 bytes on disk and in memory.
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Creating a New Scope Version

Certain changes to a container placer’s definition can be made only to a new 
version of the placer’s scope; see “Scope Identifiers and Versioning” on page 208. 
In particular, when changing a setting that affects the organization of an existing 
scope, you must also arrange for a new version of that scope to be created. 

To arrange for a new scope version to be created

➤ Edit the container placer’s definition to:

■ Delete the id attribute from the <Scope> element.
■ Change container placer settings as desired.

EXAMPLE Assume your application has created a number of containers of persistent Vehicle 
objects and placed each container in its own database group. Now you want to 
change the relevant container placer so all future containers of Vehicle objects are 
placed in a single database group.

You export the PMD, and notice that the placer’s <Scope> element has an id 
attribute, which indicates that the placer’s scope is not empty:

<ContainerPlacer
name="Vehicles" description="Places containers of Vehicle objects."
placeInto="OwnScope"> 
<Scope id="37736704824691001">
<DatabaseGroupPerContainer/>

</Scope>
</ContainerPlacer>

You make the change by editing the container placer’s definition and installing 
the PMD in the federated database:

<ContainerPlacer
name="Vehicles" description="Places containers of Vehicle objects."
placeInto="OwnScope">
<Scope> <!-- id="..." attribute deleted-->
<SingleDatabaseGroup/> <!-- Changed scope organization -->

</Scope>
</ContainerPlacer>
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Container Placer Reference

Parent-Child Hierarchy

<ContainerPlacer>
<Scope>
<SingleDatabaseGroup> | <DatabaseGroupPerContainer> | <Partition>
<DatabaseGroupConfiguration>

<DatabaseConfiguration>

<Partition>
<ByRelatedObject>
<SingleDatabaseGroup> | <DatabaseGroupPerContainer> 
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Reference Index

<ByRelatedObject> Specifies the key for partitioning a container placer’s scope. 
Each partition corresponds to a related object provided by the 
application.

<DatabaseConfiguration> Configures the individual databases in the database groups of 
a container placer’s scope.

<DatabaseGroupConfiguration> Configures the database groups in the scope of a container 
placer.

<DatabaseGroupPerContainer> Organizes the database groups in the scope of a container 
placer. Places one container per database group.

<ContainerPlacer> Defines a container placer in a PMD.

<Partition> Organizes the scope of a container placer into partitions. A 
partition may consist of a single database group or one 
database group per placed container.

<Scope> Configures the scope of a container placer.

<SingleDatabaseGroup> Organizes the database groups in the scope of a container 
placer. Places all containers in a single database group.
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<ContainerPlacer> 
Defines a container placer in a PMD.

Parent element <ContainerPlacers>

Child elements <Scope>

Attributes

Table 7-1: Attributes of <ContainerPlacer> 

Attribute Type Use Value

name string Required Name for the placer. Must be unique within the 
container-placers section of the PMD.

description string Optional Description of the placer. May be included at the discretion 
of the database designer to make the PMD 
self-documenting. 

placeInto enum Required One of the following:
■ "OwnScope" — The placer uses its own scope.
■ "RelatedObjectScope" — The placer uses the 

scope of another placer.

databasePlacer string Optional Database placer for placing the databases created by the 
container placer. Must be a database placer defined in the 
same PMD. 

This attribute is used only if placeInto is set to 
"OwnScope".

Omit the attribute to refer to the default database placer.
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<Scope>
Configures the scope of a container placer.

Parent element <ContainerPlacer>

Child elements <SingleDatabaseGroup> | <DatabaseGroupPerContainer> | <Partition> 
<DatabaseGroupConfiguration>

Attributes id

Set automatically; do not change. Specifies the identifier of the existing scope 
that the container placer is to use. 

<SingleDatabaseGroup>
Organizes the database groups in the scope of a container placer. Places all 
containers in a single database group.

Parent element <Scope> | <Partition> 

Child elements None.

Attributes None.

Discussion Alternative to <DatabaseGroupPerContainer>.

See also Placing Containers Into a Single Database Group

<DatabaseGroupPerContainer>
Organizes the database groups in the scope of a container placer. Places one 
container per database group. 

Parent element <Scope> | <Partition> 

Child elements None.

Attributes None.

Discussion Alternative to <SingleDatabaseGroup>.

See also Placing Each Container Into a New Database Group
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<Partition>
Organizes the scope of a container placer into partitions. 
A partition may consist of a single database group or one database group per 
placed container.

Parent element <Scope>

Child elements <ByRelatedObject>
<SingleDatabaseGroup> | <DatabaseGroupPerContainer> 

Attributes None.

Discussion When a container placer’s scope is partitioned, the placer sorts new containers of 
persistent objects into separate database groups according to a partitioning key. 

NOTE In the current release, partitioning is supported only when placing new objects 
relative to existing persistent objects; see <ByRelatedObject>. 

The number of database groups per partition is specified by 
<SingleDatabaseGroup> or <DatabaseGroupPerContainer>.

See also Placing Containers into Partitions

<ByRelatedObject>
Specifies the key for partitioning a container placer’s scope. 
Each partition corresponds to a related object provided by the application.

Parent element <Partition>

Attributes relatedObjectClass

Specifies the class of the related object by which the scope is partitioned 
(either the class specified in the rule-defined placement relationship, or a 
subclass of that class).

Discussion New containers of persistent objects are sorted into partitions according to the 
identity of the related object specified in the placement request that resulted in the 
creation of each new container. Partitioning by related objects is a form of relative 
placement; see “Relative Placement” on page 119.

See also Placing Containers into Partitions
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<DatabaseGroupConfiguration>
Configures the database groups in the scope of a container placer.

Parent element <Scope>

Child elements <DatabaseConfiguration>  

Attributes selection

Specifies a policy for selecting a database from a group; one of the values in 
Table 7-2. 

See also Distributing Containers Within Database Groups.

Table 7-2: Values of the selection Attribute of <DatabaseGroupConfiguration>

selection Value Description

"Any" (Default) Select the first available database in the group and use it for 
successive requests until it is full or otherwise unavailable. Then select the 
next available database, fill it, and so on.

"RoundRobin" Select an available database from the group at random for the first request, 
then select databases in a round-robin manner for all successive requests.

"RoundRobinRelaxed" Select an available database from the group in a round robin manner and 
continue to use it for subsequent similar requests until it is full or otherwise 
unavailable. Then select the next database in a round-robin manner and use 
it until it is full, and so on.

"Random" Select databases from the group at random for all requests.

"RandomRelaxed" Select a database from the group at random and continue to use it for 
subsequent similar requests until it is full or otherwise unavailable. Then 
select the next database at random and use it until it is full, and so on.
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<DatabaseConfiguration>
Configures the individual databases in the database groups of a container placer’s 
scope.

Parent element <DatabaseGroupConfiguration>

Attributes

See also Configuring a Container Placer’s Databases
Setting the Preferred Database File-Size Limit
Setting the Page Size Used in Each Database

Table 7-3: Attributes of <ContainerConfiguration> 

Attribute Type Use Value

databasePageSize int Optional The size, in bytes, of each page in a database.

Omitting the attribute is equivalent to "0", which 
indicates the default page size 8192 bytes.

fileSizeLimit string Optional Preferred maximum size to which a database file may 
grow.

Append k, m, or g to a numeric value N to express the 
size as a number of kilobytes, megabytes, or 
gigabytes, respectively. N may include up to 3, 6, or 9 
decimal places when you append k, m, or g, 
respectively.

Omitting the attribute is equivalent to "0m", which 
indicates no maximum.
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8
Placement-Based Query Plans

When different types of persistent objects have been placed in a federated 
database according to a placement model, a query operation over those objects 
automatically uses the placement information to narrow the search. The query 
operation proceeds according to the specific steps in its query plan, which 
incorporates the placement details and information about any relevant indexes.

This chapter shows you how to obtain, read, and interpret a query plan—to see, 
for example, whether an index will be used for a particular query. You typically 
investigate query plans if you are a development team’s database designer or 
system administrator. 

This chapter describes:
■ General information about query plans and when they are useful.
■ How to display a query plan.
■ How to read a query plan.
■ How to interpret a query plan.
■ Reference descriptions for query-plan steps.

NOTE The examples in this chapter are based on the schema described in “Getting 
Acquainted With the Sample Application” on page 29.
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Understanding Query Plans

A query plan is the list of steps that accomplish a particular query over persistent 
objects in a federated database. 
■ You typically inspect a query plan to test whether an index you added meets 

the criteria for being used during a particular query. 
■ You may also inspect a query plan during early prototyping to see whether a 

proposed placement model will support the queries you expect applications 
to make.

A query plan is assembled internally whenever an application performs a query 
operation, such as a predicate scan for finding all objects of a particular type that 
match a particular predicate. You can use the Explain tool to display the steps 
of the query plan for a specified query operation. 

The steps listed for a query plan reflect the following factors:
■ The target of the query—that is, the type of objects to be found and any 

predicate condition(s) they must satisfy.
■ The placement model that was in effect when the objects of interest were 

placed.
■ Any applicable indexes.

The same query will produce and use different query plans if the objects of 
interest were placed by different object placers, or if different indexes (or no 
indexes) are present at the time of query.

NOTE Queries exploit information about the placement of objects in containers, but not 
about the placement of containers in databases, or databases in storage locations. 
Consequently, different query plans may reflect placement-model differences at 
the object-placer level, but not at the container-placer or database-placer levels.

NOTE No query plan is available for predicate scans over objects in a 
non-placement-managed federated database.
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Displaying a Query Plan

You use the Explain administration tool to display the list of steps in a query 
plan for a specified query. You may display a query plan for:
■ A simple query, which finds all objects of a specified type.
■ A predicate query, which finds the object or objects of a specify type that 

satisfy a particular predicate condition.

To display a query plan for a simple query

EXAMPLE The following command displays a query plan for a query that finds all 
FleetData.Customer objects in the federated database.

objy Explain 
-class FleetData.Customer 
-bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot

To display a query plan for a predicate query 

You may specify any valid predicate string as the argument to the -predicate 
option. 
■ You must enclose the entire predicate string in double quotation marks. 
■ If the predicate tests the value of a string attribute against a literal value, you 

must enclose the literal value in quotation marks. 

NOTE For information about valid predicate strings, see Objectivity/DB Predicate Query 
Language.

Run This Tool With These Options

Explain -class
-bootFile

Run This Tool With These Options

Explain -class
-predicate
-bootFile
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EXAMPLE The following command displays a query plan for a query that finds all 
FleetData.Customer objects with more than a specified number of reward points.

objy Explain 
-class FleetData.Customer 
-predicate "rewardPoints > 999"
-bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot

EXAMPLE The following command displays a query plan for a query that finds the 
FleetData.Customer object with a particular last name.

objy Explain
-class FleetData.Customer 
-predicate "lastName == 'Bailey'"
-bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot
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Reading a Query Plan

The following examples show how to read a query plan for a simple query, a 
predicate query, a predicate query over indexed objects, and a predicate query 
over partitioned objects. For further details, see “Query Plan Reference” on 
page 241.

Query Plan for a Simple Query 

Assume that:
■ The federated database (RentalCompanyData.boot) stores persistent 

Customer objects that were placed in containers by the default object placer.
■ Your application will perform a simple query to find all Customer objects in 

the federated database.

The following Explain command produces the query plan shown in Figure 8-1:

objy Explain 
-class FleetData.Customer 
-bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot

Figure 8-1 Query Plan for a Simple Query

The query plan in Figure 8-1 consists of three steps:

Query-Plan Step Meaning

Query Type Reports the class of objects to be found by the query (Customer).

Query Scope Identifies the scope of the object placer for Customer objects. 
Includes the object placer’s name (Default) and the placement model version (1) 
associated with the scope.

Scan Containers Indicates that the query operation will find Customer objects by visiting each 
object in every container belonging to the identified scope.

Describes the target of the query 

Describes the scope(s) to be searched

Indicates the search action(s)

Query Type:

class: FleetData.Customer

Query Scope:

name: Default

id: 3377704015691778

model name: Application

model version: 1 (Current)

Scan Containers:

class: FleetData.Customer
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Query Plan for a Predicate Query 

Assume that:
■ The federated database (RentalCompanyData.boot) stores persistent 

Customer objects that were placed by an object placer called Customers.
■ Your application will perform a predicate query to find Customer objects 

with the last name Bailey. 

The following Explain command produces the query plan shown in Figure 8-2:

objy Explain 
-class FleetData.Customer 
-predicate "lastName == 'Bailey'"
-bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot

Figure 8-2 Query Plan for a Predicate Query

The query plan in Figure 8-2 adds a fourth step (Qualify Objects): 

Query-Plan Step Meaning

Query Type Reports the class of objects to be found (Customer) and the predicate condition that 
will be used to qualify found objects (lastName == "Bailey").

Query Scope Identifies the scope of the object placer that placed the Customer objects. 
Includes the object placer’s name (Customers) and the placement model version (2) 
associated with the scope.

Scan Containers Indicates that the query operation will find Customer objects by visiting each object 
in every container belonging to the identified scope.

Qualify Objects Indicates that the query operation will qualify each found Customer object by 
opening it to test its lastName attribute.

Describes the target of the query 

Describes the scope(s) to be searched

Indicates the search action(s)

Query Type:

class: FleetData.Customer

predicate: lastName == "Bailey"

Query Scope:

name: Customers

id: 5629503829377026

model name: Application

model version: 2 (Current)

Scan Containers:

class: FleetData.Customer

Qualify Objects:

predicate: lastName == "Bailey"
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Query Plan for a Predicate Query Over Indexed Objects

Assume that:
■ The federated database (RentalCompanyData.boot) stores persistent 

Customer objects that were placed by an object placer called Customers.
■ Your application will perform a predicate query to find Customer objects 

with the last name Bailey. 
■ You have added indexes over Customer objects, with the lastName attribute 

used as the key field. (See Chapter 4, “Indexing Persistent Objects.”)

The following Explain command produces the query plan shown in Figure 8-3:

objy Explain 
-class FleetData.Customer 
-predicate "lastName == 'Bailey'"
-bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot

Figure 8-3 Query Plan for a Predicate Query That Uses an Index

The query plan in Figure 8-3 introduces a step (Query Container Indexes) 
that replaces Scan Containers and Qualify Objects: 

Query-Plan Step Meaning

Query Type Reports the class of objects to be found (Customer) and the predicate condition that 
will be used to qualify found objects (lastName == "Bailey").

Query Scope Identifies the scope of the object placer that placed the Customer objects. 
Includes the object placer’s name (Customers) and the placement model version (2) 
associated with the scope.

Query Container 
Indexes

Indicates that the query operation will use existing container-level indexes to find 
Customer objects that meet the qualifying condition (lastName == "Bailey").

Describes the target of the query 

Describes the scope(s) to be searched

Indicates the search action(s)

Query Type:

class: FleetData.Customer

predicate: lastName == "Bailey"

Query Scope:

name: Customers

id: 5629503829377026

model name: Application

model version: 2 (Current)

Query Container Indexes:

predicate: lastName == "Bailey"
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Discussion

The query plan in Figure 8-3 lists Query Container Indexes as the only 
search-action step, which means that the specified predicate query can be carried 
out entirely by searching through the existing indexes. This is expected, because 
the predicate string tests the key field of these indexes.

Sometimes a predicate string can be only partly optimized by existing indexes, or 
will ignore existing indexes completely. The following subsections show query 
plans that reflect these scenarios.

Query Plan for a Partly Optimized Predicate Query

Assume that:
■ The federated database and indexes are the same as on page 233.
■ Your application will perform a predicate query to find Customer objects 

with the last name Bailey and the first name Fred. 

The following Explain command produces the query plan shown in Figure 8-4:

objy Explain 
-class FleetData.Customer 
-predicate "lastName == 'Bailey' AND firstName == 'Fred'"
-bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot

Figure 8-4 Query Plan for a Predicate Query That Uses an Index

Describes the 

Describes the 

Indicates the 

Query Type:

class: FleetData.Customer

predicate: (lastName == "Bailey") AND (firstName == "Fred")
Query Scope:

name: Customers

id: 5629503829377026

model name: Application

model version: 2 (Current)

Query Container Indexes:

predicate: lastName == "Bailey"

Qualify Objects:

predicate: firstName == "Fred"

target of the query 

search action(s)

scope(s) to be 
searched
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The query plan in Figure 8-4 augments the search-action steps, as follow: 

Discussion

In this scenario, the predicate string tests two attributes:
■ lastName, which is the key field of the Customer indexes.
■ firstName, which is not a key field in the Customer indexes. 

The query plan shows that the existing Customer indexes are able to optimize 
only a part of the query—the part that corresponds to the key field. The 
remainder of the query is accomplished by qualifying objects without using 
indexes—that is, by opening the objects and inspecting their attribute values.

Query Plan for a Predicate Query That Ignores Indexes

Assume that:
■ The federated database and indexes are the same as on page 233. (Recall that 

the lastName attribute is the only key field for these indexes.)
■ Your application will perform a predicate query to find Customer objects 

with the first name Fred. 

The following Explain command produces the query plan shown in Figure 8-5:

objy Explain 
-class FleetData.Customer 
-predicate "firstName == 'Fred'"
-bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot

Query-Plan Step Meaning

Query Type Same as for Figure 8-3, but reports both qualifying conditions: 
(lastName == "Bailey") AND (firstName == "Fred") 

Query Scope Same as for Figure 8-3.

Query Container 
Indexes

Indicates that the query operation will use existing container-level indexes to find 
Customer objects that meet the qualifying condition lastName == "Bailey".

Qualify Objects Indicates that the query operation will qualify each Customer object found by the 
parent step, by opening the object to test its firstName attribute.
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Figure 8-5 Query Plan for a Predicate Query That Ignores an Existing Index

The query plan in Figure 8-5 is similar to the query plan for Figure 8-2, where no 
indexes exist for Customer objects:

Discussion

In this scenario, the predicate string tests just the firstName attribute, which is 
not a key field in the existing indexes over Customer objects. The existing 
Customer indexes are therefore not applicable to the query operation, and so will 
be ignored by the operation. 

The query plan indicates this by showing steps for qualifying objects without 
using indexes—by scanning for all Customer objects, and opening them to 
inspect their attribute values. (This query plan is therefore similar to one for 
which no indexes exist at all for Customer objects.)

Query-Plan Step Meaning

Query Type Same as for Figure 8-2, but reports the qualifying condition
firstName == "Fred"

Query Scope Same as for Figure 8-2

Scan Containers Indicates that the query operation will find Customer objects by visiting each object 
in every container belonging to the identified scope.

Qualify Objects Indicates that the query operation will qualify each found Customer object by 
opening it to test its firstName attribute.

Describes the target of the query 

Describes the scope(s) to be searched

Indicates the search action(s)

Query Type:

class: FleetData.Customer

predicate: firstName == "Fred"

Query Scope:

name: Customers

id: 5629503829377026

model name: Application

model version: 2 (Current)

Scan Containers:

class: FleetData.Customer

Qualify Objects:

predicate: firstName == "Fred"
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Query Plan for a Predicate Query Over Partitioned Objects

Assume that:
■ The federated database (RentalCompanyData.boot) stores persistent 

Location objects, each owning a number of persistent Stall objects: 
❐ The Location objects were placed in a single container group by an object 

placer called Locations.
❐ The Stall objects were partitioned according to their owning Location by 

an object placer called Stalls.
■ Your application will perform a predicate query to find all Stall objects 

related to the Location object whose name is DFW. 

This scenario is similar to the one described in Exercise 7 in Chapter 2, “Tutorial: 
Developing a Placement Model.” A placement relationship allows each Location 
object to serve as a partitioning key for the Stall objects that are related to it. 
Consequently, the scope for the Stalls object placer is subdivided into partitions, 
where each partition consists of containers for just the Stall objects owned by a 
particular Location object.

When a predicate query uses a particular partitioning key (such as the Location 
object with the name DFW) to qualify the objects to be found, the search can be 
narrowed to just the containers in the partitions corresponding to that key.

The following Explain command produces the query plan shown in Figure 8-6:

objy Explain 
-class FleetData.Stall 
-predicate "location.name == 'DFW'"
-bootFile RentalCompanyData.boot
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Figure 8-6 Query Plan for a Predicate Query Over a Partitioned Scope

Describes the overall target of the query 

Describes the scope to be 

Indicates the search action(s)
for the implicit subquery

Describes the scope to be searched

Introduces an implicit subquery to find the

Query Type:

class: FleetData.Stall

predicate: location.name == "DFW"

Query Scope:

name: Stalls

id: 5629503829377028

model name: Application

model version: 2 (Current)

Query Related:

relationship: location

Query Type:

class: FleetData.Location

predicate: name == "DFW"

Query Scope:

name: Locations

id: 3377704015691780

model name: Application

model version: 2 (Current)

Scan Containers:

class: FleetData.Location

Qualify Objects:

predicate: name == "DFW"

Query Partitions:

filter by: location

Scan Containers:

class: FleetData.Stall

partitioning key(s) of interest

Describes the target 

searched by the implicit 

Indicates that each qualified partitioning 
key will identify a partition to be searched

of the implicit subquery 

Indicates the search action(s)
within the identified partition

subquery
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The query plan in Figure 8-6 shows steps for querying partitions:  

Query-Plan Step Meaning

Query Type Reports the class of objects to be found (Stall) and the predicate condition 
that will be used to qualify found objects (location.name == "DFW").

Query Scope Identifies the scope of the object placer that placed the Stall objects. 

Query Related Indicates that the query operation will perform an implicit subquery to find 
partitioning keys (objects that are related to Stall objects through a 
location relationship).

Query Type Reports the class of the related objects (Location), and the predicate 
condition that will be used to qualify them (name == "DFW").

Query Scope Identifies the scope of the object placer that placed the Location objects.

Scan Containers
Qualify Objects

Indicates that the implicit subquery will find Location objects by scanning 
every container belonging to the identified scope and then opening each 
found Location object to test its name attribute.

Query Partitions Indicates that the top-level query operation will use the qualified Location 
object to identify the partition to search.

Scan Containers Indicates that the top-level query operation will find Stall objects by visiting 
each object in every container belonging to the identified partition.
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Interpreting a Query Plan

The following table summarizes the search-action step(s) that a query plan might 
use to find objects of the specified query type in a particular query scope. 

NOTE If objects of the query type were placed by multiple object placers, or were placed 
according to multiple different versions of the placement model, then the query 
plan will show multiple query scopes, each with its own search-action steps. 

The steps of a query plan can help you anticipate the performance impact of a 
particular query operation, provided you take into account factors such as how 
the objects of interest were placed.

In particular, a Scan Containers step may indicate: 
■ A relatively time-consuming process, if it means scanning the containers of a 

scope in which many objects of many different types were placed by a single 
object placer into containers that do not maintain object counts.

■ A relatively fast process, if it means scanning the containers of a scope (or a 
partition of a scope) that contains just the objects of the query type. Such a 
step generally visits comparatively fewer objects in fewer containers.

Similarly, a Query Container Indexes step may indicate a faster or slower 
process, depending on whether the use of indexes will improve or impede 
runtime efficiency; see “Factors Affecting Indexing Performance” on page 106.

Action Step(s) 
Within a Query Scope

Meaning

Query Container Indexes Applicable indexes exist in the query scope, and will be used to 
optimize the entire predicate query.

Query Container Indexes
Qualify Objects

Indexes exist in the query scope over objects of the query type, but the 
key fields of the indexes do not correspond to all predicate conditions. 
Indexes will be used to optimize part of the predicate query.

Scan Containers 
Qualify objects

No indexes exist in the query scope over objects of the query type, 
or else such indexes exist, but do not apply because no predicate 
condition corresponds to the primary key field. 
The query operation visits each object in the scope’s containers and 
opens the objects of the query type to test the attribute(s) of interest. 

This step is faster when containers are configured to maintain object 
counts; see “Maintaining Object Counts” on page 173. Once all the 
objects of the query type have been visited in a container, any 
remaining objects are skipped and the next container is searched. 
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Query Plan Reference

Parent-Child Hierarchy of Query-Plan Steps

Query Type:
Query Scope:
Scan Containers: | Query Container Indexes:
[Qualify Objects:]

Query Type:
Query Scope:
Query Related:
Query Type:
Query Partitions:
Scan Containers: | Query Container Indexes:
[Qualify Objects:]

Reference Index

Qualify Objects: Step indicating that the query operation will qualify each persistent 
object found by the parent query step.

Query Container Indexes: Step indicating that the query operation will find persistent objects by 
searching container-level indexes in the containers belonging to the 
query scope.

Query Partitions: Step indicating that the query operation will use a qualified related 
object to identify the partition to search.

Query Related: Step indicating that the query operation will perform an implicit 
subquery to find qualified related objects that were used as 
partitioning keys.

Query Scope: Step that describes an object-placer scope to be searched by the 
query.

Query Type: Step that describes the persistent objects to be found by the query.

Scan Containers: Step indicating that the query operation will find persistent objects by 
scanning every container belonging to the Query Scope.
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Query Type: 
Step that describes the persistent objects to be found by the query. 

Parent step None 

Child steps (One or more) Query Scope: 

Attributes class:

Class of the persistent objects to be found.

predicate: 

Predicate string expressing one or more conditions that objects must satisfy.

Discussion A Query Type step has one or more Query Scope child steps, one for each object 
placer that could be used to place objects of the specified class. 

Query Scope: 
Step that describes an object-placer scope to be searched by the query.

Parent step Query Type: 

Child steps Scan Containers: | Query Container Indexes: | Query Partitions:

Attributes name:

Name of the object placer that owns the scope to be searched.

id: 

System-assigned identifier of the scope to be searched. 
Note: You can ignore the scope identifier, which is reported for completeness.

model name: 

Name of the placement model to which the scope belongs. The 
general-purpose system-defined placement model is called "Application".

model version: 

Version of the placement model for which the scope was created, followed by 
the string (Current) if this version is the currently installed version. 
The initial placement model is version 1; the version number is incremented 
for each subsequently installed placement model. 

Discussion A Query Type step has one or more Query Scope child steps, one for each object 
placer that could be used to place objects of the specified class. 
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Query Scope steps are obtained by examining all versions of the placement 
model; identifying every rule that could place objects of the specified class; and 
following each rule to the object placer it references. For example, if a new Person 
object can be placed either by the Default object placer or by a nondefault object 
placer called Persons, then two Query Scope steps would be found in a query 
plan for finding Person objects.

Although the placement model may have many object placers, only the ones 
relevant to objects of the specified class result in Query Scope steps for a given 
Query Type.

NOTE The scopes of container placers and database placers are ignored by query 
operations, and therefore are not represented as Query Scope steps.

Scan Containers: 
Step indicating that the query operation will find persistent objects by scanning 
every container belonging to the Query Scope.

Parent step Query Scope: 

Child steps Qualify Objects: 

Attributes class:

Class of the persistent objects to found.

Discussion A query operation scans a container by:
■ Opening the container and reading each logical page into memory.
■ Examining each persistent object on each page to determine whether the 

object is an instance of the desired class (or a subclass).

Qualify Objects: 
Step indicating that the query operation will qualify each persistent object found 
by the parent query step.

Parent step Scan Containers: | Query Container Indexes:

Child steps None. 

Attributes predicate:

Predicate string expressing one or more conditions that objects must satisfy.
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Discussion A query operation qualifies a persistent object by opening the object in memory and 
testing whether the object’s attributes satisfy the conditions expressed in predicate 
string.

Query Container Indexes: 
Step indicating that the query operation will find persistent objects by searching 
container-level indexes in the containers belonging to the query scope.

Parent step Query Scope: 

Child steps Qualify Objects: 

Attributes predicate:

Predicate string expressing one or more conditions that objects must satisfy.

Discussion A query operation searches container-level indexes in a query scope if all of the 
following are true:
■ The indexes are over persistent objects of the class specified in the 

Query Type step or a superclass of that class.
■ The primary (or only) key field of the indexes corresponds to an attribute 

that is tested by the predicate string. 

A Qualify Objects child step is included if the predicate string tests additional 
attributes that do not correspond to any key field of indexes. (If no Qualify 
Objects child step is present, the indexes completely optimize the query.)

The Query Container Indexes step is reported for a query scope only if 
applicable indexes exist in that scope. If container-level indexes were added for 
only a subset of the object placers that place the objects of interest, then the 
Scan Containers step is reported for the scopes of placers without indexes.
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Query Related: 
Step indicating that the query operation will perform an implicit subquery to find 
qualified related objects that were used as partitioning keys.

Parent step Query Scope: 

Child steps Query Type:
Query Partitions:

Attributes relationship: 

Relationship through which partitioning keys are related to the partitioned 
objects. 

See also Query Plan for a Predicate Query Over Partitioned Objects

Query Partitions:
Step indicating that the query operation will use a qualified related object to 
identify the partition to search.

Parent step Query Related: 

Child steps Scan Containers: | Query Container Indexes:

Attributes filter by: 

Relationship through which partitioning keys are related to the partitioned 
objects. 

See also Query Plan for a Predicate Query Over Partitioned Objects
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A
Visual Summary of Placer Scopes

In this appendix: 
■ Object-Placer Scopes—Graphical representations of the main ways you can 

configure an object placer to organize the objects and containers in its scope. 
■ Object-Placer and Container-Placer Scope Combinations—Graphical 

representations of the main ways you can configure an object placer in 
combination with a container placer to organize the objects, containers, and 
databases in their scopes.

■ Table 15-1 and Table 15-2—Brief descriptions of the possible combinations of 
object-placer and container-placer configurations.

NOTE This appendix stops short of discussing page-level organization. For complete 
explanations and examples of various scope organizations, see Chapter 6, 
“Object Placers,” and Chapter 7, “Container Placers.”

= Existing application-specified related object 

Key to Figures

= New object being placed= New object being placed

= Container 
Note: Pages not shown for simplicity

= Container group

= Database = Database group
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Object-Placer Scopes

Object Placers With Simple (Unpartitioned) Scopes

Place every object in a

Place every object (  ) near 
(in the same scope as) 

Place every object ( ) near
(in the same scope as)

Related objects ( ) previously placed

SingleContainerGroup 
Place every object in a
ContainerGroupPerObject

placeInto=OwnScope

placeInto=RelatedObjectScope

in a SingleContainerGroup

Notes

a specified related object ( )
a specified related object ( )

Application specifies an existing related object when requesting placement for a new 
object. 

Class of related object given in placement relationship in rule.

Each new object is placed as near as possible to the related object—on the same 
page, in the same container, or in the same container group.

The object placer for the related objects owns the scope into which the new objects are 
being placed.

Related objects ( ) previously placed
in a ContainerGroupPerObject
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Object Placer With Partitioned Scopes 

Partition for objects 
placed relative to object R1
 

Partition for objects 
placed relative to object R2

Partition for objects placed
relative to object R1
 

Partition for objects placed
relative to object R2

Place objects in N SingleContainerGroups

Place every object in a ContainerGroupPerObject

(One or more container groups per partition)
Organize container groups into N partitions

placeInto=OwnScope - Partitioned - ByRelatedObject

(One container group per partition)
Place every object in a
SingleContainerGroup 

Place every object in a
ContainerGroupPerObject

Simple scope for comparison

Notes

R1

R2

R1

R2

Application specifies an existing related object when requesting 
placement for a new object. 

Class of related object given in placement relationship in rule.

Subdivide scope into N partitions, one per application-specified 
related object.

Correlation with related object is available to queries—tells 
query operation which containers to search or skip.

Simple scope for comparison
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Object-Placer and Container-Placer Scope Combinations

+ Container Placer with Simple Scope

Place every container in a
SingleDatabaseGroup 

Place every container in a 
DatabaseGroupPerContainer

Place every object in a
SingleContainerGroup 

NotesNotes

Containers belong to same container group

All objects are placed in the same 
container group.

All containers are placed in the same 
db group.

All objects are placed in the same container group.

Each container is placed in a different db group.

Good for adding other containers to db groups.

Figure 9a Figure 9b
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+ Container Placer with Simple Scope

Place every container in a
DatabaseGroupPerContainerPlace every container in a

SingleDatabaseGroup 

Containers may belong to same or 

Place every object in a
ContainerGroupPerObject

Notes Notes
Each object is placed in a different 
container group.

All containers are placed in the same 
db group.

Each object is placed in a different container group.

Each container is placed in a different db group.

Good for adding other containers to db groups.

different container groups

Figure 10a Figure 10b
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+ Container Placer with Simple Scope

Objects are partitioned by related object, but 
containers are not partitioned.

Place every container in a 
DatabaseGroupPerContainer

Place every container in a
SingleDatabaseGroup 

Partition for objects placed
relative to object R1
 

Partition for objects placed
relative to object R2

Place objects in N SingleContainerGroups
(One container group per partition)

R1

R2

R1

R2

Notes

R1 R2

Notes
Objects placed relative to R1 are put in 
a single container group; likewise for 
objects placed relative to R2.

All containers of all partitions are 
placed in the same db group.

Objects placed relative to R1 are put in a single container 
group; likewise for objects placed relative to R2.

Each container is placed in a different db group.

Good for adding other containers to db groups.

Figure 11b

Figure 11a
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Visual Summary of Placer Scopes Object-Placer and Container-Placer Scope Combinations
+ Container Placer with Simple Scope

Objects are partitioned by related object, but 
containers are not partitioned.

Place every container in a 
DatabaseGroupPerContainer

Place every container in a
SingleDatabaseGroup 

Partition for objects 
placed relative to object R1
 

Partition for objects 
placed relative to object R2

Place every object in a ContainerGroupPerObject

(One or more container groups per partition)
Organize container groups into N partitions

R1

R2

R2

R1

R1 R2

Notes
Objects placed relative to R1 are distributed 
among different container groups in a 
partition; likewise for objects placed relative 
to R2.

All containers of all partitions are placed 
in the same db group.

Notes
Objects placed relative to R1 are distributed among 
different container groups in a partition; likewise for 
objects placed relative to R2.

Each container of each partition is placed in a different 
db group.

Figure 12b

Figure 12a
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Object-Placer and Container-Placer Scope Combinations Visual Summary of Placer Scopes
+ Container Placer with Partitioned Scope

Objects are partitioned by related object, and 
containers are partitioned, too.

Place containers Place containers in a DatabaseGroupPerContainer

(One or more db groups per partition)(One db group per partition)
Organize db groups into N partitionsin N SingleDatabaseGroups

R1 R2

Partition

Partition

R1 R2

Partition Partition

Notes
Objects placed relative to R1 reside in a 
single container group in a single db group 
associated with R1; likewise for objects 
placed relative to R2.

Notes
Objects placed relative to R1 reside in a single container 
group whose containers are distributed among different 
db groups associated with R1; likewise for objects placed 
relative to R2.
Infrequently used.

Partition for objects placed
relative to object R1
 

Partition for objects placed
relative to object R2

Place objects in N SingleContainerGroups
(One container group per partition)

R1

R2

Figure 13a

Figure 13b
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Visual Summary of Placer Scopes Object-Placer and Container-Placer Scope Combinations
+ Container Placer with Partitioned Scope

Objects are partitioned by related object, and 
containers are partitioned, too.

Partition for objects 
placed relative to object R1
 

Partition for objects 
placed relative to object R2

Place every object in a ContainerGroupPerObject

(One or more container groups per partition)
Organize container groups into N partitions

R1

R2

Place containers 

(One db group per partition)
in N SingleDatabaseGroups

Place containers in a DatabaseGroupPerContainer

(One or more db groups per partition)
Organize db groups into N partitions

R1 R2 R1 R2

Partition

Partition

Partition Partition

Notes
Objects placed relative to R1 are distributed 
among multiple container groups in a single 
database group associated with R1; likewise 
for objects placed relative to R2.

Notes
Objects placed relative to R1 are distributed among 
multiple container groups whose containers are 
distributed among multiple database groups associated 
with R1; likewise for objects placed relative to R2.
Infrequently used.

Figure 14a

Figure 14b
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Object-Placer and Container-Placer Scope Combinations Visual Summary of Placer Scopes
+ Container Placer with RelatedObjectScope

Objects are partitioned by related object.

Each new object’s container is placed as near as 
possible to the related object’s container—in the 
same db if possible, or in the same db group.

Containers are placed in a single database group or 
in multiple database groups, depending on how the 
containers of related objects were previously placed.

Place every container near
 (in the same scope as) the container of
a specified related object

Partition for objects placed
relative to object R1
 

Partition for objects placed
relative to object R2

Place objects in N SingleContainerGroups
(One container group per partition)

R1

R2

Place every container near
 (in the same scope as) the container of 
a specified related object

R2

R1

Notes
Containers of existing related objects (R1, R2) 
were previously placed in a single db group.

Containers of new objects are therefore placed 
in a single db group.

R2

R1

R1 R2

Notes
Containers of existing related objects (R1, R2) 
were previously placed in different db groups. 

Containers of new objects are therefore 
subdivided among multiple db groups.

Figure 15a Figure 15b
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ace each container in own 
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Table 15-1: Placers Configured With Their Own Scopes

Container Placera

placeInto=OwnScope

Container placer places containers into databases. Container-level scope determines higher-level distribution patterns, and is not used by q

SingleDatabaseGroup DatabaseGroupPerContainer Partition 
ByRelatedObject

SingleDatabaseGroup
bject Placerb

laceInto=OwnScope 

Object placer places objects into containers. Object-level scope is used in query operations.

ingleContainerGroup Place all objects in 1 
container group.
Place all containers in 1 
db group.
Figure 9a

Place all objects in 1 
container group.
Place each container in its 
own db group.
Figure 9b

Combination not recommended
Each container is placed in a parti
related object specified for the first
objects with different related objec
to the same container, the meanin
isn’t obvious. 

ontainerGroupPerObject Place each object in its own 
container group.
Place all containers in 1 
db group.
Figure 10a

Place each object in its own 
container group.
Place each container in its 
own db group.
Figure 10b

Place each object in its own 
container group.
Place containers in N 
database groups, 1 per 
app-specified related object.

Pl
co
Pl
ow
in
ap

Partition 
ByRelatedObject

ingleContainerGroup

Place objects in N container 
groups, 1 per app-specified 
related object. 
Place all containers in 1 
db group. 
Figure 11a

Place objects in N container 
groups, 1 per app-specified 
related object. 
Place each container in its 
own db group.
Figure 11b

Place objects in N container 
groups, 1 per app-specified 
related object.
Place containers in N db 
groups, 1 per app-specified 
related object.c

Figure 13a

In effect, this combination puts each container group in its own db group.

Pl
gr
re
Pl
db
N 
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Fi

Partition 
ByRelatedObject

ontainerGroupPerObject

Place each object in its own 
container group; organize 
groups into N partitions, 1 per 
app-specified related object. 
Place all containers in 1 
db group. 
Figure 12a

Place each object in its own 
container group; organize 
groups into N partitions, 1 per 
app-specified related object. 
Place each container in its 
own db group.
Figure 12b

Place each object in its own 
container group; organize 
groups into N partitions, 
1 per app-specified related 
object.
Place containers in N db 
groups, 1 per app-specified 
related object.
Figure 14a
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a. uery operations.
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gleDatabaseGroup
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Table 15-2: Placers Configured to Use Another Placer’s Scope

Container Placer a

Container placer places containers into databases. Container-level scope determines higher-level distribution patterns, and is not used by q

placeInto=RelatedObjectScope c
SingleDat

DatabaseGro
Partitioned - Sin

Partitioned - Databa
bject Placer b

Object placer places objects into containers. Object-level scope is used in query operations.

placeInto=RelatedObjectScope c

lace each object near app-specified 
elated object—in same container if 
ossible, or else in same container group.

The application can specify an existing object during the request to place a new object. The existing object is expected to be related to the ne
owner. 

Combination not possible.
If the object placer specifies a container placer, that container placer is ignored. 
(The container placer that applies to the related object is used instead.)

SingleContainerGroup

Combination not recommended. 
Each new container is placed according to the related 
object specified for the first object in the container. If 
objects with different related objects are subsequently 
added to the same container, the meaning of “nearby” 
placement isn’t obvious. 

See Ta

ContainerGroupPerObject

Place each object in its own container group.
Place each container near the container of the 
app-specified related object—in same db if possible, or 
else in same db group.

Partition 
ByRelatedObject

SingleContainerGroup

Place objects in N container groups, 1 per app-specified 
related object. 
Place each container near the container of the 
app-specified related object—in same db if possible, or 
else in same db group.
Figure 15a, Figure 15b

Partition 
ByRelatedObject

ContainerGroupPerObject

Place each object in its own container group; organize 
container groups into N partitions, 1 per app-specified 
related object.
Place each container near the container of the 
app-specified related object—in same db if possible, or 
else in same db group.
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A

AddIndex tool 112, 192, 216
AddIndexSpecification tool 110
AddKeySpecification tool 108
AddStorageLocation tool 79, 81, 83, 95
Any selection policy

container placer 224
database placer 71
object placer 184

application-specific location preferences 73
Assist

stopping 36
viewing federated database 28

B

bidirectional relationships 59

C

C function strcoll 105
classes

indexed 102
splitting indexes 113

clustering strategies 23
code units, storage 106
composite objects 20
concurrency considerations 153

container placers 205
configuration file

enabling application to use 90
location preferences 88

container acquisition policy 142, 160
configuring 177

container groups 141
about 16
database locations 35
default object placement 35
logical view 39
mixing objects 45
organization 17
placer scope 17
placing new objects near existing 53
separate for each object 49
separate for objects 49
transaction querying 19

container placers 189
about 13
default 190
defining 209
new containers 13
scope 75, 193

identifier 208
ownership 195
versioning 208

creating new version 218
scope organization

basic 197
maximal distribution of containers 198
partitions 202
placement near 200

scope, configuring
database characteristics 216
database group per container 212
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distributing containers among 
databases in a group 215

maximal distribution of containers 212
one container near another 214
organization 211
ownership 211
partitions 212
single database group 211

structure example 52
containers 154

about 10
acquisition 160
availability 141
capacity 156

setting, in objects 173
setting, in pages 175

configuring 171
container-level indexes 104
database assignments 35
embedded 159
external 159

configuring 176
file storage 159

configuring 176
growth 155

controlling 172
locking 48
logical pages 154
maintaining object counts 173

effect on queries 240
mixing objects 45
obtaining locks on 160
page size used in 159
physical size 158
special selection policies 71, 224
storing in separate database 41
structure 154

CreateContainers tool 154, 206

D

data-specific storage
defining group 92
location assignments 74
placement model 92

database groups 191
database placers

adding storage locations 95
database file placement 13
default 76
default configuration 18
main storage group configurations 18
obtaining storage locations 70
scope 75
storage-unavailable policies 98

databases 207
about 10
availability 191
capacity 207
combining storage locations 96
configuring 216
container assignments 35
distributing files by content 91
federated, see federated database
groups 16
growth, controlling 217
inspecting default file placement 32
page size used in 208
physical size 207

DropIndex tool 114

E

Explain tool 101, 229
explicit placement, see unmanaged placement

F

federated database
adding indexes 111
adding key specifications 108
checking index after schema evolution 115
components 10
creating 28
data-specific storage 92
default database placer 76
file storage 18
grouping objects 41
index scope 103
location preferences 73
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main storage group (MSG) 70
populating 31, 37
removing indexes 114
storage hierarchy 10
viewing in Assist 28

file storage
about 18, 70
databases 10
locations, see storage locations
main storage group 18, 70
persistent data 70

G

groups
see also container groups
about 16
group-level indexes 104
main storage 18
placing objects 36
resource 35

I

indexed classes, about 99
indexes

about 99
adding specifications 110
adding to federated database 111
creating 107
defining 102
displaying list of existing 113
dropped 101
index mode 101
indexed classes 102
inheritance hierarchy 106
invalidated by schema evolution 115
key fields 99, 100, 102
key specifications 108
level of granularity 107
levels 104
lifecycle 101
nonunique 103
performance factors 106
persistent objects 99

purpose and use 100
query plan 233
reconstructing after schema evolution 115
reconstructing invalid 115
removing 114
reporting whether used 233, 234, 235
scope 103
sorting by key fields 100
specifications 102
splitting for class and subclass 113
string keys 105
timing updates 101
unique 103, 105
version genealogy 103

K

key fields
about 99, 102
attribute types 103
defining 102
sort order 103
specifications 102
string keys 105

key specifications
adding by editing PMD 109
adding with administration tool 108

L

linked objects vs. placement relationships 58
ListIndexes tool 113
ListStorage tool 80
location preferences

 see also storage locations
about 73
application-specific

preferred storage zones 74
representing in configuration file 88
setting up 73
specifying 86

data-specific 74
defining 86
example 73
handling unavailability 76
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ranking 74
unavailable

entire group 77
specific locations 76

lock server, checking status
UNIX and Macintosh 27
Windows 26

logical page
managed by container 154

logical partitions 67
logical storage hierarchy 10
logical view, container groups 39

M

main storage group (MSG)
about 18, 70
default database placer 76
displaying 80
removing storage locations 82
selecting storage locations 70
setting selection policy 85
storage-unavailable policies 97

managed placement
about 12
advantages 23
illustration 12
main components 12
rules 13
vs. unmanaged placement 23

N

nonunique indexes 103

O

object placers 139
about 13
default 140
defining 162
example 52
scope 75, 143

identifier 161
ownership 144

versioning 161
creating new version 178

scope organization 145
basic 145
partitions 150
placement near 146
reserved space 147, 148, 149

scope, configuring 177
container group per object 167
containers 171
distributing objects among containers 

170
maintaining object counts 173
one object near another 169
one object per container 166
one object per page 165
organization 164
ownership 164
partitions 167
reserving space 166, 167
single container group 164

objects
combining in one placer scope 60
grouping 36
mixing in the same group 45
network distribution 41
organization 17
partitioning per existing objects 61
persistent references 59
persistent, see persistent objects
related 56
reserving space around 49

P

pages 10, 142, 192
partition-level indexes 104
persistent data, file storage 70
persistent objects

see also objects
clustered 11
clustering strategies 23
composite 20
container placement 35
default placement 31
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distributed 11
high concurrency 21
indexing 99
inspecting default placement 31
inspecting placement 37
load balancing 21
managed vs. unmanaged placement 23
partitioned 11
placement basics 9
placement design 11
placement scenarios 19
placing near existing objects 53
rule criteria 13
storage hierarchy 10
using independently 21
using together 19

placement by type 119
placement design

about 11
considerations 11

placement guide 57
placement manager

about 9, 12
initializing 14

placement model documents (PMDs)
about 12, 34
changing MSG 85
default 33
defining storage groups 92
editing and installing 36
generating 32
grouping all objects of a class 37
grouping objects for network distribution 

43
main elements 34
mixing objects in the same group 47
partitioning new objects 64
placing objects near existing objects 55
reserving space around objects 51
schema-snapshot section 136
typical installation 40

placement models
about 9
complex designs 16
default 35
grouping all objects of a class 39
grouping objects for network distribution 

44
initial 15, 32
initializing placement manager 14
mixing objects in the same group 48
organization 17
partitioning new objects 66
placers 13
placing objects near existing objects 56
reserving space around objects 52
rules 13
specifications 14
tutorial 25

placement relationships
about 17, 119
bidirectional 59
individual objects 55
rule selection 125
schema relationships 68, 119

query optimization 129
vs. linked objects 58
working with 67

placement scenarios 19
placers

combining objects in scope 60
complex designs 16
container, see container placers
database, see database placers
default 15
main storage group 18
object, see object placers
organizing objects 17
PMDs 38
resource groups 35
scope 17
tracking objects 14

PMD, see placement model documents 
(PMDs)

populator utility 37
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predicate queries
see queries

predicate scan operations 100, 228
purpose specialization of rules 122, 127

Q

queries 19
predicate query 229
predicate scan 228
query plan 228
simple 229
use of placement model 228

query plan steps
Qualify Objects 240, 243
Query Container Indexes 240, 244
Query Partitions 245
Query Related 245
Query Scope 242
Query Type 242
Scan Containers 240, 243

query plans 227
displaying 229
example, for predicate query

indexes ignored 235
indexes used 233
no existing indexes 232
partitioned objects 237
partly optimized by indexes 234

example, for simple query 231
indexes and 233
interpreting action steps 240
non-placement-managed federated 

database 228
purpose of 228
reading 231
reference 241

R

Random selection policy
container placer 224
database placer 71
object placer 184

RandomRelaxed selection policy
container placer 71, 224
object placer 184

reference attributes 58
related objects

about 56
specifying 57

relative placement 119
RemoveStorageLocation tool 82, 84
reset utility 31
resources

about 16
groups 35

RoundRobin selection policy
container placer 224
database placer 71
object placer 184

RoundRobinRelaxed selection policy
container placer 71, 224
object placer 184

rules
about 117
complex designs 16
default 15, 121
defining 132

placement by type 132
query optimization 134
relative placement 133

explicit 118
internal, for system classes 121
object criteria 13
placement relationship 119
PMDs 38
rule folders 122

defining 137
purpose specialization 127

selection of 123
placement relationship 125
purpose specialization 127

working with 13
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S

sample application 29
schema evolution

effect on indexes 115
invalidated indexes 115

schema relationships 67
scope

about 17
adding indexes 112
container placers 193
database placers 75
indexes 103
object placers 143
partitions 67
scope-level indexes 104

selection policies 70, 142
about 71
container placer 192
containers 71, 224
distributing containers among databases in 

a group 206
distributing objects among containers 154
example 72
MSG 85
supported 71, 184

container placer 224
specifications

indexes 102
index, see also indexes, specifications
key fields 102
key, see also key specifications

storage
federated database 18
hierarchy 10

storage locations
 see also location preferences
about 70
adding to database placers 95
combining for multiple data types 96
configuring selection process 71
data-specific 74
managing 80
naming or renaming 81

number in storage zones 83
preferred 86
registering 70, 78
removing from MSG 82
removing from storage zones 84
selecting 70
selection policies 70, 71
storage zones 74
unavailable 76

storage-unavailable policies
database placers 98
defaults 97
MSG 97
setting 97
storage locations 77

storage zones
about 74
managing 83
removing storage locations 84
setting up 83

strcoll C function 105
string keys

collation 105
indexing 105
relative order 105
storage 106

U

unique indexes 103, 105
unmanaged placement

about 23
vs. managed placement 23
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